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n. rERSONNEL .\XO BUSINESS RELATIOXSllIrS 

1. Introduction 

Personnel and bu~iness relationships between institutions and com
panies ni.ay be an indicium of institutional control or influence over 
such companies. However, as in the case of stock holdings, it is not al
ways possible to discern the direction of dominance in such relation
ships: it may be that the company has its representative on the board 
of the institution or that the company has obtained loans or other ar
rangements from the institution on It favorable basis. It is also pos
sible that the countervailing power of institutions and corporations of 
comparable size results in no dominance on the part of either. Directors 
who sit ,on several boards do not necessarily serve the interests of any 
one company. 

On the other hand, l\, relatively high incidence of interlocking per
sonnel and business relationships lllay reinforce any institutiollltl 
power conferred by shareholdings, multiply possible conflicts of inter
est, increase the opportunities for use of lllside infol'l111ttion and-if 
concentrated among relatively few large institutions and COlllpltllie~
produce anrticompetiti ve effects. 

The Study here limits its analysis to an examination of the extent 
to which institutions in its sample had personnel, creditor, depository 
alld employee benefit plan manager relationships with sample COIll
panies. Thus, it is not possible to draw any conclusions from these 
datit as to whether multiple sharcholding, personnel and business rela
tionships do, in fact, reinforce institutional power, create conflicts of 
interest, result in the improper usc O'f inside information or produce 
anticompetitive effects. In this section, the Study focllses solely on the 
incidence of personnel and business ties between institutions and port
folio companies in an effort to ascertain the pervasiveness of these 
relationships in light of the potential problems they may create. 

2. Personnel Uelationships 

To the extent that an institution might otherwise be in It position to 
influence corporate policy, the existence of personnel interlocks will 
tend to increase the opportunity to exercise such influence. It is UJl

likely, however, that the mere existence of intcrlocks would have any 
significance in the absence of some other present or potential relation
ship. Institutional power may be manifested by PCI'sOl1llel intcrlocks, 
uut it derives from more fundamental cconomic relatiollships-for ex
ample, those of shareholder or creditor. Thus, the degree O'f influcnce 
that an institutional director sitting on a company board may have as 
it representative of illstitutional intercsts will be directly related to the 
aggregate economic pmvel' of the institution over the company and 
nOG simply to the fact that it has it man on the board.70 

'0 Of course, It Is Improper to spenk of any compuny director as It represcntati\'c (If 
Institutional Interests unless the director does, in fact, ha\'c a dominant all~!ih\llc" to 
thc institution and its Intercsts, Few, If any, such directors would concede thnt th .. ir 
only function WitS the furthcrance of Institutional objecti""s, to the exclusion of corpo
rate pollclcs nnd purposes, lIlost directors conce!\'e of their role as that of Ind")lPlulent 
Hel'\'ant to both the iI]stitution und thc company, acting ia the best Interests of each 
In the fulfillment of their respcctl\'C fiduciary obligations. 
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:While personnel ties may provide the institution with a continuous 
link to the corporate decision-making process at a level where in
stitutional influence might be most potent, it is not necessarily to 
the advantage of the institution to engage in such conspicuous contacts. 
Particularly in the case of companies with large but relatively passive 
boards whose members are ~enerally inclined to accept the recommen
dations of management, it IS questionable whether one or two institu
tional directors could have a material impact on corporate policy. 
Institutions may prefer private consultation because of the potential 
problems and conflicts that may be generated by the more or less formal 
forum of the directors meeting. 

The advantages of formal ties are (1) that they assure the institution 
that its yie\ys will be effectively communicated (even if not heeded), 
and (2) that the institutional director may have access to relevant in
formation about the company. These supposed advantages may lead 
to undesirable side-effects: to the extent that the -institutional director 
has :t conflict of intere~t between his obligation to the institution and 
its beneficiaries and his obligation to the company and its share
holders, he may expose himself and his institution to liabilities for 
abusing his position of trust. The director~s access to inside informa
tion may also subject. him and his institution to trading inhibitJions 
arising out of liabilities under Section 16(b) of the Exchange Act, and 
under Rule 10b-5, to the extent that the institution makes :investment 
decisions based on such information. 
a. The data 

The Study obtained data on personnel relationships from the 215 
institutions responding to Form 1-12 and from the 312 companies re
sponding to Form 1-64. In some instances, institutions were requested 
to limit their responses to their rela.tionships with the 800 companies 
on ListA.71 

o. Institutional and oorporate policies 
The institutions receiving Form 1-12 and the companies receiving 

Form 1-64 were asked to indicate their policies with respect to person
nel relationships; 214 institutions and 312 companies responded to this 
question. The respondents were asked specifically whether they had a 
policy of encouraging, permitting, discouraging or forbidding their 
own officers or directors from serving as officers or directors of port
folio companies (in the case of institutional respondents) or institu
tions (in the case of corporate respondents). 

As set forth in Table XV -26, very few institutions or companies 
responded .thwt they have a policy of encouraging or fOl'bidding either 
theIl' officers or directors in this respect, The responses indicate that 
most companies either have no ,policy in :this regard or permi.t affilia
tion of theil' officers and directors with institutions. 

~\l11ong institutional respondents, investment advisersap]?ear to 
fOI'bid 01' discourage such .ties to a greater extent than other lllstitu
tional .types. This may tbe explained by the 'Provisions of the Invest
lIIe!lt Company Act, discussed earlier, that prohibit or regulaJte trans
act.lOns between affiliated persons and investment companies, Banks 

n Institutional and corporate respondCJlJts arc identified in Supplementary Volume II. 
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also were found to discourage dual·affilirutions of Itheir officers !ll 'a sig
nificant numbcr of instances (17 banks) ; that thc samc polIcy docs 
not prcvail ,as to non-officcr bank directors may rcflect Ithc staM1S of 
such pcrsons as relati vely free of institutional bias. 

It IS PCrlUliPS surprising that only 2 banks flrutly forbid :thcir officcrs 
from serving as officcrs or directors of portfolio com panics, in vicw of 
thc potcntial conflicts and liabilities that may al'isc from such re],nition
shivs. Even more surprising is the number of companies (110) and 
of lllstitutions (54) :that have no policy at all ",iith rcspect to their own 
oflicers. An cven larger number of companies (114) and institutions 
(9t) have no policy with respect to ,their directors. 

c. In8titutional practice8 
The 215 institutions responding to Form 1-12 were asked to indicatc 

the nature and number of personnel rclationships with the 800 com
panies on List A as of September 30, 1969. 

(1) Agg1'egate instance8 of interlock8.-Table XV-27 indic[l;tcs thc 
number of instances of personnel interlocks between the sample insti
tutions, ca'tegorized by type, and List A com panics without reg,ard to 
any other rela:tionshi,ps, such as stockholdings or loans. Multiple com
mon personnel1ties are not included; thus, !fan institution had two 
directors, both of whom were also directors of the same List A com· 
pany, the table would reflect only one instance of .all intcrlock betwcen 
the particular institution and company. In addition, all tics betweell 
insti.tutionsand thci r subsidiaries havc been elimina,tcd. 

The table shows the number of instances whcrc an insti,tutional di· 
rcctor, officcr or '!lffiliated pcrson was also a. dircctor or officer of a 
company or a mcmbcr of the company's executive or financc commit· 
tcc. An "affiliated person" includes any person directly 01' indircctly 
owning, controlling 01' holding with power to votc 5 percent 01' more 
of the outstanding voting shares of Ithe institution; any employce of 
thc institution; and, if thc institution is an in vcstment ad viscr to all 

investmcnt company, it illcludes any officcr, director, gcncml partncr 
or cmploycc of thc invcstmcnt company or mcmbet, of an advisory 
board. 

1Vhcre a director of the institution ,,'as also an officcr 01' afiiliatcd 
pcrSOll, hc is treated only as a director. Howevcr, if an individllal is 
both ofticcl' and dil'ector of a. company, hc is trcatcd in both categories, 

Thc tablc sho,,'s, for cxample, that as of Scptclllbcr ;)0, 1969, the 
.. W banks survcycd had at lcast 494 di rectors who wcre also di rectors 
of List A cOlllpanies, 65 non-director ofiiecrs who wcre also direct.ot's 
of List A companies and foul' non-ofliecr lmd non-dircctor afliliatcs 
who ,,,erc also dircctors of such companies. Therc wcre 122 bank clil'c('
tors who wcrc also officcrs of List A companics, two banks ofliccrs \\'ho 
wcrc also officers of sHch companies, 122 bank dil'cctors, ofliect's 01' 

affiliates who ,,"crc also membcrs of List A company cXPcllti\'e coni .. 
lIIittecs ancl4V snch pcrsons who were also mcmbel's of List A cOlllpany 
finance cOlllmittees. Executi\'c llnd finance eOllllllittec tics ,,'O\Il(l I>e 
1ll0l'C significant than ordinary dircctor rclationships . 

.:\mong institutional t.ypes, banks and insurancc companies, respce· 
ti\'ely, had the lal'g'cst nUlllbcr of tics with companics. These data 
rctlect the comlllon practice of such institutions to ha\'c olltsidc dil'cC'-
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tors on their own boards and their previously noted policy of neither 
forbidding nor discouraging t)ersonnel ties in most cases. 

By far the most frequent I"e ationship occurs where t.he institutional 
director is also a director of a company. However, it is virtually im
possible to conclude that the relatively high number of such ties is 
indicati ve of strong institutional influence; as previously noted, it 
llIay well be the case that a director with institutional and corporate 
afliliations may be primarily representing corporate interests or that 
his position is "neutral." 7~ 

(13) l'llte'l'locks 'With p01·tfolio companies.-Table XV-28 indicates 
t.he number of instances of personnel interlocks bebyeen the sample 
institutions, categorized by type, and List A companies whose equity 
securities are held a.nd managed by such institutions. The table also 
indicates the number of portfolio companies in which such ties eXIsted. 
In addition to the types of personnel relationships disclosed in Table 
XV-27, this table shows instances where a director, officer or affiliate 
of an institution is also a trustee of the portfolio company's employee 
lwne/it plan (such as a stock option, bonus or pension plan). 

Comparison of Table XV-27 with Table XV-28 shows that most 
personnel interlocks between banks and companies (about 85 percent) 
OCCll1' in cases "'here the bank trust department also holds an equity 
interest in the company. This was not the case for other institutional 
types. 

Banks had COmmon director ties ,,,ith 196 List A portfolio com
panies, while other institutional types each had such ties with less 
than half that number of companies. 

Table XV-28 also indicates that bank personnel were trustees of 
company employee benefit plans in 21 instances. It should be recog
nized that where these plans provide for purchase only of shares is
slIed by the founding company or permit the removal of the trustee 
by the company, t.he bank may have relatively little influence over 
the com pany or the shares it is administering. 

The findings on the extent of personnel ties among institutional 
types are essentially uncha.nged when only the 288 1-64 companies 
(which are also List A companies) are considered. Thus, for example, 
the sample banks had personnel relationships with the 288 1'-64 com
pun ies in 293 instances; in 254 instances, the bank also held shares in 
the compa.ny. 

(3) Multiple inte1'locks.-Table XV-29 shows the. frequency of 
multiple director ties between institutions and their portfolio com
panies. To the extent that institutions are able to influence portfolio 
compnny policy by having their directors on the boards of such 
companies, the impact of any such influence would be increased by 
111111tiple interlocks-more than one common director between the in
stitutlOll and the portfolio company. 

The table discloses relatively few instances of multiple director 
ties. Most of these occurred where banks had common directors. There 
were, however, only eight instances where the bank had more than 
three C0l111110n directors with a portfolio company. 

~" While In~tltutlonlll officers would tend to represent the Institution's Interest on corpo
rate bOllrdH. the qnestlonnalre was drawn to categorize Institutional officers who WCrtl 
IIlso InHtltutional dlrectorR liS "directors." The resulting data lire thus 1I0t sufficlclltl~· 
Indicatlyc of the flow of dOJIIlnllllCe, If lillY. 

G1H'40-71-11t. 5--26 
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3. Business Relationships 

The fact that an institution has a business ~relationship-as cred
itor, depository or employee benefit plan.manager-with a company 
whose shares It holds may simply reflect a mutually advantageous 
arrangement. On the other hand, such a.situation 1?resellts an inherent 
potenti'al conflict of interest, however innocent Its origin. A large 
Illstitutional shareholder may luwe -the economic power to compel a 
portfolio company to do business \yith '-it; at the same time, its con
cern for the maintenance of good business relntionships with It com
pany might tend ,to deter the institution from using its sharehold
ings-by \'oting or otherwise-to oppose corpomte management or 
from disposing of pOItfolio company shares. Such business relation
ships may also have anticompetitive impacts. 

'When an institution's position as creditor enables it to aequire 
inside information about the company in excess of what it might re
ceive as a shareholder, there is an ever-present possibility that the 
information might be used for investment purposes unless the insti
tlltion has rigid internal restrictions and controls. As noted earlier, 
this raises problems from the standpoint of the antifraud and inside 
trading provisions of the federal securities ].aws. 
a. The data 

The Study obtained data on creditor, depository and employee 
benefit plan manager relationships ns of September 30, 1969 from 
the 288 companies responding to Form 1-64.73 

These companies were ask~d to limit their responses to relationships 
with the institutions named in List R. The List R institutions included 
the 40 largest banks, the investment advisers for the 69 largest regis
tered investment companies or complexes of such companies, the 21 
largest property and liability insllrance companies (or gl'Oups of such 
compnnies) and the 22 largest life insnrance companies.74 

The companies receiving Form 1-64 included (1) each of the 27 
largest New York Stock Exchange companies (in terms of market 
value of their outstanding shares); (2) e\'ery second company in
chIded in the Study's random samples of New York Stock Exchange 
companies (List C), American Stock Exchange companies (List D) 
and over-the-counter companies (List E); (3) every company from 
the Study's judgment sample of over-the-counter companies, btwks 
[md insurnnce companies (except for the 50 largest banks); (4) every 
company in the Study's list of merger and proxy contests; and (5) 
every List A company whose self-administered employee benefit plan 
is covered by Form 1-3.'5 The first. t.wo categories represent a "random 
snmple" of 181 companies, while the last three categories represent It 

"judgment sample" of 107 companies. 

b. Ag,q1'egate instances of 1'eZntiol1ships 
Table XV-gO shows the nnmber of instances of shareholcling, credi

tor, depository and employee benefit plan manager relationships be-

73 Dntll on shnrehol!llngs by Institutions were obtnlned from Form 1-3, described In 
section C of this eha pter. 

71 A somewhnt different snmple of Institutions Is used In the correlntlon nnal~'R(,H re
ported in section 4. below. As pre"lousl~' noted, the URe of 49 (Instead of riO) bankH 
merely reflects the fnet thnt two of the hanks In the Study's snmple nrc nllillnted wIth 
ench other Ilnd arc therefore combined for purposes of certain analyses. 

7' All of these Instltu tiona Ilnd companies are set forth In Supplementary Volume II. 
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tween the sample institutions, categorized by type, and all I-64 com
panies. Thus, for example, there were 5,324 instances of shareholder 
ties between the 49 banks in the sample and the 288 I-64 companies, 
01' an average of 108 shareholder ties per bank. 7G Creditor relationships 
existed in 1,:"581 instances for banks, or an average of about 34 creditor 
ties pel' bank. Depository relationships existed in 2,133 instances for 
banks, or an twcrage of about 35 depository ties per bank. Employee 
benefit plan manager relationships existed in 285 instances for banks, 
or an average of about five such relationships per bank with the sample 
companies. 

As the table indicates, there were relatively few business ties for 
other institutional types. The depository relationship is unique to 
banks,77 while creditor and benefit plan manager ties occur less fre
quently in the case of investment advisers and insurance companies. 
There is an average of less than one creditor or plan manager tie for 
each investment adviser in the sample and an average of only about two 
creditor ties for each property and liability insurance company in the 
sample.7s The life insurance companies in the sample had an average 
of about 22 creditor ties each with I-64 companies, and an average of 
about four benefit plan ties with such companies. 
plnns. 

C. Agg1'egate in8tance8 of b1t8ine88 relation8hip8 with portfolio com
panie8 

Table XV-31 indicates the number of instances of business rela
tionships between the sample institutions, categorized by type, and 
all I-64 companies whose shares are held and managed by those in
stitutions. The number of ties drops substantially for all institutional 
types when only business relationships coupled with stock holdings arc 
considered. Significant numbers of ties appear only in the case of 
banks, indicating that banks usually hold the shares of companies with 
which they have business relationships. 

d. 01'edit01' 1'elatio1L8hip8 
Table XV-32 indicates the number of institutions having creditor 

relationships with the specified uumbers of I-64 companies.79 The same 
data are furnished for creditor relationships with I-64 portfolio com
panies, i.e., companies in which the institution also has stock holdings. 
The table shows, for example, that one of the banks in the Study's 
sample had no creditor relationships with any I-64 companies; 11 
banks each had such relationships with between 10 and 19 such com
panies; nine banks each had such relationships with between 20 and 
2D such companies; 10 banks each had such relationships with between 
30 and 4D such companies; eight banks each had such relationships 
with between 50 and 89 such companies; and two banks each had such 
relationships with between 89 and 107 companies. 

70 Shllrcholdlngs comprising less thlln 1hoo of 1 percent of the outstanding shllres of the 
comllllny or of the In,titution "portfolio are omitted. 

77 In any event. the Study Inquircd only ahout dcpository relationships with blinks. 
78 Property and liablIlt.\, Insurance cOIllpllnies do not manage or adylse employee benefit 
ro Crcdltor relationships do not Include loans of $1 million or less or dcbt obligations 

with 1\ maturity of more than onc ~'ear which haye been registered under the Securities 
Act of 1!l:l:l. All other debt Issucd since Deccmber cn. 1!l67-whether or not el'ldenced 
hy notes. dehentures. bonils or othcr cvldences of Indebtcdness-Is inclnded liS lire un
utllizeil lincs of crcdlt. Loans are reported onl~' for the commercial "Ide of blinks, and 
loans hy thc sepllrate accounts of Insurance comp'lIlle8 are excluden. Since the question
nnlre was answered by cOIllpanles, some bearer debt held by institutions Is necessarily 
excluded. 
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The table also shows that if only creditor relationships coupled with 
shareholdin~s are considered, the banks have creditor relationships 
with considerably fewer companies. Among other institutional types, 
only life insurance companies have any significant number of creditor 
ties with I-64 companies. 
e. Deposit01'y relationships 

Table XV-33 indicates the number of banks having depository rela
tionships with the specified numbers of I-64 companies.so The table 
shows that 32 of the 49 banks in the sample each had depository rela
tionships with between 20 and 89 I-64 companies. I£ only portfolio 
companies are considered, 28 of the banks each had depository rela
tionships with between 10 and 49 of the I-64 companies. 
f. Employee benefit plan manager 1'ela,tionships 

Table XV-34 indicates the number of institutions having employee 
benefit plan manager relationships with the specified numbers of I-64 
companies.s1 The table shows that banks not only manage the larg-cst 
number of benefit plans among all institutional types, but that they 
also hold shares in the founding company in a large number of in
stances. In some cases, this may reflect the fact that the benefit plan 
purchases shares of the founding company-as is the practice of many 
profit-sharing l?lans-or that the bank is managing accounts or trusts 
for the foundmg company's officers which include the company's 
shares. 

By contrast, although life insurance companies manage benefit plans 
in 96 instances (Table XV-30), they hold the founding company's 
securities in only 29 of these instances. While eight of the 49 banks 
each manage the benefit plans of between 10 and 30 portfolio com
panies, there are no life insurance companies in the sample which 
manage the plans of so large a number of portfolio companies. Only 
11 life insurance companies manage any plans of portfolio companies, 
while 37 of the banks manage such plans. 
g. Oompa1uon with stock holdings 

Table XV-35 places the preceding data in perspective by indicating 
the number of institutions having shareholding relationships with the 
specified numbers of I-64 companies.82 The table shows that all of the 
banks in the sample each held the shares of 30 or more I-64 companies 
in their portfolios. Twenty-nine of the banks held the shares of between 
100 and 165 such companies. Among other institutional types, few in
stitutions held more than 70 I-64 stocks and most insurance companies 
held fewer than 30 such stocks. Thesc data demonstrate the obvious 
faCit Ithat stockholdings do not automatically indicate the existence of 
business relationships nor do such relationships necessarily result in 
equity holdings. At the same time, the data show that in the case of 
banks, business relationships are more frequently accompanied by 
equity holdings than is the case for other institutional types. 

80 Depository relntlonshlps Include only demnnd deposits In exceRS of $100.000. 
81 These relationships Include Instances where the Institution Is retained for the pur· 

pose of managing or giving advice on th~ manrgement of the plan. As In the case of 
other relationships, It Is possible that some companies may have benefit plan relationships 
with more than one Institution. 

82 See note 76, above. 
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4. Functiona,l Interrelationships Between Institutions and Companies 

As section C and this section of chapter indicate, institutions may 
have a variety of relationships with non-financial corporations: 

(1) Shareholrlings-The institution may hold and manage com
mon stock issued by the company, comprising a portion of the 
institution's own investment portfolio as well as a portion of the 
company's total outstanding shares. 

(2) Pe1'8onnel Ties-The institution and the company may have 
common decision-making personnel-officers, directors or affiliates, 

(3) Business Ties-The institution may provide financial serv
ices to the company in the institution's capacity as creditor, de
pository or employee benefit plan manager. Obviously, not all 
mstitutions are, as a matter of law or custom, engaged in providing 
all such services. Banks, through their trust departments, provide 
investment services to a broad range of individual and corporate 
sayers, including corporate employee benefits plans; through their 
commercial departments, they provide credit and depository serv
ices to individual and corporate customers. No other type of insti
tution provides such a comprehensive package of financial serv
ices, although investment advisers and life insurance companies 
do manage and advise employee benefit plans and these two insti
tutional types along with property and liability insurers also 
offer credit services. 

To the extent that any institution has more than one type of rela
tionship with a company, the question may be raised as to whether 
there is any correlation 'between such multiple relationships. In this 
section, through the use of regression analyses (a commonly employed 
tool of economic study), an attempt will be made to determine whether 
there is any statistical correlation between the various institutional
corporate relationships considered in this chapter. These analyses a.re 
desIgned to measure the statistical probability that one type of rela
tionship will be found to exist (or to exist in a. particular ma.gnitude) 
whenever another type of relationship does, in fact, exist. How
ever, it would be inappropriate to conclude from these analyses 
that any relationship causes or is the product of another relationship. 
'While there is some suggestion in sections E and F of this cha.pter that 
multiple relationships ma.y have consequences in terms of actual in
stitutiona.l policies and practices, the Study ma.de no systematic anal
ysis of the impact of such relationships. Thus, while it may be con
cluded in certain instances that a partIcular relationship is positively 
associated with other relationships, it cannot be concluded that any 
type of relationship is the genesis for others .. 
rt. The data 

The data on institutional shareholding relationships were derived 
from Form 1-3, previously described in section C of this chapter. The 
data on personnel relationships were derived from Form 1-12, and 
the data on business relationships were derived from Form 1-64, both 
of which were previously described earlier in this section of the 
chapter. 

The relationships or variables selected for detailed analysis, to
gether with a summary of their mean values and other descriptive 
summary statistics are set forth in Table XV-36: 
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(1) Personnel ties (a "dummy variable") is coded numerically 
.as "I" if· the institution in question has anl' personnel ties with 
the company in question, and is coded as "0" if there are no snch 
ties. 

(1Z) Employee benefit lJZa,n manage1r/,ent also is coded as "I" if 
the institution manages or advises all or a part of an employee 
benefit plan sponsored by the company, and is coded as "0" if it 
does not. 

(3) Stock/Outstandirng represents the fraction of the portfolio 
company's outstanding shares held by the institution in question. 
This variable attempts to measure the relative importance of the 
institution's holding to the corporate issuer . 

. (4.) Stock/Portfolio represents the fraction of the institution's 
. total 'equity holdings invested in the shares of the particular 

company. This varIable attempts to measure the relative im
portance to the institution of its holdings of the company's 
shares. 

(5)Loans/Outstanding represents the fraction of a company's 
outstanding loans held by the institution. 

(6) Demand Deposits/01dstanding represents the fraction of 
a company's demand deposits held by a particular bank. As in 
the case of Stock/Outstanding, both Loans/Outstanding and 
Demand Deposits/Outstanding attempt to measure the relative 
importance'of these relationshIps to the company. 

·(7) Region (.a "dummy variable") is coded as "I" if the institu
tion and the company both are headqmtrtered in the same Stand
ard Metropolitan Statistical Area (or Standard Consolidated 
Area in the 'case of areas including New York and Chicago), and 
is coded as "0" if they are not. 

(8) Oompany size represents the market value of the company's 
-total outstanding common stock as of September 30, 1969. 

(9) Instit1ttion size represents·the market value of the institu
tion's total investment assets under management as of September 
30, 1969.88 

:b. Overview of data 
The summary statistics contained in Table XV-36 indicate the 

number of institutions (50 banks, 21 property and liability insurance 
companies, 26 life insurance companies, 70 investment advisers) and 
companies (288) surveyed. As indicated in the third row, each observa-

.. tion consists of the combination of one of these institutions and each 
. of the 288 companies. Thus, for example, if each bank had some re

lationship with each ·company, there would be a total of 14.400 
(50 X 288) observations. The table shows that there are a great many 
possible institution-company combina.tions for which no relationships 
at all exist. These are referred to here as "nun observations" and are 
deleted from subsequent analyses. 

vVithout these "null observations," there are 6,070 (out of a possible 
total of 14,400) bank-company combinations covered by the data in 

·83 For technIcal reason~. company and Institution Rlze mensures are trarusformNI to 
nnturnl lognrlthms to reduce the vIolence ordlnarll~' Impnrted by enormOUR vnrlntlonR 
In sIze to the assumllt\on of lInear (or straight line) relntlonshlps between variables hullt 
Into traditional regression annlyses. 
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which the sample banks have some relationship with the sample com
panies. It may be said that these are instances where the company is 
"known" by the institution. Some additional observations are lost for 
purposes of analysis by the Study's inability to obtain information on 
one or more of the regIOn, company size or institution size variables. 

The banks, on average, "know" 41.5 percent (or 120) of the sample 
companies. Other institutional types "know" a considerably smaller 
number of sample companies-between 11.8 percent and 15 percent 
or between 34 and 43 com}?anies. 

The mean values summanzed in the upper half of Table XV-36 in
dicate the average incidence or size of particular types of relationships 
between institutions and companies in the sample. Thus, for example, 
the table shows the 50 banks, on average, have personnel ties with .0490 
(or 4.9 percent) of the companies that they "know" from amonO' the 
288 companies in the sample; the banks, on average, manage empfoyee 
benefit plans for 4.77 percent of the companies they "know ;~_ the 
banks' average shareholdings of companies they "know" constitu~ .39 
percent of the company's outstanding shares and .33 percent of the 
bank's investment portfolio; 84 and 13.45 percent of the companies 
"known" by banks are headquartered in the Standard Metropolitan 
Statistical Area or Standard Consolidated Area where the bank also 
is headquartered. 

The mean values for company size and institution size indicate the 
average size of sample companies "known" to institutions and the 
average size of the institutions. Since the logarithm of $1 billion is ap
proximately 20.72, the resulting variation in average company and 
institution sizes reported here runs from approximately $540 million 
for companies in the sample known to banks, to more than $5 billion 
for average life insurance company holdings.85 

c. Analyses of stati8tical correlations 
The object of this analysis is to examine the extent to which the 

presenco or size of one type of relationship between an institution and 
!\ company is correlated to the presence or size of one or more other 
types of relationships between the two. The analyses are controlled 
for certa.in other factors such as geography and size of institution or 
company, since these factors ma,y be expected to pervade all such 
rela,tionships. • 

The specific empirical hypothesis to be tested is that there is no 
systematic correlation between the various relationships connecting 
institutions and companies, other than those that can be explained by 
the facts of their respective sizes, regions, lines of business and other 
factors not considered in the analyses. Multiple regression analysis is 

... The vpn' Arnall nvcral!e fractions for "tockholdlngs are affected by the large number 
of zpro holcllnl!s remalnlnl! for nn~' particular variable even after pairs of Institutions and 
companies having no relationAhlps with one another are eliminated from the observations. 
'I'hus, It would not be accurate to state that banks, on average, hold only .39 percent of 
the outstnnrlilnl! shares of a company whose shares they hold; for In many cases this 
company Is "known" to the bank onl~' through Its commercial department . 

•• Two technical factor" combine to affect these average values. The first Is that 
a"pragcR hased on 10l!arlthms of size produce what Is commonly defined as geometric 
rather than arithmetic means. GeometriC means typically are smaller In magnitude than 
arithmetic means drawn from "Ilmples of this type. The second Is that average size 
mCIl"UrPN reported here nre well!hted b~' the frequency of their appearance In (non-null) 
Institution-coJllpnm' combinations. As large companlps tend to be "known" to larger 
number" of Institutions thlln small companies and large institutions tenil to "know" 
lurger numhers of companies, both will tend to nppear more frequently In these non-null 
obscrvutions. tending to oft'set somewhat the extent to which measured geometric menns 
tend to understate conventional arithmetic mean vnlues. 
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the primary stat.istical method employed for t.his purpose. As earlier 
noted, the existence of a systematic statistical cOl'1'elation bet.ween any 
pair of variables, either in isolation 01' in combination wit.h ot.her 
characteristics of the instit.utions and companies surveyed, does not 

'imply t.he existence of a causal connection between the two. For 
'.' example, the existence of It positi"e correlation between the existence 

and SIze of stockholdings and variOllS business relat.ionships between 
institutions and companies cannot, on the ·basis of this data alone, be 

.' inter,preted as. implying either t.hat. such holding-s could or would 
be used by an institution to obtain business from portfolio companies, 
or, conversely, that. the existence of husiness relationships causes the 
institution to acquire~ maintain or increase its.holdings of a company's 
shares. 

As a first step in these analyses, simple pairwise con'elations (or 
regressions) are calculated between measures of stockholdings (as a 
fraction' of outstandingshllres) and personnel ties, employee benefit 
plan management, region, loans ltnd demand deposits. A separate 
cor.relation is calculated between 10l1ns and demand del~osits for banks. 
The·results of these.analyses are summadzed in Table XV-37, which 
contains only the so-caned "t-ratios" commonly used by statisticians 
to measure the statistical significance of estimated correlation or re
gl'ession coefficients. 

Each t-ratio is the ratio of an estimated correlation or regression 
coefficient to its own sbmdard deviation. If, a!' in this case, the hypoth
esis to be tested is that there is no relationship whatevel' between a 
pair of variables such as stockholdings and loans-i.e., that the true 
.underlying correlation between these Tariables is zero-then, under 
conventional assumptions regarding the distribution of snch esti
mates,8G t=ratios provide an indication of tIle probability that such 
a hypothesis would be -rejected incorrectly on the basis of chance 
alone-i.e., due only to sampling variation. A t-ratio 'as large as 3-
indicating that the estimated parameter is as much as 3 standard 
deviations from zero-would be expected to occur on the basis of 
chance, alone, only once in 100 trials. At-ratio as· large as 4 would 
occur by chance only 3 times out of 10,000 trials, and so on. Needless 
to say, t-l'at.ios of 4, 5 or greater a.re even more unlikely to occur by 
chance in the absence of a systematic (non-zero) relationship hetween 
two variables. Conventional statistical rules of thumb ordinarily 
accept t-ratios as small as 2 or 3 as sufficiently strong evidence to 
reject a proposition that the underlying variables are, in fact, un
correlated. 

(1) Simp7e oorre7ation ((,1wlyses.-The t-ratios in Table'XV-37 for 
simple, pairwise correlations between stock/ontstanding held by banks 
and each of personnel tics, employee benefit plan management, region, 
loa.ns/ont~tandinp: and demand deposits/outstanding, and between 
loans and demand deposits for banks, all are large. Their statistical 
significance consequently is also large. By comparison, corresponding
relationshi ps between these variables among other types of institutions 
are weak . 
. Since each of theRe simple, pairwise correlations is measnred in isola

tIOn of all other variables considered here, as well as in isolation of any 

eo SpeCifically, that parnmeter estlmntes nrc "normnlly" distributed. 
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other possible factors, which could themselves be correlated with the 
variables in each pair (and therefore contribute toward their apparent 
intercolTelation), further analysis is necessary. 

(12) lIhtlt'ifJle cO't'l'elation rl'll117!fses.-Multivariate analyses attempt 
to separate out the independent impact on each of the relationships 
analyzed here of any of the other relationships, while controlling to 
the extent possible for additional explanatory variables that may 
jointly affect them all. Specifically, stock/portfolio, stock/outstandi;ng, 
personnel ties, employee benefit plan management, loans/outstandmg 
and demand deposits/outstanding arc each treated separately as de
pendent va.riables whose variation may be explained by all the other 
variables, in combination with three external variables: region, com
pany size and institution size. The external variables are expected to 
have effects that may be jointly pervasive. RrsnHs of these six analyses 
are summarized in Tables XV-38 through XV-43. 

The bottom row of each table indicates the fraction of total varia
tion ill each equation's dependent variable that can be explained by 
!'eference to the entire set of independent or explanatory variables 
IIltroduced into each equation. These statistics are conventionally iden
tified as R~ (the squared multiple correlation coefficient or so-called 
eoeflicient of determination). In Table XV -38, for example, 23 
percent of the total variation disJ?layed by stockholdings as a fraction 
of total bank portfolios is explallled by 'all of the other variables in 
the equation. Equat.ions for ot.her dependent variables (Tables XV
i39 through XV -43) explain smaUer fractions of their respective 
tot:. I variation, averaging bet,,"een 6 percent and 11 percent for banks 
and in some cases less for other institutional types. In general, the 
fra.ction of total variation explained by each equation varies less 
among banks-whose coefficients of determination cluster around 9 
percent-than among other institutional types. "Where the equation 
explains 9 percent of the variation, it follows that 91 percent of the 
varil1Jtion may be accounted for by other factors not considered in these 
analyses or simply by random variation. 

(a.) Stoch:/ P01·tfolio.-Table XV -38 attempts to explain any sys
tematic variat.ion in the avm'age magnitude of an institution's stock
holdings as n, fraction of its own portfolio by relating measures of 
each holding'S size to the presence or absence of personnel ties, em
ployee benefit plan management, loans and demand deposits (whether 
or not the institution and company are located in the same geographic 
region) as well as to measures of company and institution size. 
,Vith minor yariations to account. for the fact that property and lia
bility insurance companies manage no employee benefit plans and that 
no inst.itutions otllC'r t.han banks hold demand deposits, identical anal
yses are performed for each institutional type. 

Each regression equation's numerical results are summarized in a 
pa i I' of columns headed by the inst.itutional type. The left-hand colnnm 
slim marizes regression coefficients; the right-hand col nmn t-ratios 
(indicating the statistical strengt.h of each estimated "partial rela
t.ionship"). The table shows that each independent Yaria:ble, with the 
except.ion of demand deposits, appears to 'be related significantly to the 
nl:I1~'n itude of stockholdings in bank trust departments. 

Combining the constant coefficient in this equation (- .0504) v,ith 
average company and institutiOll'a1 size effects produces the .33 per-
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cent average fraction of each bank's portfolio invested in a company 
from this sample that it "knows." R7 The table shows that a personnel 
tie between the bank 'and p01tfolio company, on the average, essen
tially (lou-bles the expected magnitude of the bank's holdings of that 
company's shares.s8 Should an employee plan managerial relationship 
exist as weU, an average increase of .0017 results.s9 

Should the institution, in addition, hold 10 percent of the company's 
loans and 10 percent of its deposits, a further increase of .0006 (or .OG 
percent) in holdings as a fraction of the bank's portfolio would be 
expected to result. A final upward adjustment of .0029 in fractional 
holdings would be expected to result if both bank and company were 
headquartered in the same geographic region. 

Coni.bining all of these hypothet.ical aSllmptions for a company 
and bank of average size from the sample (i.e., an average sized com
pany and -bank from the same re:rion, for which pcrsonnel, ph\11 man
agement, 10 percent loan and 10 percent depositol'y relationships 
exist) still produces a rather small expected fractional holding in the 
bank's stock portfolio. "Thile the average bank would be expected to 
have shares in an avemge company it "knew" amounting to .33 percent 
of the bank's portfolio, the existence of all of these relationships would 
be expected to result in a holding comprising about LIn percent of t.he 
bank's portfolio. 

Since the average ma,rket value of these banks' shnreholdings is $2.6 
billion, this would amount to $30 million. 

Comparable analyses of stock as a fraction of institutional stock 
portfolios and essent.i'ally the same set of independent 01' explanatory 
variables were nerformed for other tYDes of institutions. As Table 
XV-38 shows, there is little. if any. positive correlation between such 
stockholdings and the various types of personnel and business rela
tionships here ·analyzed. 

(b) Stoek/Outsta'fldin.q.-Table XV-39 relates stockholdings by in
stitutions as a fraction of the company's outstanding shares to the 
same set of explanatory variables considered immecli'ately above. In 
the case of banks, relationships between stock loutstandin:r and per
sonnel ties, benefit plan mana:rement, loans and deposits appear to be 
both positive and, in a st'atistical sense, Ri:rnificant. Ref!'ion and size of 
bank trust department also carry considerable statistical weight. 

"TJlere such relationships exist among other typcs of institutions, the 
correlation tends to be weak or negative. Thus, for example, propelty 
and liability insurers and investment advisers h'aving personnel tics 
with a pOl'tfoEo company, Oil the average, tend to hold lesser fractions 
of the company's ontstanding shares than when such ties are not. 
present. 

(e) Pe1'so'flmel tie:s.-As indicated in Table XV-40, the statistical 
probability that a bank will have a personnel rclationship with a com
pany increases significantly if the bank mana~es the comnany's em
ployee benefit plan, holds a larger fraction of the company's outstand
ing shares, holds a larger fraction of its own portfolio in these shares 

87 Company size: .00:10 (the coefficient) X 20.1i (Tahle 15-36) = .0603. 
Institution Rlze: -.0003 (the coefficient) X 21.1)2 (Table 15-36) = -.0066. 
To obtain the average fraction of the portfolio comprised of the company's stock: 

-.0;;04+.0603-.0066=.0033 (Table 1;;-36), or .33 percent. 
88 By add In/: .0030 (the copfficient) to .0033. 
80 .0033+.0030+.0017=.0080 (or .8%). 
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and has a larger fraction of the company's demand deposits. Loan 
relationships (independently of deposiLory relationships with which 
they arc highly correlated Crable X V -37» appear to carry very little 
statistical weight. 

Uegional proximity is positively associated with the existence of 
personnel ties for all institutional types. Company size also appears 
to be an important consideration for most institutions. Among banks, 
personnel ties are more likely to occur with larger companies, while 
property and liability insurers and investment advisers are more 
likely to have SHch ties with smaller companies. Company size is not 
a statistically significant factor for life insurance companies; how
ever, personnel ties are more likely to exist among larger life insurers. 

In general, personnel ties for non-bank institutions are only weakly 
correlated or negatively correlated with stockholdings and other 
busiliess relat ionshi ps. 

(d) E1nlJloyee Benefit Plan lIfanageme11t.-As Table XV-~l I"hows, 
the statisticltl probability that a bank will manage or advise a com
pany's employee benefit plan (pension, stock bonus, profit-sharing) is 
positively associated with the existence of personnel ties between the 
bank and the company. Literally interpreceu, tHe pruuau~l~~y ~~lau a 
bank will manage all or part of an employee benefit plan is increased 
by 12.72 percent if the bank has a personnel tie with the company. Sim
ilarly, the magnitude of a bank's holding of the company's shares as a 
fraction of the company's outstanding shares is positively related to 
the presence of managerial relationships. However, as previously ob
served, some benefit plnns invest in substantial amounts of the found
ing company's shares; t.hus, the bank's holdings may merely reflect the 
plan's investment policies rather than those of the bank. 

Loans and demand deposits also are associated positively with the 
existence of a managel'ial relationship between a bank and a company. 
Region, company size and institution size are positively correlated as 
well. Among other institutional types,90 the only positive, systematic 
correlation is between plan management and institution size, indicat
ing that. these senices arc ordinarily provided by latn!er institutions. 

(e) Loan8/0ttt8tanding.-Tllble XV-42 indicates that loans held by 
banks (as t. fraction of all of the company's outstanding loans) tend 
to be related positively to the existence of personnel ties, employee 
plan management and stockholdings (as a fraction of the company's 
outstanding shares), as well as to region and the size of the bank in 
questioll. A strong negative relationship is measured between loans 
ltllcl the size of the company itself. Stockholdings as a fraction of the 
bank's portfolio is a relatively weak relationship. Among other types 
of institutions, the correlations between loans and other types of rela
tionships are generally either weak or negative. 

00 Property Ilnd Iillblll ty Insurance companies do not manage employee benefit plans. 
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(I) Demand Depo8it8/0ut8tanding.-Table XV-43 relates demand 
deposits held by banks (as a fraction of the company's outstanding 
deposits) to other types of relationships. Deposits are considered when 
present without n,loan relationship and when a loan.relationship also 
exists. Personnel ties, employee benefit plan management and stock
holdings as a fraction of the company's outstanding shares (but not 
as a fraction of the bank's investment portfolio) are positively related 
to the size of a. company's depository relationship with the banks in the 
sample. Region and institution size also appear to be positively relUited 
to deposits. Not surprisingly, loans and deposits are strongly and posi
tively interrelated. 

d. SensitivityanalY8e8 
In order to test the sensitivity of a.nalyses reported here both to the 

composition of the 1-64 sample of 288 portfolio companies and to 
possible differences between the significance of long-term and short
term lending rela,tionsliips, each of the analyses reported in Tables 
XV -36 through XV -43 was repeated with 

-the 181 company "random sample" of portfolio companies de
scribed in subsection 3.a above, and 
-separate measures of long and short-term loans (instead of the 
single measure of loans/outstanding). 

Neither variation resulted in a substantive change in any of the 
results summarized above. 

5. Conclusion 
fJ'he number of factors that may account for shareholding, personnel 

and business relationships is virtually limitless, and the Study makes 
no attempt to analyze all such factors. Asa result, only a fraction of 
the total variation in each type of relationship is explained by the 
presence or magnitude of the other types of relationships and control 
variables considered.o1 Restricted to those factors for which data are 
available, the Study is able to test whether there is any systematic 
pattern of intercorrelation among shareholding, personnel and busi
ness ties. The analysis shows that, in the case of banks, each of the 
types of relationships analyzed is more likely t.o occur or to occur in 
greater magnitude if other such relationships are present. T~is i~ so 
even after the effects of regional proximity and company and, InstItu
tion size are controlled for. The same natterns of intercorrelrutlOn were 
not observed among other institutionaJ types. 

The Study cann~t attribute causality to the observed intercorrela
tions among shareholding-, personnel and business relationships, nor 
cftn it evalua.te fullv their economic significance. The da.tU! do show, 
however, that the likelihood thUit these functional interrelationships 
between banks and companies occur entirely by chance is extremely 
remote. 

91 In the case of banks. the proportIon of varIation explained by the set of Independent 
variables ranges from 6 percent to 23 percent. 



TABLE XV-26 

Inst1tut10nal and Corporate Policies on Personnel Interlocks 

D1scourages 
Encourages Permits But Forbids 

Its Its Permits Its Its 
Off. D1r. Off. Dir. Off. Dil:". Off. Dir. 

Bank Trusts 1 1 25 21 17 4 2 -
Investment l'.dvi ser 2 2 15 21 28 22 16 9 
L1fe Tnsurance - - 14 15 8 1 1 
P&L Insurance - 8 7 6 3 - -
CO!'p. ~p.;pl. Benefit - - 3 3 1 2 2 1 
Foundat10ns 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 -
ColleQe Endowment - - 3 4 2 1 - -
Total (2141 4 4 71 72 63 34 22 10 

COl]]pan1eS (312) 12 16 153 141 26 8 11 3 

None 
Off. 

4 
15 

3 
7 
7 
4 

14 

54 

110 

Dir. 

23 
22 
10 
11 

7 
7 

14 

94 

144 

I:\:) 
-.:r 
c..;I -



TABLE XV-27 

PERSONNEL RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN INSTITUTIONS AND ALL LIST A COMPANIES 

(Whether or not stockhold1ngs eX1st by the institut10n in the company) 

Instl.tution Inst1tutional Relat10nsh1E Du.lo£E:.kfL D1". Off. AfL 
Type Co~pany Relat1onsh1p D1rector Off1cer 

Banks Trust Departments (49] 494 65 -4 122 2 0 

Investment Adv1sers [76] 16B 2 56 13 0 9 

.ryropcrty & Liab11ity Insurance 
'1 [21 ] 115 10 2 20 0 

L1!e Insurance Companies [26] 211 4 5 30 1 1 

';D:"por~ te Empl. Ben~fi t Plans [13] :33 5 0 10 1 0 

Found~t10ns [10] 24 0 0 5 0 0 

Col.lege Er.do\'':tents 
[20] 80 6 1 10 1 0 

Dir.-Off.-Aff. 
Ex. Com. Fin. Com. 

122 49 

21 15 

34 18 

81 30 

7 3 

6 5 

7 13 
-

t-.:) 

'"" C>j 
t-.:) 



TABLE XV-28 

PERSONNEL RELATIONSHIPS BETh~EN INSTITUTIONS ~~ LIST A PORTFOLIO COXPANIES 

Institution 
Type 

Inst. Relationsh~oiDir.!Off.IAff.ID~r.IOff.1 Aff. 
Co----=--Relat1.Onsh~p D1rec-For-j- -OTfl.cer 

Dn.f6ff.JAff. I Dir.-Off.-Jl.ff. 
Efl'pr-;-PlanT-r-sCrE-":-COm. I F1n.Com. 

Banks (Trust Depts.) [49] I 
Instances of T1CS 420 42 410 
No. of Portfol.lo Cos. : 196 ~o 30 

CoJ le, .. e ,',I".u, ""_ 

Instances of Tles ,,8 
No. of Portfollo Cos. 26 

N.A. indicates not available. 

4 10-1--51---0 

o 
"0 

o 
o 

o 

1 

o 

o o 

o I o 
N--:A.ll 

2 
"2 

1 
1 

o 
"0 

5 
4 

I\:) 
--l 
iJ.j 
iJ.j 



TABLE XV-29 

MULTIPLE DIRECTOR INI'ERLOCKS BETWEEN INSTITUTIONS AND PORTFOLIO COMPANIES 

Number of Ties 

Institution Type 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Banks (Trust Departments) [196 cos.l 313 74 25 4 2 0 

Investment Advisers r67 cos. 1 72 4 0 0 0 0 

Property & Liability Ins. r34 cos. 1 25 7 3 0 0 0 

Life Insurance Cos. r50 cos.l 52 5 2 1 1 0 

Corp. Employee Benefit [14 cos.) 9 2 2 0 1 0 

Foundations [2 cos.) 2 0 0 0 0 0 

College Endo~nent~ r26 cos.) 24 3 1 0 0 0 

TOTAL 

7 or 
more 

.2 

1 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

Total 

420 

77 i 

36 

62 

14 

2 

28 

639 -;! 

~ 
'-l 
C.:l 
~ 
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Banks (49r.--

Investment Adv. (69) 

P & L Insurance (21) 

Life Insurance (22) 

TABLB iv-3D 

RtIKBER OF RBLATIOIfSRIPS BBrWB!H DS'l'I'l'tJ'l'1OMS AllD ALL 1-64 COO'ANIBS 

Employee 
Shareholdings Creditor . Depo!!itory·.·_ .. -_ Ben. Manager 

5324 1581 2133 285 

2748 67 0 45 

-
640 ( 43 0 0 

598 506 0 96 I 

i 

I.\:) 
'-l 
~ 

.01 
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Banks (49) 

Investment Adv. (69) 

P & L Insurance (21) 

Life Insurance (22) 

. 

fABLE D-ll 

lnOOIl!lt ~ RILAfiOflSHIPS BE'!WB!R DfSTl'l'UTIOHS AND 1-6b POR'l'POLIO CCMPANIBS 

.. 

Share holdings Creditor Depository 

.. 

5324 1246 1598 

: 

.. 2748 44 0 , 

640 11 0 
. 
: 598 115 0 
" , 

Employee 
Ben. Manager 

240 

25 

0 

29 

: 

~ 
"""-l 
CJ,j 
~ 



fABLE IV-32 

CIlEDl!OR ULAfIONSHIPS B!'1'WE!N IHSTrrtJfIOHS AND 1-64 COMPAHIBS 

(Number:.of tnstit'l~ions Having ~re~iitor- Relationships With Specified Ra~&:~- ~f t:fumb~( ~f,.Co;np"~Q.teS) 

Number of Companies: . 0 1-9 10-19 20-29 30':'49 50-89 89-107 

Banks Loan Reg~rd1ess of Stock 1 8 11 9 10 8 2 

Stock and Loan 1 13 14 6 8 . 7 0 

-
Investment Loan Regardless of Stock 45 24 0 0 0 0 0 

Adv. 
Stock and Loan 48 20 0 0 0 0 0 

P&L Loan Regardless of Stock 8 12 1 0 0 0 0 
Insurance 

Stock and Loan 13 8 0 0 0 0 0 

2:./ 
Life Loan Regardless of Stock 0 6 5 3 7, 1 0 
Insurance 

Stock and Loan 6 11 4 1 0 0 0 
- -

l/One of the investment advisers held no shares in any 1-64 co~pany, but had a 
creditor relationship' with one such company. . 

lIThe life insurance co~pany with the largest number of creditor relationships 
with 1-64 companies had such relationships with 56 companies. 

Total 

49 

49 

691 

6811 

21. 

21 

22 

22 

• l\:) 
-..) 
w 
-..) 



'fABLE XT-33 

DE~OSITORY RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN BANKS AND 1-64 COMPANIES 

(Num?ers of Banks Having Depository Relationships With Specified Range of Number ,of Companies) 

Number of Companies: .0 1-9 10-19 20-29 30-49 50-89 89-134 Total 

Deposits Regardless of Stock 2 3 6 10 11 11 6 49 

11 
Stock and Deposits 2 8 10 10 8 9 2 49 

liThe bank with the largest number of depository relationships with 1-64 port.foJfo··. 
companies had such relationships with 108 companies. 

! 

I 

~ 
C.:I 
00 



TABLE rv-34 

EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PLA~ MANAGER RELATIONSHIPS BET"WEEN INSTITUTIO~S AND 1:-_64 COMPANIES 

(I:fum!>eI8 of Inst~tutions Ma."laging-_EmiJloyee Benefit Plan_s of Specified 'Range 'of_ ~ber·-~f_-_Co:np.!!.n~~s') 

Number of Companies: 0 1-4 . . 5-9 _ . 10-14 15-':34 

Banks Manager Regardless of Stock 8 . 22 10 4 5 

.Stock and Manager 
, 

12 20 9 4 41/ 
'-0' 

Investment Manager Regardless of Stock 50 16 3 0 0 
Adv. 

Stock and Manager 57 10 1 0 0 

, 
P & L Manager Regardless of Stock 21 0 0 0 0 
Insurance 

Stock and Manager 21 0 0 0 0 

Life Manager Regardless of Stock 5 '9 4 3 (}j 
Insurance . Stock and Manager 11 9 2 0 0 

liThe bank with the largest number of manager relationships with 1-64 portfQ~io 
companies had such relationships with 30 such companies. 

~/One of the investment advisers held no shares in any 1-64 company, but had 

Total 

49 

49 

69 

68?:..! 

21 

21 

22 

22 

manager relationships with four such com?anies. . 
-liThe life insurance company with the largest number of manager relationships with 

1-64 companies had such relationships with 15 com?anies. 

I 

, 

i 

t>.:) 
-..J 
C.:l 
to 



TABLE XV-3S 

SHAREHOLDING RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN INSTITUTIONS AND 1-64 COMPANIES 

(Numbers of Institutions Having Shareholdings in Specified Range of Number of Companies) 

Number of Companies: 0 1-9 10-29 30-69 70-99 100-129 130-172 Total 

11 
Banks 0 0 0 5 15 14 15 49 
: .. 

'2:.1 
Investment Adv. 1 6 25 26 7 2 2 69 

... 

1/ 
P & L Insurance 0 1 11 9 0 0 o . 21 

fil 
Life Insurance O· 2 14 6 0 0 0 22 

lIThe bank with the largest number of shareholding relationships held shares in 165 
1-64 companies. . . 

'2:./This investment adviser had employee benefit plan manager relationships with four 1-64 
companies and a creditor relationship with one 1-64 company. . 

·llThe property and liability insurance co~pany with the largest number of shareholding 
relationships held shares in 46 1-64 companies. . 

filThe life insurance company with the largest number of shareholding relationships held 
shares. in 52 1-64 companies. 

l\j 

~ 
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TABLB xv-36 
Sample Mean values and Summary Statistics 

for Variables Employed in Analyses of Interdependence 
Between Institutional Investors and Corporate Issuers 

Personnel Ties (0,1) 
Plan Manager (0,1) 
Stock/Outstanding 
Stock!portfolio 
Loans/Outstanding 
Demand Deposits/Outstanding 
Region (0,1) 
Company Size (Log-Outstanding) 
Institution Size (Log-Assets) 

Mean Values 

.0490 

.0477 

.0039 

.0033 

.0164 

.0257 

.1345 
20.11 
21.92 

Summary Statistics 

No. of Institutions 50 
No. of Companies 288 
Including Null Observations* 14,400 
Without Null Observations 6,070 
Useable Observations 5,979 
Percent of Companies "known" 41.5 
Average No. of Companies "known" --.120 

.0923 
0.0 

.0022 

.0105 

.0004 
0.0 

.1622 
21.27 
20.74 

21 
288 

6,048 
747 
715 

11.8 
34 

.1003 

.0891 

.0017 

.0061 

.0336 
0.0 

.1421 
20.58 
22.41 

26 
288 

'7,488 
1,125 
1,077 
14.4 

41 

.0298 

.0149 

.0060 

.0062 

.0006 
0.0 

.1623 
20.56 
20.83 

70 
288 

20,163 
3,040 
3,025 
15.0 

43 

* Calculated as the product of corresponding elements from the two 
preceeding rows. Thus, 50 bank trust departments times 288 
securities equals 14,400 potential bank-security observations. 
Similarly, 21 property and liability insurance companies times 
288 securities equals 6,04S potential property and liability -
security observations, etc. 
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TABLE XV-37 

t-Ratios, Simple Pairwise Regression Equations 

Banks lli Life Ins. lA's 

Stock/O; PerRonn'e1 14.4 0.2 1.7 1.5 
Stock/O; Manager 14.4 1.1 0.3 
Stock/O; Region 12.9 0.1 1.7 2.9 
Stock/O; Loans/O 9.6 1.0 1.0 0.2 
Stock/O; Dem Dep/O 8.6 
Loans/O; Dem Dep/O 33.5 
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TABLE XV-38 

MULTIVARIATE REGRESSION ANALYSES 

Dependent Variable: Stock/Portfolio 

~ ~ Life Ins. lA's 

~ .£ CoeH...:, .£ .£9ill:. .£ f2ill..:. .£ 

Constant -.0504 -.0936 -.0418 - .0139 

. Personnel. .0030 4.9 .0003 0.1 -.0013 1.3 .0020 1.9 

Manager .0017 2.7 -.0020 2.1 -.0002 0.1 

Loans/O .0040 2.3 .0966 0.6 .0055 1.8 -.0032 0.3 

Oem. Dep/O .0017 1.4 

Region .0029 7.4 .OU37 2.6 .0021 2.5 .0004 0.9 

Co. Size .0030 40.1 .0047 14.3 .0030 19.1 .0025 24.2 

Inst. Size -.0003 2.1 .0002 0.2 -.0006 2.2 -.0015 9.6 

.23 .24 .28 .20 
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TABLE XV-39 

MUtTIV ARIATE ROORESSIC1N ANALYSES 

DeQendent Variable: stockLOutstanding 

Banks ~ Life Ins. lA's 

Coeff. ! Coeff. ! Coeff. 1: Coeff. ! 

Constant -.0492 -.0072 .0147 .0239 

Personnel .0067 9.6 -.0017 1.9 .00ll 1.2 -.0034 2.6 

Manager .0057 8.0 - .00ll 1.2 -.0015 0.9 

Loans/O .0086 4.2 -.Q341 0.5 .0003 0.1 -.0030 0.3 

Dem. Dep. /0 .0035 2.6 

Region .0023 5.1 .0008 1.1 .0012 1.4 -.0005 0.8 

Co. Size .0001 1.2 -.0014 8.7 -.0005 3.4 -.0022 17.9 

lnst. Size .0023 11.7 .0019 3.8 -.0001 0.4 .0013 . 7.0 

R2 .09 .11 .02 .12 
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TABLE xv-he 

MULTIVARIATE REGRESSION ANALYSES 

De12endent Variable: Personnel T,ies 

Banks P & L Life Ins. lA's 

Coeff. .!: Coeff. .!: Coeff. .!: £2ill..:. .!: 

Constant - .1398 .5027 -.6404 .3423 

Manager .1328 10.1 .-.0465 1.5 .0110 0.4 

Stock/O 2.1101 8.6 -3.1050 2.0 2.0275 1.9 -.8702 3.2 

Stock/P .7593 2.7 .4648 0.6 -2.0793 2.0 .8235 2.6 

Loans/O .0215 0.6-7.2953 2.4 - .2810 3.0 -.0431 0.3 

Dem. Dep/O .1279 5.1 

Region .1021 12.4 .1885 6.7 .2571 10.2 .0500 6.0 

Co. Size .0065 3.6 - .0453 . 5.8 .0009 0.2 -.0124 6.2 

lnst. Size .0011 0.3 .0254 1.3 .0316 3.5 -.0031 1.2 

R2 .10 .11 .12 .02 
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MULTIVARIATB RICIRBSSION ANALYSES 

Dependent Variable: Loans/Outstanding 

~ ill Life Ins. lA's 

~ ! ~ ! ~ ! ~ ! 

Constant .0083 .0116 -.2470 -.0004 

Per-sonnel .0121 2.6 -.0011 2.4 -.0294 3.0 - .0006 0.3 

Manager .0258 5.4 -.0210 2.1 -.0008 0.3 

Stock/O .4417 4.9 -.0124 0.6 -.2521 0.7 -.0059 0.2 

Stock/P .1786 1.7 .0074 0.8 .6546 1.9 -.0103 0.3 

Region .0246 8.1 .0006 1.7 -.0049 0.6 -.0005 0.6 

Co. Size -.0071 10.8" -.0004 4.5 -.0181 9.8 -.0002 0.7 

lnst. Size .0065 4.9 -.0001 0.3 .0292 10.5 .0002 0.7 

R2 .07 .04 .19 .001 
-~"-'---"'" 
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TABLE xv-43 

MULTIVARIATE REGRESSr0N ANALYSES 

Dependent Variabl'e: Dem. Dep./Outstanding 

Constant 

. 'Perso'nnel 

Manager 

Stock/O 

Stock/P 

Region 

Co. Size 

Inst. Size 

Loans/O 

R2 

(without 
loansl.. 

~. ! 

-.0143 

.0406 5.7 

.0334 4.6 

.5330 3.9 

.2176 1.4 

.0290 6.3 

-.0091 9.2 

.0097 4.8 

.06 

(with loans) 

~. ! 

-.0188 

.0341 5.1 

.0195 2.9 

.2941 2.3 

.1210 0.8 

.0157 3.6 

-.0053 5.7 

.0062 3.3 

.5409 29.6 

.18 
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E. INSTITUTIONAL INVOLVEMENT IN CORPORATE DECISION-MAKING 

1. Introduction 

The fact that institutions may have the economic power to control 
or influence corporate policy or decisions because of their sharehold
ing or business relationships with companies does not necessarily imply 
that the power will, in fact, be exercised. At the same time, even in the 
absence of any actnal economic power, the sophistication of institu
tions and their 'ability to respond to corporate informa.tion and events 
may enable them to exercise whatever influence they ha.ve more effec
tively than other shareholders. 

As we have f'een, equity holdings are not the only type of relationship 
that institutions may have with companies. The shareholder relation
ship is, however, an important legally recognized medium for institu
tional access to corporate power centers. In this section of the chapter, 
the manner in whICh institutions exercise-or refrain from exercis
ing-their rights as shareholders will be analyzed, as well as the extent 
to which institutions seek a voice in corporate affairs outside the context 
of formal shareholder prerogatives. This analysis will provide a basis 
for assessing the validity of the existing distribution of corporate 
power in light of institutional involvement. 

2. Institutional Voting 

Although the range of corporate matters submitted to shareholders 
for their approval is relatively narrow, the types of matters often in
volve fundamental questions of corporate policy and direction. Thus, 
for example, when management requests shareholder approval of an 
amendment to the charter providing for a substantial increase in au
thorized securities in order to consummate future corporate acquisi
tions that have not yet even been conceived, the beneficial owners of the 
company are confronted with a decision of potentially far-reaching 
impact. First, approval of the proposal may mean a further delegation 
to management of the power to negotiate and consummate acquisitions 
without additional shareholder approval (unless the acquisition takes 
the form of a statutory merger or is otherwise subject to shareholder 
approval). Second, the authorized increase in securities may ultimately 
dilute the interests of the existing sh~reholders in their company. 

Although the proposal may be critical, shareholders generally have 
no opportunity to amend it in any way. The Commission's Proxy Rule 
14a-8 explicitly permits exclusiop of shareholder counter-proposals to 
management proposals as well as alternative slates of directors. Thus, 
the shareholder is usually faced with a yes or no decision, lIDless he is 
willing to undertake the burden of his own proxy solicitation. 

In spite of the inflexibility of shareholder voting mechanisms, the 
vote is the most tangible manifestation of shareholder power. It is also 
an indispensable ingredient of corporate decision-making. Complete 
apathy on the part of shareholders to the point of abstention from 
corporate voting ,,"ould paralyze the mechanisms of corporate power: 
management would be unable to muster a quorum at annual meetings 
and the necessary majority or higher percentage of outstanding shares 
to approve charter amendments, mergers and similar matters. Thus, 
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there is more than public relations involved in management's solicit
ous attitude toward its constituency and in its entreaties to share
holders that they promptly sign and return their proxies. 

As t.he analY8is in seCition C of company concentrati'on has indicated, 
institntions often manage holdings that represent substantial portions 
of a company's outstanding shares. They also have sole or partial 
voting authority over substantial amounts of corporate shares. To the 
extent that institutions, individually or collectively, hold and can 
vote just over one-third of a company's outstanding shares-and this 
is often the case-they have the power to veto critical matters requir
ing a two-thirds shareholder vote simply by withholding their vote. 
If institutional shareholders wished to do so, they could collectively 
elect a substantial number of the directors of companies (having 
cUl11uln,tive voting) in which they hold large positions. To the extent 
that an institution holds a large percentage of a company's outstand
ing shares, it may be able more readily to mobilize the additional 
shares needed to approve or disapprove a corporate proposal. Thus, 
institutions as a group al?pear to have substalltial power which might 
be exercised through votmg. 
a. The data 

The Study obtained data on institutional voting policies and prac
tices from among the 215 large institutions receiving Form 1-12. 
These respondents are identified in Supplementary Vohune II. Re
sponses were generally based on voting during the period between 
.r annary 1, 1967 and September 30, 1969. Institutions were instrncted 
to answer with respect to all companies whose shares they had -sole 
or partial authority to vote, regardless of whether those companies 
appeared on List A or any other list of sample companies. 

Many of the questions in 1-12 applicable to this aspect of the Stlldy 
called for narrative responses that could not be readily quantified. 
In addition, many institutions (in some cases, more than half) did 
not respond to particular questions calling for narrative responses, 
either because they considered the question inapplicable to their op
erations or because they had not formulated any policy or maintn.ined 
records of any voting practices. (This was the case to an even greater 
extent for questions mvolving institutional participation in corporate 
decision-making, discussed later in this chapter.) 
b. In8titutional polioie8 

It is obviously not possible to characterize institutional voting poli
cies in terms of whether those policies are fundamentally designed 
to serve institutional as opposed to corporate interests. No institution 
would be likely to admit that it has a policy of voting solely for the 
purpose of advancing its own objectives without regard to the welfare 
of the corporation in which it is a shareholder. 011 the other hand, since 
institutions, do have a significant stake in many portfolio companies
and almost always hold more than just a fe'" shares in any portfol1io 
company-we might expect that institutions would, as a matter of 
policy if not of practice, attempt to make some independent judgment 
as to the merits of matters submitted to them as shareholders. 

In an effort to determine whether any institutions adhered to a 
policy of complete passivity, the Study asked institutional respondents 
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to indicate any policy of voting in blank or with management on all 
matters. Table XV-44 indicates that a sizable number of institutions 
do ImNe such a policy: 20 percent of all investment advisers in the 
salllple; 43 percent of all property and liability insurance companies, 
in percent of all life insurance companies and 46 percent of all cor
pot'ate employee benefit plans. Foundations and college endowments 
show automatic management support among 50 percent and 40 per
cent respectively of their samples. Even among bank trust depart
ments, \yhich are presumably required to adhere to the American 
Bankers Association policy guidelines specifying independent judg
ment OIl voting, 18 percent of the respondents--or nine of the fifty 
largest banks in the country-have a policy of always supporting 
management. 

Automatic support for management is not by any means tantamount 
to non-involvement. Institutions that consistently vote with manage
ment may represent an important segment of the shareholder con
stituency that management can count upon regardless of other share
holder pressnres. To that extent these institutions are "safe" votes 
that may well mean the difference between the success and failure 
of a corporate proposal. 

c. I nstit7ttional practices 
(1) Decision-mAking 7J1'ocedw'es.-Table XV-45 shows that a num

ber of institutions have specific procedures for distinguishing between 
routine and non-routine proxy matters. This was ,particularly the case 
for bank trusts, most. of which (34 of 49) recognize that certain matters 
submitted for their consideration as shareholders (or representatives 
of shareholders) involve fundamental policy questions requiring spe
cial attention. However, among other institutional 'types, less than half 
of the respondents had any specified procedur,e. 

N arrntive responses to questions presented by the Study indicate that 
most institutions do have some more or less fot'mal pl10cedure for proc
essing proxy materials and determining whether and how to vote the 
institution's shares. Most bank trust departments initially refer proxy 
materinls to ,ind\lstry specialists whose recommendations are then 1'8-

vie\yed by the bank's trust investment committee or similar body. This 
committee may establish a policy of voting against certain matters, such 
as proposals toeliminate preemptive rights. 

Investment advisers less frequently employ such formal review pro
cedures; often, the decision is delef!ated to the portfolio manager who 
has investment discretion over the shares. Insurance companies usually 
assi~n proxy materials to a membH of their investment department for 
initial review, subject to approval by a senior officer or investment com
mitt~e, particularly where the matter is non-routine. Many insti,tutions, 
particularly foundations and college endowments, seek the recommen
dations or advice of banks serving as custodian or investment adviser. 
. "~here t}1C il~sti,tution has only IJartial voting authority or none at all, 
It will ordmanly have some procedure for recommendino- action to the 
beneficial owner, although it is often provided that the iJ~stitution may 
vot.e on routine matt-ers without, prior consultation. "'\That 00nstitutes a 
"routine" matter will vary and may itself be within the institution's 
discretion to determine. Routine matters may be limi,ted to the Ul1con-

53-940-71-pt. 5--28 



tested election of directors and appointment of auditors-the two mat
ters that most. frequently appear in proxies. In at least one case, how
ever, "routine" was defined to include every matter that was not con
tested. 

It appears that institutions rarely vote in person at mee:'ings, 11,1-
though banks indicate some tendency to do so in the case of closely
held corporations. 

(.9:1) Ab8tention.-The Study found thll't some institutions follow a 
practice of deliberately abstaining on certain matters submitted to them 
for their vote. Deliberate abstention indicates that the institution con
sidered the matter to be voted upon and reached a decision not to vote; 
it excludes instances in which failure to vote resulted from oversight or 
disregard for returning proxies or casting vot{)f: 

Among all institutIOns in the sample, 4 banks and 4 investment 
advisel'S indicated that they followed the practice of frequent deliberate 
abstentions. Analysis of voting data for the period between .J anuary 1, 
1967 and September 30, 1969 revealed 262 instances of deliberate 
abstentions by 48 institutions, as follows: 
Bank Trusts_________________________________________________________ 183 
Investment Advisers__________________________________________________ 60 
Insurance Companies_________________________________________________ 14 
Employee Benefit Plans_________________________ ______________________ 5 

Almost three-quartel'S of these abstentions were by 25 banks. The 
median number of shares as to which such banks determinod to abstain 
was 3,600. 

An abstention may indicate the equivalent of a negative note, par
ticularly if the votes are necessary for a quorum, or If an affirmative 
vote of a specified percentage of outstanding shares is required. Even 
where the number of shares not voted is not enough to cause any aetual 
discomfort to corporate management, it may evidence institutional 
dissatisfaction in a subtle, yet unmistakable, manner that will be ap
parent to management. Another reason for abstention, although less 
prevalent, is that the matter involves a transaction to which the institu
tion itself is a party; abstention would tend to eliminate any claim of 
conflict of interest. 

Although the types of matters as to which institutions abstained 
were quite broad, covering almost every conceivable shareholder deci
sion, well over half (159) of the abstentions occurred with respect to 
four areas: 
Proposals to Abolish Preemptive Rights_______________________________ 59 
Proxy Contests_______________________________________________________ 57 
Authorization of ~ferger______________________________________________ 23 
Authorization of Acquisition by Company______________________________ 20 

The types of proposals as to which abstention occurred most frequently 
suggest different explanations: consistent with the evidence on negative 
voting, discussed below, abstention on proposals to abolish preemptive 
rights is probably a negative reaction, tempered by the realization that 
the company may need additional flexibilIty in its financing program 
that is precluded by the necessity of first offering new shares to existing 
holders. Abstention as to the other matters may simply represent 11, 
conscious decision by institutions not to "get involved" in controversial, 
albeit major, corporate transactions and power struggles. 
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(3) Negat'ive voting.-A negative vote on a matter submitted by 
management indicates at least that the institutional shareholder is op
posed to management's views on that particular matter; it does not 
necessarily demonstrate a basic disagreement with management about 
corporate policy in general. As previouslY'Hoted, some institutions have 
a policy of votmg against certain types of proposals-such as those to 
diminish or abolish preemptive rights-regardless of the particular 
company making the proposal. 

Table XV -46 summarIzes the instances of negative institutional vot
ing among the 215 institutions responding to Form 1-12. The table 
shows the number of institutions voting negatively during the period 
between .J anuary 1, 1967 and September 30, 1969; the number of in
stn,nces of such voting; the median number of shares voted negatively 
and the number of companies whose proposals were voted against. 

Among institutional types, bank trust departments were by far the 
most frequent dissenters, both in number of banks (28 or 57 percent 
of 1-12 banks) and in number of instances (351 out of a total of 584 
nega,ti ve votes by all 1-12 institutions). At the same time, the median 
number of shares voted against management proposals by banks was 
relatively small-only 6,300 shares. A fa-r greater number of shares 
was voted negatively by investment advisers and insura-nce companies. 
Since banks frequently have only partial voting a,uthority, it may be 
that they vote some of their shares nega,tively while voting others in 
flwor of management on particular matters. The relative frequency 
\\"ith which banks-as opposed to other institutional types-vote 
against management may also be explained by the American Bankers 
Association guidelines requiring independent evaJuation of proxy 
matters. It appears that banks have somewhat more regularized pro
cedures for considering such matters. As Table XV-45 shows, banks, 
more so than other institutions, have a procedure for distinguishing 
routine from non-routine proxy matters. The nature of the banks' 
fiduciary relationship with beneficiaries whose funds they manage 
as well as their tendency to hold shares for relatively long periods 
ma,y dictate a policy of greater involvement a-t least in proxy matters 
and hence a greater number of dissensions. 

Although 57 percent of the bank trust departments voted at least 
once a.gainst management, very few other institutional types did so. 
As Table :XV-44 demonstrated, many 'institutions, including banks, 
have n, polIcy that tends to preclude such voting. 

The number of companies experiencing negative institutional votes, 
when compared to the instances of such votes, indicates that institutions 
did not concentrate their dissensions in the same companies. Moreover, 
re1a~ive~y few portfolio companies experienced negative voting by 
lI1shtutlOns. 
. 'yhel~ asked to explain t,he relative rarity of negative voting, some 
mstltutlOns expressed the vIew that: 

(1) Negative voting is pointless since management genera-Uy has the 
votes it needs; 

(2) Negative voting requires critical and time-consuming evaluation 
?f PFoxy materials an.d, in some cases, persuasive argument to a review
lIlg lIlvcstment commIttee; and 

(3) If the matter is important enough, it may be easier to dispose of 
the shares. 
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Unwilling to employ the necessary resources to eva1uate matters sub
mitted for their vote, institutions thus help to make managerial domi
nance of the proxy machinery a self-fulfilling prophecy. Although 
institutions, like other shareholders, may employ the proxy mecha
nisms to place their own proposals before fellow shareholders under 
Commission Rule 14a-8, only one bank and one investment adviser 
reported tha.t they had done so between January 1, 1964 and September 
30,1969. 

A few institutions expressed more interest in exercising the power of 
the vote. They stated their belief that even if negative voting did not 
result in the defeat of a management proposal, it might have a broader 
impact in terms of confining managerial discretion within reasonable 
bounds. If institutions were to express themselves, through voting, as 
opposed to a particular transaction or proposal, management might be 
more reluctant to go through with the deal or to propose similar ven
tures in the future. A nega,tive vote, particularly one lllvolving a large 
block of shares, might also lead management to seek institutional 
views in advance of future proposals to shareholders. Thus, negative 
voting may communicate institutional dissatisfaction to which man
agement may be sensitive. 

Although negative voting occnrred with greater frequency (584 in
stances) than deliberate abstentions (262 instJances), the types of mat
ters generating most negative votes were not dissimilar from those as 
to which institutions abstained. Negative votes were cast on a broad 
spectrum of corporate matters, but 68 percent of such votes occurred 
in the following areas: 
Proposals to abolish preemptive rights_________________________________ 196 
Proposals to remove or reduce existing limitations on preemptive rights___ 17 
Artic'es or by-law changes to increase percentage of shareholder votes 

needed to approve proposal_________________________________________ 73 
Other articles or by-law changes_______________________________________ 19 
Authorization to increase existing class of common stock_______________ 19 
Authorization to create new class of preferred stock_____________________ 17 
Authorize acquisition by portfolio company _____________________________ 17 
Authorize acquisition of portfolio company _____________________________ 9 
Initiate plan to grant stock options, warrants or rights________________ 31 

Total _________________________________________________________ 398 

As in the case of abstentions, institutions expressed opposition most 
frequently to proposals eliminating preemptive rights. They explained 
th!lit shares offered to existing security holders pursuant to such rights 
are usually priced below the market and do not require the payment 
of commissions. There is no immediate advantage to any shareholder 
in waiving these rights, although the company may benefit over the 
long term. 

Article amendments to ,increase the percentage of shareholder votes 
needed to approve a proposal are almost always put forward by man
al6ement as a defensive mechanism to ward off takeover attempts.92 If 
an insurgent group is doing the proposing, it is to management's ad-

GO An Increase In the required percentage of shareholders votes might otherwise In· 
crease Institutional power to the exten,t that Institutions with large holdings might be 
able to veto corporate proposals. 
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va,ntage that the percentage of shares needed to approve such pro
posals be high. Institutions favoring the insurgent group would vote 
l\,gainst these defensive amendments. 

Institutions oppose management stock option plans either because 
of the excessively libera'! terms of the oI>tions, the potential dilutive 

, effects in the future or because of general dissatisfaction with manage
ment. They oppose authorizations of additional securities because of 
the dilutive impact of such authorizations on their equity interests 
and, in some cases, because the purpose for which the new securities 
will be used is unclear or appears inappropriate. 

It is surprising that institutions reported opposing acquisitions by 
negative voting in only 26 inst<'tllces; this is a miniscule frnction of 
such transactions. Institutions generally expressed opposition to tenus 
of the transactions rather than to the acquisition itself. 

In general, negative voting, even when considered as supplemented 
by deliberate abstentions, seems to be a relatively infrequent phenom
enon having little discernible impact on portfolio companies. 

3. Institutional Participation and Consultation 

As described earlier, the prevailing regulatory framework conceives 
of the shareholder's role in corporate affairs as that of an absentee 
owner who receives periodic reports about the operations of the cor
porate household and is called upon to authorize or ratify the major 
decisions of his resident managers and to reconfirm their employment. 
He may on occasion be subject to ,the blandishments of persons seeking 
to supplant the present managers, but his involvement in managerial 
decisions is otherwise generally passive. 

The institutional shareholder, however, may have a significant stake 
in corporate n,ffairs, particularly if its interest is large or relatively 
illiquid and not susceptible of ready disposition. There may also be a 
greater tendency for an institution to bring its expertise and judgment 
to bear on corporate matters if tangible benefits to itself and its bene
ficiaries can be foreseen. 

The institutions responding to Study questionnaires indicated that 
the vote is an instrument of limited efficacy in the art of corpornte 
persuasion and power: by the time the decision-making process has 
reached the stage of shareholder voting, it is ordinarily too late for 
institutions to exercise decisive influence. The Study sought to deter
mine whether and how institutions involve themselves in corporate 
affairs outside the formal context of shareholder voting. 

Institutional "participation" is defined to include any contacts be
tween representatives of the institution and the portfolio company, 
regardless of by whom initiated, in which the institution expresses its 
views as to what corporate management should do. It does not include 
ordinary contacts between securities analysts and companies or con
tacts by common directors. "Consultation" refers to these contacts 
from the company's perspective. Roth terms exclude views expressed 
in the institution's capacity as a creditor or other non-shareholder 
role. 
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a. Thedata 
The Study obta:ined data on institutional participation from among 

the 215 instItutions receiving Form 1-12; data on company consulta
tion was obtained from ,among 312 companies receiving Form 1-64. 
Responses were generally based on participation and consultation 
occurring between January 1, 1968 and September 30, 1969. Except 
in the case of acquisitions (defined to include any acquisition of cor
pOl'ate control, whether by pnrchase of stock or assets or otherwise, 
and whether or not involving a statutory merger or consolidation), 
institutions were instructed to answer WIth respect to all companies 
whose shares they held (regardless of voting anthority). Companies 
were instructed to answer with respect to all institutional shareholders 
whom they may have consulted. 

Institutional participation in acquisitions refers only to companies 
iil List Q, reproduced in Supplementary Volume II, and includes the 
institution's involvement as shareholder 01' by ,providing advice or 
financial or other assistance either to the management of the portfolio 
company or to some other persqn or firm engaging in an acquisition 
effort involving the company. Exclndp.d are instances where the sole 
involvement is that of debt holder and assnring the continued security 
of the debt. 

Responses were not required with respect to portfolio companies 
in which the institntion held less than $25,000 III common stock or 
companies whose stock is not l?ublicly traded. 

As in the case of institutIOnal Yoting, many of the questions re
quired narrative responses and many respondents did not answer all 
questions. Well over half of the institutional respondents did not re
spond to questions asking for views as to the appropriate type of in
stitutional participation in portfolio company affairs, terming these 
questions inapplicable or SImply leaving thl;m blank. Respondents 
were given the option of responding anonymously to these policy-
oriented questions; only five did so: ' 

The Study staff also conducted interviews and discussions with both 
institutional and corporate managers. ' 

b. Institutional policies and views 
As indicated in Table XV-47; about 40 percent of the institutions 

responding to Form 1-12 indicated they had a policy against partici
pation in corporate matters other than acquisitions. It cannot be as
sumed that the remaining 60 percent favored such involvement since 
well over one-half of the respondents failed to answer the questions 
pertaining to institutional policies on participation. Failure to re
spond probably indicates that the respondent had no policy on the 
subiect. 

Table XV-48, "Participation: Practices of Institutions,': shows that 
an institution having no policy on participa.tion is in fact likely not to 
participate as 'a matter of institutional practice. For example, 84 per
cent of all respondents indicated they did not participa.te even once 
in J?ortfolio company decisions concerning non-acqUIsition matters 
durmg the Study period. Of tl1is group, only 48 percent had corre
spondmg policies against their in vol vement. 
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The views of different types of institutions toward institutional in
volvement in portfolio company affairs appear to be shaped by several 
common concerns. Form 1-12 solicited general comments on involve
ment, seeking expressions of the institutions' viewpoints in light of 
pu blic interest considerUJtions. 

The following comment from a bank is typical of most received: 
'We believe that our responsibility as an investor requires us to vote those 

shares for which we have investment authority, and we therefore almost never 
abstain from voting. At the same time, we believe that in most cases our in
volvement in portfolio company affairs should be limited to voting our shares. 
Our usual policy with respect to voting shares in por,tfolio companies is to re
turn Signed blank proxies to the companies and let management do the manag
ing. As indicated in our answers to previous questions, we will, if we deem it 
best to do so, vote against management. However, we do not believe it is gener
ally our province to participate actively in the management of portfolio com
panies in those areas where we do not agree wirth management proposals; ,and 
if we find ourselves disagreeing often or strongly with such proposals, we aTe 
most likely to eliminate the shares of the company from our account portfolios, 
ra'ther than fight management's policies. 

We do not consider this in any respect ,an abdication of responsibility. On the 
contrary, we owe our first responsibility to our customers, and we have found 
our policy as described above to be the most reaMnable and most economical 
method of providing investment management for them. 

Another bank stated that-
The [institwtional] stockholder must choose whether to participate in a fight 

to oust management or whether to quietly liquidate the holdings ,and employ 
the funds elsewhere. Usually, withdrawal seems more practical because of the 
expense of a proxy fight, the uncertainty of success in such action, and the 
prolonged period sometimes required before new management can produce re
sults. Also. quite oilten the disappointing re~ullts are the product of conditions 
within the industry and .are beyond the control of management. 

Frequently, institutions cited possible conflicts of interest raised by 
plwt,icipation in portfolio company aff·airs. Institutions are aware of 
conflicting responsibilities presented by their dual role as manager 
of their own beneficiaries' investments and as shareholders in portfolio 
companies. A conflict may also arise where the institution has a busi
ness as well as shareholder relationship with portfolio companies.93 

Speaking to the first possible conflict, an investment adviser stated: 
An investment adviser with many clients cannot accept portfolio company 

management responsibilities without creating a difficult confiict situation ... 
Banking and investment banking funcUons require involvement 'and allegiance 
to the company as that firm must advise, criticize and aid management in con
tinuing problems of finance, personnel, new ventures and affiliations. The in
vestment adviser has a different set of responsibilities: measuring risk and OJ>
portunf.ty relative to each other and to all other possible investments in light 
of the situation of .the investment advisory client. A firm which is both the 
adviser to management and the adviser to investor-shareholders must separate 
those functions with great sensitivity ·and skill or it will fail both classes of 
client. 

Another investment adviser noted: 
It seems proper for an instHution that is receiving fees for managing money 

to &tick to managing money, rather than attempt to manage or to influence the 
llulIlugcment of companies in which it will always be operating from a position 

03 See section D of this chapter for discussion of the extent of such relationships. 
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of ignorance. This is truer of such an institution than of an Individual-who is 
not being paid to manage his money-or even of a nOn-l)rofit corporation or trnst 
which Illay have other purposes than mere portfolio management. If we take 
time out from our own job to allow sufficient eXllertise to be able to give infonned 
opinions on how portfolio companies should run their various business, we would 
lIot be doing what our clients are paying m; to do, and therefore we would be 
derelict in that very "filluciary duty" that the S]~C has spent so lUuch time telling 
us we owe our clients. 

One institution responding anonymously pointed out that the po
tential for conflicts of interest is particularly significant where the 
institution is also assoc.iated with the portfolio company in a capacity 
other than as a shareholder. 

We belie\'e that some of the more difficult problpms arising from institutional 
ownership of conllllon t>tocks arise whpn thpre are relationHhips between the 
institution and the portfolio com]>uny other than the ownership of the cOlllmon 
Htock itself. For example, where a bank is a lender, a depository, and an invpstor 
in the common stock of a portfolio company, involvement in mllnagement de
cisions of the portfolio company is, on the one hand, almost inevitable (arising 
from the bunk'!:! lending relationship) but questions can arise as to whether such 
involvemell't reflects the viewpoint of the lender or ·the common stockholder. An
other examl)le is where an investment banking firm having a relationship with 
tl company finds itself in the role of a large comlllon stock investor in that com
pany, whether as a conduit for others or for its own account. 'Va do not snggcR"t 
that the answer lies in disenfranchising the commercial bank or the investment 
banker. We simply identify the situation of dual relationships as one deserving 
of primary attention. 

Another area of concern is the possible use of institutional assets as a resonrce 
of im'eHtment banking firms interested in 'the promotion of mergers and other 
acquisitions. 'Ve do not allege that this is happening, but the llossibility of abuse 
:-ieems clearly to be there. 

In spite of these and other potential problems we do not helieve that institu
tional investors should be precluded from voting the stock which they hold 
(usually in a conduit capacity) nor would it be at all practical to require that 
a mutual fund, for example. be requirpd to obtain instnlctions from its share
holders as to how to vote stock of portfolio companies held by the fund. 

A number of respondents recognized that considerations of possible 
conflicts did not affec.t their duty to exercise customary responsibilities 
as shareholders of the portfolio company. One sa.id: 

As should all shareholders, institutional investors should exercise their voting 
rights and not shirk the responsibility. Institutional investors are in a better p0-

sition than most other shareholders to evaluate a company's proposals in light 
of its operation. 

Some jnstitutions foresaw instances where even more intimate in
volvement might be appropriate: 

If , . , an institutional investor' finds himself locked into a position, for what
ever reason, where he cons,jders the management is failing to meet its responsi
bilities. then he has a duty. as both a shareholder and a fiduciary, to do what
ever he can properly to induce the management to improve its handling of the 
company, 

It is believed tbat most involvements in portfOliO company affairs should be 
limited to the voting of shares. However, this 'is the point of view of a rela th'ely 
small holder of shares in a given situation. From the standpoint of the public 
interest, generally there seems to us to be no reason why there should not be 
"participation" in corporate affairs. wholly aside from the voting of shares, where 
the interest is substantial or wbere the issues at stake seem to call for action. 
It is granted that in all cases,it is not possible to resolve, as an investor, things 
of tbis nature through the sale or reduction of holdings. 
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Oertainly investment companies with objectives of aiding small companies 
ill their financing would have an interest as well as an obligation to involve 
themselves with management problems of their portfolio companies. 

[Ilf we found onrselves in a po~Hion with respect to a substantial interest 
ill a Ilol'tfolio comllilllY's stock where a management decision would unquestion
ably diminish the value of our stock, we would make our voice heard and take 
whnte\'er action seemed appropriate to protect our trust. 

Finally, a few respondents saw only functional limitations on the 
scope of their proper participation in the business affairs of port
folio companies. 

Institutional investors should limit their involvement in portfolio company 
nll'airs to matters such as types of financing. dividends and distributions, plans 
to grant stock options. warrants or rights and other management compensation 
plans. In certain instances the institutional investors should also be involved 
in accounting policies and reorganizations. 

Nearly all those responding expressed the belief that existing fiduci
ary principles were sufficient to protect their own beneficiaries as well 
as other corporate shareholders against the possibilities of abuse stem
ming firom institutional participation in portfolio company affairs. 
Some preferred to rely upon industry self-regulation and stated that 
the relationships between institutions and portfolio companies were so 
"individualistic" that government regulation was not appropriate or 
desirable. 

At this time. it would appear inappropriate for governmental or industry regu
latory bodies to attempt to regulate the relationships between institutional in
\'esOOrs and portfOlio companies. The marl,et pl·ace now contains a large number 
of investment companies and other institutional investors, many with differing 
philosollhies. differing investment objectives and differing restrictions. It is appro
printe that each institution be permitted to define its re1ationshiv with its port
folio companies in accordance with its own investment philosophy. Such an un
structurNI approach to the relationship between institutional investors and port
folio companies will. in tUnl. allow the individual investor to continue to select 
hi!:! investment vehicles from this broad spectrum of investment policies. If ex
perience should then reveal that one policy on portfolio company relationships 
tends to yield superior ilwestment results as opposed to another such policy, it 
may be assumed that the market pl'ace will dictate the relationship which 
should be maintained. 

c. Instit1ttional practices 
As indicated by Table XV-47, a fairly larg-e number of institutions 

have a policy of refraining from participation in general corporate 
matteI'S other than acquisitions. It is appropriate, t.herefore, to ex
amine separately participation in general corporate matters and par
ticipation in acquisitions. 

(1) Geneml corporate matters.- Table XV-48 (part 1) shows that 
relatively few institutions (34 'out of 215) participated in general cor
porate ma.tters. Investment advisers participated to it somewhat greater 
extent tha.n other 'institutions. Even fewer institutions (10) reported 
that their efforts had some impact. This does not necessarily mean 
t hat the participation ))roduced t.he desired result, but only that the 
inst.it.ution was satisfied that participation had been fruitful and af
fected t.he outcome. Several institutions (13) indicated that their par
ticipation was limited to company-initiated matters where the com
pany specifically requested assistance or advice. 
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Table XV-49 indicates instances of partJicipation for each institu
tional type in various corporate matte·rs. vVhile the numbers are gen
erally quite small, institutions have expressed their views on a wide 
range of subjects. They appear to be most interested in financing plans 
and, perhaps surprisingly, have even taken a position on accounting 
policy (14 institutions) . 

As has been seen~ institutions explain their lack of partieipation in 
general corporate matter'S as a function of several factors : 

(1) Institutions are investment managers, not. corporate managers, 
and are content to leave corporat.e business to those primarily respon
sible for its conduct.. They do not wish to be burdened with these 
matters---even if they are ma,tters that are ultimately proper subjects 
for shareholder action. If the institution is dissatisfied with mannge
ment's performance, it ,yill dispose of the company's securities. 

(2) Institutions do not wish to risk incurring any liabilities or bur
dens that may result from participation. For example, participation 
may identify an institution as a control person, thereby possibly sub
jecting its holdings to the registration requirements of the Securities 
Act upon resale. Participat1ion may also afford the institution ace-ess to 
inside information that may inhibit its trading in the company's 
shares. 

(3) Participation, particularly in a matter of marginal importance, 
may antagonize corporate management without any direct benefit to 
the institution. Management may retaliate by refusing to furnish 
statistical and other data helpful for investment analysis by the 
institution. 

(4) Some institutions feel that uninvited participation would be 
ineffectual; if management refused to cooperate, the only recourse 
would be to vote against any proposal submitted to the institution 
ns a shareholder or to dispose of the company's shares. Effective par
ticipation requires a willingness on the part of corporate management 
to be persuaded by sound arguments. 

(5) A number of institutions appear to believe that participation 
may be illegal or unethical, without being able to articulate the pre
cise basis of this belief. The concern may be political; that laws may 
be enacted or regulation imposed out of fear of financial power that 
would inhibit their existing relative investment freedom. This may 
explain the reluctance of many institutions to respond to narrative 
questions presented in Study questionnaires. Institutions are particu
larly sensitive to questions concerning joint participation by a group 
of institutions with common objectives. Existing antitrust laws and 
the 1968 tender offer provisions in the Exchange Act a'ppear to have 
the eft'ect of impedin~ frank discussion of concerted actIOn by institu
tions, if not of preclUding such action. 

Notwithstanding the relatively small amount of J?articipation re
ported by institutIOns, such partIcipation can be sigmficant in certain 
circumstances. . 

(1) Institutions indicate that their views may be sought by man
agement, in which case participation will have someeft'ect. 
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(2) Management is likely to be influenced by institutional partici~ 
pation when it is widespread or reflects a generally negative share~ 
holder response to an impending transaction. These circumstances are 
most likely to occur, however, III the case of acquisitions rather than 
general corporate matters. 

(3) Small or medium~sized companies are generally more receptive 
to institutional participation than are large companies. This is par~ 
ticularly so when the mstitution holds a substantial amount of the 
company's outstanding shares, or when the company is desirous of 
encouraging institutional interest in its securities. 

(4) Institutions that have business relationships (for example, as 
creditors) with companies indicate that they may be able to exert 
more influence as shareholders because of such ties. However, some 
institutions are aware of the conflicts of interest such relationships 
may create.94 

(5) An institution that is "locked in" to its holdings-because the 
shares are restricted, the amount of shares is very large or the shares 
arc required to be held (for example, company shares placed in trust 
by a former officer of the company)-may be more highly motivated to 
participate in corporate affairs. For example, one bank stated that 
it might prefer to exert its influence over a portfolio company in 
which it had a substantial holding rather than to engage in a costly 
sale of the shares and a purchase of a comparable alternative invest· 
ment. One insurance company stated that it would exert influence 
rather than sell its holdings if the disposition would result in a large 
capital gains tax. One investment adviser stated that it would more 
likely become involved in corporate decision-making if the value of 
the company's stock was well below the institution's purchase price 
and if participation might result in a favorable impact on the stock'E 
price. 

(6) In some cases, institutional shareholders or beneficiaries may re
quest institutional pa.rticipation in corporate affairs. This has hap
pened only infrequently in the past, but the recent concern about corpo
rate and institutIOnal ~ocial responsibility has generated demands by 
some beneficiaries that their institutions take a more act.i ye role in cor
porate decisions that may have social consequences.05 

At the 1970 annual meeting of General Motors Corp., two share
holder proposals included in the compa.ny's proxy and proxy statement 
pursuant to Commission Rule 14a-8 were indirectly related to corpo
rate policies regarding air pollution, automotive safety and equal 
opportunity employment. ","hile only a few institutional shareholders 
voted for these proposals, at least ~5 (primarily foundations and col
lege endowments) wrote to the company to express concel'll about the 
underlying issues presented. The letters, copies of which were exam
ined by the Study, often reflected a response to views expressed by 
institutional beneficiaries or putative beneficiaries-mutual fund 
shareholders and college faculty members and students. 

(93) Acquisitions.-Table XV-48 (part 2) sho\\"s the number of 
institutions, by type, indicating that they participated in acquisition 

.. Sec section D of this chapter for discussion of the extent of such relationships. 
0lI Sec P. Landau, Do In8titutional Inve8tor8 Have a Social Re8ponsibility?, 4 Institu

tional Investor, No.7, p. 25 (July 1970). 
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matters during the per-iod between January 1, 1968 and September 30, 
1969. The table also shows .the instit.utions' appraisal of the success of 
their efforts. Only 26 institutions reported participation, of which 12 
stated that their participation had some impact on the outcome of 
the transaction or proposal. 

These numbers app6.:'tr inconsistent with narrative responses to Form 
1-12 and with interviews conducted by the Study staff. In the year 
1969 alone, there were 4,550 acquisitions in the United States.oo Al
though the Study inquired only about participation in acquisitions in
,"olving the 109 companies on List Q, many of these companies were 
part of acquisition efforts in which institutions were widely believed to 
be im·olved to Some extent. The findings in section F of this chapter, 
dealing with transfers of corporate control, also suggest that the 
Study's quantitative data understate the extent of institutional par-
ticipation'in acquisitions.97 

, 

As indicated 111 Table XV-47, many institutions indicated that they 
had a policy of non-participat.ion in matters other than acquisitions. 
'Vhile It does not follow that these same institutions had an affirmative 
pol,icy of participating in acquisition matters, it is evident from their 
narrative responses as well as interviews that institutions often find it 
desirable to intercede in such matters. The Study's quantified data on 
the extent of participation is therefore probably unsound. 

The Study found t.hat some institutions participate in acquisition 
efforts jn several ways: 

(1) Institutions may advise the company on potential acquisition 
opportunities. 

(2) Institutions may provide financial assistance to the acquiring 
port:folio company by making loans or participat.ing in private place
ments to enable the company to acquire the target company's shares. 

(3) Institutions may have a veto over acquisitions by pOldolio 
companies because of an existing loan relationship; many long-term 
loan agreements provide that acquisitions may not be made without 
the institution's approval. 

(4) Institutions may support a takeover effort by pUl'Chasing shares 
of the target company and tendering them to the acquiring company
or holding the shares until such time as the acquiring company is ablo 
to purchase them. Where an exchange offer is involved, the institution 
may assist the acquiring company by holding or purchasing additional 
shares of that company's stock; this may have the effect of stabilizing 
or increasing the price of securities being offered to tendering share
holders of the target company. The institution ma,y also sell the shares 
of companies competing for the target's shares. 

These tactics are discussed in detail in section F of this chapter . 

.. Federnl Trnde Commission, CUI'rent Trends in Merger Activity, 19,69, Stntlstlcal 
Report No.6, p. 1 (lIInrch 1970) . 

• 7 It seems likely thnt Institutions responding to Form 1-12 construed the dellnltlon. 
of "pnrtlclpntlon" more nnrrowly thnn was Intended by the questlonnnlre. 
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d. Oompany cOruJultation 
Of the 312 companies responding to Form 1-64, only 75 reported 

having consulted with institutions. Tahle 15-49 indicates the matters 
with respeot to which consultation occurred. As in the case of insti
tutional participation in general corporate matters, companies indi
cated consultation most frequently on financing plans. In addition, 
38 companies reported that they had consulted with institutions on 
acquisition matters. In view of the fact that the 1-64 companies were 
not all involved in acquisitions, the number appears more accurate 
than the smaller number of participations reported by institutions. 

The data show relatively little consultation by companies, with 
only 24 percent of all 1-64 companies reporting having engaged in con
sultation, more than half of which consulted with respect to acquisi
tions. 

4. Conclusion 

'fhe Study found that institutions as a group have a record of 
voting involvement that displays relatively little opposition to man
agement. At the same time, the extent of their informal participation 
in corporate affairs remains largely unknown: institutions concede 
that they may find it desirable or necessary to interject their views 
into the corporate decision-making process, but report relatively few 
instances in whioh they did so. 

At a time when institutional growth and its implications are under 
Congressional as well as general government scrutiny, it must be 
anticipated that many institutions may attempt to project a rather 
low profile of involvement in corporate affairs. The Study recognized 
that its inquiries into these matters might generate defensive responses 
reflecting sensitivity to the underlying policy implications; in fact, 
well over half of all institutional respondents did not respond to spe
cific policy questions asking them to set forth their own views a;bout 
the appropriate role of institutions as shareholders. 

'fhe failure to respond to these questions may be explained by apathy 
and indifference or by a desire to avoid any conspICUOUS association 
with the processes of corporate decision-making. In either case, it 
appeal's that institutions, including those which dId respond fully, are 
acutely a ware of the existing lack of guidelines governing their share
holding, personnel and business relationships with portfolio com
panies'ltnd apprehensive of indicating courses of conduct on their part 
that might be deemed inappropriate by the Commission or the Con
gress. Although, as has been noted, there are no general legal pro
hibitions on the exercise of sha.reholder prerogatives by institutions, 
the concern that such prohibitions exist or may be imposed appears to 
limit the likelihood of intensive institutional intervention in portfolio 
company decison-making, at least where the need for such intervention 
is unclear and the benefits uncertain. 
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Bank Trusts 49 
Investment 
Advisers 76 
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Liabilitv Ins. 21 

Life Insurance 26 
Corporate Employee 
Benefit Plans 13 

Foundations 10 
College 
Endowments 20 
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VOfDGs POLlCII!S OF Dl'S'!I1'U'l'IOlIS 

Institutions Indicating a Policy of Voting in Blank 
or with Management on All Matters. 
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VO'1'IIfG PRACl'ICES ow DfSTmr'l'IClfS 

Institutions Voting Against Management at Least 
Once Durin" the Stud Period' . -.' . 
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fABLE IV-k8 (Part 1) 

PAM'ICIPATIOlh PRAC'l'ICBS CJF I1STI!U'l'IONS 

. 
Participation in ~:'!.~n.1C~rporate Hatters 

Institutions that Institutions that ~\lmber of such 
pa.rticipated at Non- indicated their instances' 
least once during Participants participation had baving an 
the study period. an impact on '-'''lflral impact. 

corporate matters 

Bank Trusts 9 40 2 3 
Investment 
Advisers 16 60 6 14 
Property and 
Liabilitv In •• 2 19 1 2 

Life Insurance 5 21 1 1 
Corporate E:tplose 

Benet! t Plans - 13 - -
Foundat ions - 10 - -
College 
Endow.nent8 2 18 - -

TOTAL 34 181 10 20 
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Participation in Acquisition Matters 
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IIfS'l'l'fUTIOlUL PARTICIPATION AND COJ!PAlfY CONSULTA'I'I<Il 
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F. INSTITUTIONAL INVOLVEMENT IN TRANSFERS OF CORPORATE CONTROL 

1. Introduction 

The late 1960's saw an upsurge in transfers of corporate control. In 
some cases, the transfer was attempted by a group of dissident sha,re
holders, working from within the corporate structure to supplant 
existing management. More often, transfers took the form of an acqui
sition of a controlling interest in the company by another company. 
'While transfers may result from an agreement or understanding be
tween the so-called "target" company management and the acqmring 
company, those that have generated the most controversy have in
volved a spirited contest involving the target and one or more bidders. 

,\Vhere management proposes a, merger with another company, the 
sha,reholders mayor may not examine the proxy statement and make 
an independent decision on the merits of the transaction. As long as 
management is assured of the necessary shareholder approval, it need 
not make any special attempt to convince its constituency that the 
merger is in their best interests. Even if the merger proposal is de
feated, management would not ordinarily fear the loss of its pre
eminent power over corporate affairs. 

On the other hand, transfers of control occurring in the face of 
malUtgement opposition necessarily rely for their success on the acces
sion of corporate shareholders to the offers made directly to t.hem by 
the acquiring company. Such transfer bids call for dispositive action 
on the part of every shareholder, while threatening the position of 
existing management iIi the structure of corporate power. 

A shareholder receiving a merger proxy is asked to vote on whether 
a particular transaction will be in the interests of the corporation as 
well as his own interests. The shareholder is, of course, concerned with 
the impact of the proposed merger on the investment value of his 
slut1'es. Presumably, however, he will view the transaction in the con
text of his continuing ownership interest in the company, and, as in 
the case of similar corporate proposals, will be inclined to reaffirm his 
continuing confidence in management by approving the transaction.98 

A shareholder receiving an offer from an acquiring company is 
given the opportunity to relinquish his ownership interest in exchange 
for cash or securities (frequently other than common stock) that are 
usually valued in excess of the previously prevailing worth of his 
investment. Such an offer requires the shareholder to make what is 
not a shareholder decision, but essentially an investment decision. If 
the offer is accepted, the shareholder will receive either cash, which 
he may then invest in another medium, or the securities of an entirely 
diffet'ent corporate entity-albeit one which may ultimately include 
the target company. 

As institutions have become major investors in corporate equities, 
their role in transfers of corporate control has become the subJect of 
public concern. The concern is not so much that financial managers 
,,-ill, in the exercise of their investment function, tender or sell cor
porate securities to the highest bidder; indeed, thei r fiduciary respon-

08 The same kind of shareholder Interest would lie Involnd In an exchange offer made 
with the concurrence of management 
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sibili~ies. might comp~l that result. ~~lther, the concern is expressed 
that mstltutlOns may Improperly faclhtate-and even initiate-trans
fer? of c.ontrol il~ order to obt~in short-te~'m a~vantages to themselves, 
whIle dIsregardmg both the mterests of their own benetici!Lries and 
those of other corporate shareholders. 

The Study sought to determine to what extent institutions become 
involved in transfers of control and the consequences of any such in
volvement. Recogni~ing tlul;t an analysis of a l.arge number of such 
transfers would be lInpractIcable and that statlstICal data could not 
be readily obtained on such matters, the Study conducted a series of 
case studies, designed to examine in detail the operational facts lwd 
circumstn,nces surrounding some of the more controversial corporate 
transfers. 

Case studies for nine transfer situa.tions were prepared by the Study 
staff. The patterns of conduct that emerge from analysis of the studies 
will be the focus of this section of the chapter. 

2. Reasons for Institutional Involvement 

As seen in section E, some institutions feel that, because of the imme
diate investment impact of takeover sittmtions, they have a responsi
hility to participate in major corporate decisions involving acquisi
tions or transfers of contro1. As shareholders in portfolio companies, 
such institutions may consult direotly with corporate management 
!tbout proposed mel'gers or acquisitions; and, presumably, they will at 
least exercise independellt judgment in casting their vote on such 
matters if they are submitted for shareholder itpproval. 

Additional considerations may impel institutional involvement 
in a contested transfer situation where control is or may be sought 
through a direct offer to the target company's shareholders. In some 
cases, the impetus may be the opportunity for the institutional finnn
cial mlU1!tg:cr to obtain personal rewards and benefits apart from the 
interests of its beneficiaries. In ot.her cases, there may be a congruity of 
interests between the financial manager and its beneficiaries. In all 
cases, there exists thc possibility that the interests of the manager and 
its beneficiaries may conflict with the investment objectives and share
holder prerogatives of other corporate investors. 
(t. Liqlddity 

An institution holding It large block of a company's outstanding 
shares may find it difficult to dispose of the block through ordinary 
market sales. If market-makers are unablc to handle the block and 
the institution has It pressing need for cash-for example, a mutual 
fund in a net redemption status-the institution may attempt to find 
It potential acquiring company to purchase the shares as a prelude to 
a takeover effort by that company for the rest of the portfolio com
pany's shares (8ee II mne I n8U1YlnCe case study) . 
b. Pm'fo1"lnance 

A transfer of control ma.y present opportunities for short-tcrm prof
it to institutions. Such opportunities are especially attractive to in
vestment companies whose sh!tres are sold at net asset value: if port
folio sccurities increase in v~llue or can be liquidated for capital gains, 
the valne of fund s]Htres will increase. The realization of substantial 
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gains in portfolio 1?erformance may benefit institutional beneficiaries 
(if the methods utIlized to obtain such gains are consistent with the 
beneficiaries' investment goals and policIes) and may also benefit in
stitutional financial managers, through the receipt of advisory fees 
and attraction of additional savings for management. 

A bid for control usually results in an increase in the price of the 
target company's securities; if the institution can purchase such securi
ties before they have reached the peak price, it may be reasonably as
sured of ready dis1?osition at a profit by selling the securities or tender
ing them to the bIdding company (8ee, e.g., Reliance In8U1'ance case 
study). . 

c. Special benefit8 
An institution with substantial holdings of a target's shares-or the 

financial ability to acquire such holdings-may be able to negotiate 
better terms than those available to the ordinary investor or to elicit 
other favored treatment. The institution or its financial manager may 
be given a special price, opportunity or inducement that is not made 
equally available to all shareholders of the target company. These ben
efits may constitute a "premium" for the att.ribute of potential corpo
rate control that may be carried by the institution's shares.D9 

(1) The institution may receive advance notice or information t.hat a 
takeover bid is contemplated. The purpose of such notice would be to 
enable the institution to acquire the target's shares in anticipation of 
the price rise that would accompany public announcement of t.he bid. 
In return for such information, the institution would be expected to 
tender the target's shares to the acquiring company (8ee, e.g., Reliance 
I'nsurance case study) . 

(2) The institution may be induced to sell the target's shares to the 
acqUIring company on t.he assurance of future contingent benefits-for 
example, the right to receive any higher price later offered publicly for 
the target's shares in a cash tender or securities exchange offer; the 
right to participate in any profits realized by t.he acquirmg company 
on any subsequent disposItion of the shares; t.he right to "put" (i.e., 
sell back) any acquiring company securities received in exchange for 
the target's shares or the right t.o have such securities registered under 
the Securities Act for subsequent resale (see, e.g., 11 01l1e Insurance case 
study). 

(3) The institution may be given the opportunity to participate in a 
financing by the acquiring company for the purpose of facilitating the 
contemplated transfer. For example, a bank may lend money to the 
acquiring company to enable it to acquire a large block of the tar
get's shares for cash or to make a cash tender offer; institutions may 
purchase the acquiring company's securities in a non-public offer
lllg, the proceeds of which would be used to finance the transfer effort. 

'Vhere the institution already has advantageous business relation
ships with the acquiring company, as a creditor, depository or employee 

"" COlllllare Perlman v. Feldmallll, 219 F. 2d 173 (2d Clr. 1955), where the court held 
that the defendant Insiders must account to the other shareholders of the company for 
the "unusual profit" realized upon sale of their shares to an acquiring company. The 
court noted that the price of the shares Included a "bonus" because of the power they 
carried to control the allocation of the company's products, and that the Insiders had a 
fiduciary duty to the corporation (and Its shareholders as beneficiaries). See also 
8eclIl·itic8 and Exchange 001llmis8ion ,', Parvin Dohl'1/tall" 00" SEC Litigation Release 
No, 4848 (December 15, 1970), 
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plan trustee, it may find it difficult to resist involvement in the trans
fer effort. Furthermore, the transfer effort may generate additional 
business for the institution: a bank holding a substantial equity posi
tion in the target or serving as commercial lender for the acqUIring 
company may be named exchange offer agent or trustee and transfer 
agent for securities to be issued pursuant to the offer (see, e.g., G?'eat 
A merican case study) .100 

(4) The institutional financial manager may be induced to cause the 
institution to purchase the target's securities and tender them to 
tho acquiring company pursuant to a public tender or exchange offer 
by assurances of future benefits to the manager if the offer is success
ful-for example, management of the target companis own invest
ment portfolio (see, e.g., Great Anw1ican case study). 

In some cases, the receipt of special benefits or information may com
promise the interests of other corporate shareholders or tho institu
tion's own beneficiaries. 
d. Self-fulfilling prophecy 

To sQme extent, it appears that the phenomenon of corporate trans
,fer,s and the role of lIlstitutional investors in such transfers is the 
product o~ a market psychology of self-fulfilling prophecy . 
. -A broker-dealer may recommend purchase of a cOlllpany's stock as 
a desirable investment vehicle for institutional elients. The institutions 
buy; but the stock declines in price. Charging that the decline is a result 
of poor management, the broker may then attempt to find an ac
quiring; company ",hose bid for control ",iII restore and even enhance 
the price of the target's stock. The bid is made; the price rises and 
the broker's institutional customers profit (see United Fndt case 
study) . 
-A small company in a "glamour" industry whose stock enjoys a 
high price-earnings ratio lllay decide to make a bid for control of a 
larger company ",ith assertedly less "aggressive" management whose 
stock 'has been selling at a low multiple or below book ntluc. The 
acquiring companis aggressiveness in seeking control may sustain 
the judgment of institutions that the securities heing offered in ex
change for the target's securities !l,re not overvalued-and may be dis
posed of subsequently at a profit. It may be reasoned that a pooling 
of the earnings of the two entities (where made l?ossible under gen
Cl'al1y accepted accounting principles) will result III higher per share 
earmngs for the acquiring company and that the pre-existing pJ'ice
earnings multiple will be applied to the combined entity. 

Institutional investors, like other investors, may tender to the ac
quiring company to obtain the more desirable investment medium. The 
apparent momentum of the bid for control may convince them that 
the only alternatives are to tender 01' to sell their holdings (see, e.g.: 
Reliance Insw'ance case study). 

3. Case Studies of Institutional Involvement 

Set forth below are summaries of the studies of institutional involve
ment in transfers of corporate control conducted by the Study's staff. 
The studies are based on interviews, testimony and documentary mate-

100 Section D of this chapter indicates the extent of business relationships between insti· 
tutions and portfolio companies. 
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rials obtained by the Study from the institutions, broker-dealers, com
panie~ and individuals involved. The A1"ln071T case study is based on an 
lllvestIgation conducted by the Commission's Division of Trading and 
Markets pursuant to Section 21 (a) of the Securities Exchange Act. 
The Commission itself has made no findings or conclusions with re
spect to the facts in any case. The names of specific institutions are 
omitted. 

In three of the case studies, data were collected on tradinO" and ten
dering activities by institutions. These data indicate that brelatively 
few institutions accounted for the bulk of institutional tendering in 
each case. Furthermore, the Study found that several institutions or 
institutional complexes were significantly involved in each of these 
three contested transfer bids. 
a. B1'unswick-Union Tank 

On March 6, 1969, the managements of Brunswick Corp. ("Bruns
wick") and Union Tank Car Corporation ("Union Tank") announced 
their mtention to submit to the shareholders of their resnective com
panies a proposal for consolidation of the companies. The proposal 
was hailed by the managements of the two companies as a "merger 
of equals"; it came at a time when takeover bids and exchange offers 
were frequent occurrences in the market. The managements favored 
the merger because each was concerned that its company was vulner
able to takeover by other parties. 

To the surprise of the managements, the immediate reaction of insti
tutional shareholders to the announced combination was unfavorable. 
The institutional holders of Brunswick and the brokers who followed 
both companies questioned the financial and operational soundness of 
the proposal. They expressed their doubts among themselves and to 
the managements of the companies. The opposition voiced by institu
tional holders of Brunswick was particularly strong. In reaction to 
this opposition, the m!tnagement of Brunswick solicited the support 
of institutiolUtl slutreholders for the merger, but was unsuccessful. 

With opposition to the proposed merger mounting, the proposed 
combination was called off on April 1. The reason given for aban
donment of the proposal was that it was opposed by institutional 
shareholders of Brunswick. 

Brunswick stock had become a, favored investment of risk-oriented 
institutional investors, including nine registered investment com
panies, two hedge funds, one off-shore fund, one life insurance com
pany and one bank. These fourteen institutions together held about 
14.6 percent of Brunswick's outstanding shares. Six of the invest
ment companies were part of t.wo fund complexes, one of which held 
G.l percent of Brunswick's common stock. 

Two brokers played key roles in evaluating the prospective merger 
and marshalling institutIOnal opposition to its consummation. One 
of the brokers argued against the proposed merger to Brunswick 
IlUlIUtgement, predicting that institutional shareholders of Bruns
wick would oppose the merger. The other broker's reaction to the 
met'ger was also negative. As soon as he learned of the proposal, he 
called mutual funds holding Brunswick stock to express his views 
and obtain any reaction. 

An officer of Brunswick noted in a memorandum that the first 
broker "has definite doubts as to wisdom of this move. Has talked 
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to ... [4 mutual funds]. All expressed consternation. [One fund] 
taking active part in calling other funds and creating opposition. 
[One broker] bought [shares] ... for internal hedge fund. They 
rlon't understand why. Don't think the deal is in best interest of 
shareholders." 

Both brokers continued to generate opposition among funds hold
ing Brunswick stock during the period after the merger proposal 
was announced. 

In addition to expressing dissatisfaction through brokers, institu
tional shareholders of Brunswick registered their opposition direct
ly with management. These shareholders opposed the merger for the 
same reasons they bought Brunswick-the company had turned around 
and was registering dramatic earnings improvement. Projected per 
share earnings for 1969 for the combined companies were $1.00; 
Brunswick alone was expected to earn $1.05 per share. 

Opposition was expressed most strongly by investment companies. 
One fund complex bought 1,264,800 shares of Brunswick between 
August 1968 and the March 6, 1969 announcement, and 40,200 shares 
durmg the pendency of the merger discussions.lol The 1,305,000 
shares was the largest block and totaled 6.1 percent of the outstand
ing stock. The complex bought because of a research report by its 
analyst, who observed that support by the complex could generate 
enthusiasm for the atock by other funds. The complex managers con
cluded that the merger would hurt their position because Brunswick 
by itself was a more speculative investment but had higher growth 
potential. They called management and announced that "their 24-
hour look leads them to inform [Brunswick] that they will oppose 
the deaL" They later told management they would vote against the 
deal if it was proposed to shareholders. 

After the merger announcement, an analyst for another fund com
plex called an officer of Brunswick to express displeasure, and indi
cated t1Utt he had learned fl'om the two brokers that other funds were 
unhappy. He listed the funds in an internal memo, adding: "It appears 
that all of these groups are strongly opposed to the merger, Most of us 
have made om' feelings known to the company and the company has 
replied the deal is far from certain." 

A representative of a hedge fund and an off-shore fund, together 
holding 370,000 shares of Brunswick purchased shortly before the 
merger announcement, advised an officer of the company that the 
funds would "oppose vehemently and vote against the combination," 
He stated that normally he would sell out when he opposed manage
ment but that this would have produced a loss in this case, He also 
told management that the proposed merger invited takeover bids and 
that he would respond to a higher bid by a third party. 

In at least two instances, institutional holders of Brunswick ex
pressed dissatisfaction to each other. The hedge fund referred to above 
obtained the reaction of the fund complex with the largest holdings of 
Brunswick. This complex also gave its views to another fund. 

Brunswick management attempted to convince the opposition at It 
special meeting ,,·ith institutions arranged for this purpose, Although 

101 Three other mutual funds purchased an addltlonal 188,800 shares between the 
merger announcement and the wlthdrawal of the merger proposal. 
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tho company's spokesman "did a good job selling the company he made 
a poor case for the merger" according to those present at the meeting. 
A. private meeting with the fund complex holding the largest block 
failed to produce a more favorable reaction. However, a meeting with 
another fund complex did result in a concession-the fund agreed to 
vote for the merger as long as management continued to support it. 

A tally by management showed that over 20 percent of Brunswick 
shares were opposed to the merger. Since the proposal required a two
thirds shareholder vote and at least the usual numoor of abstenmons 
were contemplated, management realized that the merger could not as
suredly be expected to be approved. Negotiations were formally termi-
JUtted on April 1, 1969. . 

b. Bath Indust1ies, Inc. 
During 'the latter Plut of 1969, Bath was the subject of an attempt 

by a group of its shareholders to take control of the company. The 
group was headed by a director of Bath, and included several institu-
tional holders: . 

an American banking affiliate of a British merchant bank; 
a registered closed-end investment company; 
an off-shore investment company; and 
two investment advisers, one of which advised a family trust. 

The director became increasingly dissatisfied with the corporate 
policies and decisions undertaken at the direction of Bath's president, 
and ultimately determined to attempt to remove the preSIdent and 
replace him with another chief executive. On the director's initiative, 
It meeting was held on April 14, 1969, attended by Bath's president, 
the president of the closed-end fund, the president of the family trust 

. adVIser and other representatives of management. The director's pur
pose in suggesting the meeting was to persuade the fund and the trust 
to purchase Bath shares held by its president. While no offer was made 
to purchase the shares, the members of the group suggested to Bath's 
management that fundamental changes in the company's business 
stmcture be effected. . 

The dissident director subsequently contact{ld executive recruiting 
agencies and spoke to at least one member of the group about finding 
a replacement for Bath's president. After the head of 'It Bath opemt
ing division resigned, the director and other members of the group 
blamed the resign-rution on Bruth's president. The president was later 
questioned about the resignation at a meeting of institutional investors 
held on July 14, 1969; a number of those present expressed displeas
ure. After ,the meeting, two mutual fund complexes and one bank trust 
deplll,tment disposed of Bath holdings, which were purchased in the 
market by members of the insurgent group. 

At a meeting of the Ba;th board on July 15, 1969, the director at
tempted to remove ithe president, but his mot.ion was defeated by a 
vote of 12 to 2. The only supporting vote was that of the director's at
torney, who was also a member of the board. During July, the price of 
Bath stock declined, and three mutual fund managers in the same com
plex recommended disposition of their funds' holdings. The president 
of the closed-end fund supporting the director offered to buy the hold
ings of these funds in a private transaction, but the funds instead sold 
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on the market through a block positioning firm. Several other institu
tions, including a bank, also disposed of Bath holdings during the 
latter r.art of July. 

WhIle the above-mentioned institutions were selling, members of the 
dissident group were purchasing Bath stock, on some days accounting 
for almost all of the purchases of the stock. The institutions in the 
group stated that they were not in contact with one another, but were 
independently interested in cleaning up "overhanging" blocks in the 
market. 

During August 1969, various members of the group discussed their 
common interests in Bath. Two members of lthe group contacted a 
mutual fund complex holding ,a large block of Bath stock to elicit its 
support in the event of a vote "against management. The complex ex
pressed SUppOllt for the insurgents and dissatisfaction with existing 
management. 

On September 9, 1969, the dissident director hosted a dinner for 
members of the group to introduce his candida;te for chief executive 
of Bath. Prior to the dinner, members of ,the group compiled a list of 
opposing shareholders; the list included the mutual fund complex 
referred to above. The plan was Ito confront Bath's president with the 
list as evidence that the insurgent group could win a proxy contest 
if necessary. At a meeting of the Bath board on September 10, 1969, 
the list was submitted to the president. The 'President reJtained the list, 
assel'tedly for the purpose of verifying it'> contents, and ,the board 
meeting was adjourned. 

The president then contaoted the mutual fund complex, which ap
parenltly held the balance of power. The complex decIded to support 
the president. Bath then filed a lawsuit against the director and the 
other members of the insurgent group, alleging that the defendants 
had acted HS a "group" within the meaning of Section 13 (d) of the 
Secmioties Exchange Act, but had failed to file ,the required report 
with the CommiSSIon when they acquired over 10 percent of Bath's 
outstanding shares. (Under recent amendments, the report must be 
filed when over 5 percent ownership exists.) 

The district court granted a temporary restraining order and, after 
an evidentiary hearing, it enjoined all defendl1nts-except the closed
end fund, its president and the off-shore fund-from proceeding with 
any plan to remove Bath's president 01' call It spccia.l shareholders' 
meeting until they had complied with Section 13( d).102 The defendants 
not enjoined had previously made offers of settlement in the proceeding 
which were accepteo by the company. The remaining defendants have 
since settled the case on different terms. 
c. Home In8w'ance 00. 

An In8titlltion'8 Dile'fnma.-Ill late 1967, an investment company 
which had formorly limited itself to investing solely in insura.nce 
company stocks, modified its in vestment policy (upon appropriate 
sluu-e-holder approval) in order to permit up to 40 percent of its 
portfolio to be invested in non-insurance stocks. The fund's manager, 
who had just assumed this position, was confronted with the necessity 

102 See Bath IlIdllHtricB v. Blot, 305 F. SUPI'. 526 (E.D. Wis. 1969). rcmanded, 427 P. 2<1 
!l7 (7th elr. 1!l70). 
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of diversifying a portfolio comprised of large blocks of relatively 
illiquid insurance stocks. 

'Vith the assistance of a securities analyst associated with a broker
dealer, the fund manager analyzed the problem. The securities analyst 
believed that property ruld liability insurance companies were desirable 
investments, concludmg that the earnings of such companies could be 
increased through more aggressive management of their investment 
pOlifolios. To the extent that these companies were not willing or able 
to undertake such management themselves, thev presented attractive 
acquisition targets. • 

The fund manager, while agreeing with this thesis, felt that there 
would have to be a dramatic event-such as an acquisition of an 
insurance company by a non-financial enterprise-before the market's 
demand for insurance stocks could be fully realized. In the absence of 
such demand, the fund found it difficult to dispose of insurance stocks 
in its portfolio. ShOlily after joining the fund, the fund ma.nager 
unsuccessfully attempted to dispose of a large block of insurance stock 
through more or less traditional media; the market-maker was unable 
to handle the block. 

The fund's problem was exacerbated by two factors: First, it was 
a matter of public record that the fund had adopted an investment 
policy that permitted it to dispose of large blocks of insurance stocks; 
bids for celinin such stocks dropped in anticipation of substantial 
sales by the fund. Second, redemptions of the fund's shares were in 
excess of sales; thus, it became mandatory for the fund to liquidate 
positions in order to meet redemptions. The fund manager concluded 
that "80% of the . . . [portfolio] was relatively illi~uid as far 
as immediate marketability was concerned," and that 'traditional 
market-makers did not have the financial strength to basically make 
rea.1istic markets sufficient in size to handle the distribution problems 
of the ... Fund." 

Various "non-traditional" approaches were utilized: (1) unregis
tered private secondary offerings, (2) sales through block positiomng 
brokers and (3) sales to the issuers of the stock in exchange for cash 

. or for securities held in the issuer's investment portfolio. The most 
radical -and potential1y most successful approach was to sell large 
blocks to non-financial corporations in order to induce or facilitate a 
takeover of the portfolio company. This method not only enabled the 
fllnd to dispose of illiquid securities, but also created the possibility of 
enhancing the market value of the remaining insurance stocks in the 
fnnd's portfolio. As the fund manager reasoned, if any industry (here, 
propert.Y and liability insurance) became desirable "from a market 
point of view because of an acquisition potential," the market would 
attribute a.dditional valne to the securities of the industry. 

Thus, the fund "did not discourage any inquiries ... as to the 
possible purchase or acquisition of an insurance stock" it held. 

Selection of Target/Initial PU1'chase.-The securities analyst who 
had consulted with the fund manager contacted Northwest Industries, 
Inc. ("Northwest") in April 1968 to suggest that it purchase a large 
block of Home Insurance Co. ("Home") representing slightly under 
10 percent of outstanding shares. The block was held by the fund, 
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which received the bid through the analyst and claimed to be unaware 
of the identity of the bidder until the actual sale. 

The fund manabrer believed that the bidder intended to lImke an ex
clmnge or cash tender offer for additional Home stock. The manager 
had been informed by the analyst. that the bidder was "very substan
tiaL" Hecognizing that sale of the block would probably be the first 
step in an attempted transfer of control, the fund malUtger decided 
that the fund's "block was only for sale if it carried a very sizeable 
premium or some on-going value." In effect, tho fund insisted upon 
and obtained "most favored shareholder" tren,tment from Northwest. 

As a condition of the block sale, the flUld was given the right to 
receive the difference between the block sale price and any higher price 
subsequently offered to other shareholders of Home through a cash 
tender offer. If Northwest were to make a securities exclllwge offer 
subsequently, tho flind would have the right to repay the cash price it 
had received and accept instead any higher valued package of securi
ties offered to the other shareholders. 

This provision gave the fund a riskless opportunity to profit from 
any increase in the value of securities it had already sold in the event 
of a subsequent tender offer. The provision became a standard feature 
of transactions by the fund in large blocks of target company stocks. 
In some cases, the fund was able to obtain even more favored treat
ment; for example, the right to share in any profits realized frol1l the 
resale of the block by the original bidder to a third party, the right 
to receive a portion of any prevailing higher market value at a litter 
date, or the right to require the bidder to repurchase its oWli securities 
issued in exchange for the target's shares. 

The agreement for the sale of the Home block was consummated on 
May 7, 1968. On Mn,y 22, 1968 Northwest announced its purchase of 
the block and also announced a proposed exchange offer for the bal-
anco of outstanding Home shares. . 

Transfe?' of Oontrol to Oity lnvesting.-On June 19, 1968, City In
vesting, Inc. ("City") announced a competing bid for I-lome. 'Vhen 
Home's management expressed preference for the City bid, North
west decided to drop out of contention and formally withdrew on 
.Tune 27. Its withdrawal permi.tted it Ito realize a quick profit through 
the sale of its block of Home stock to City at It price ($60 per share) 
almost double the original price of the block ($30.25 per share). The 
agreement of sale with City was approved by Northwest's board of 
directors on July 3, 1968. 

Lacking the available cash to purchase the entire Northwest block~ 
on July 12 City arranged through two broker-dealers to sell 1I10st of 
the block to various institutional investors. The institutions would 
tender this stock to City pursuant to its exchange ofl'er for the pack
age of secnrities comprising the exchange offer, which was altered from 
the original package at the request of such institutions and was to be 
valued at a price not less than the cash price of the Home shares 
pmchased by the institutions. 

In addition, the institutions were given the option for It period of 
one year or upon the expiration of the exchange offer, whichever oc
curred first, of tendering for the cash purchase price (pa,yable ill City 
common stock) any Home shares they held which were purchased 
from Northwest. City securities delivered to the institutions were to 
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be included in the City registration statement covering the exchange 
offer. 

City's obligation to acquire the Home shares from the institutions 
was subject to the condition that the institutions would not have pur
chased or sold any City stock during the five days before the institu
tions tendered Home shares to City. The five day period, used to calcu
late the exchange ratio based on closing prices of City common shares, 
was changed three times at the request of the institutions to enable 
their acqUIsition of a larger amount of City shares under the agreement. 

The institutions purchasing Home stock included five registered 
investment companies, six bank trust companies (for managed ac
counts), an unregistered hedg-e fund and two insurance companies. 
Three of the banks and the hedge fund had in late ,1967 purchased 
City securities in a private offering in order to enable City to refinance 
a cash tender offer for another company. 

Purchases Outside the EwchanfJe Offer.-City's exchange offer reg
istration statement became effectIve on August 2, 1968. Under the ex
change offer, tendering shareholders received securities valued on 
that date at $53.71 for each Home share tendered. However, institu
tions whose tenders were covered by the special agreement with City 
received the equivalent of $60 per Home share tendered. Thus, institu
tional shareholders received a premium for having served as conduits 
in moving the decisive block of Home stock from Northwest to City. 
d. G1'eat Ame1ican Holding Corp. 

The Ta'l'get.-Great American Holding Corp. ("GAH") was the 
parent of Great American Insurance Co., a property and liability in
surer. As of June 30, 1968, GAH had about $664 million in assets, 6.2 
million outstanding shares and reported losses for the year then ended 
of about $4 million. 

The Bidde1'8.-National General Corp. ("NGC") was a conglome
rate which was engaged in various entertainment and leisure time 
enterprises in 1968. As of March 31, 1968, NGC had assets of $195 
million and 3.6 million outstanding shares. 

AMI( Corporation ("AMK") was principally a meat packing com
pany in 1968. As of May 31, 1968, AMK had assets of $178.3 million 
and 2.2 million outstanding shares. 

NGC Pttblicity Cam,paign.-In 1967, NGC embarked upon an ac
quisition progmm. In early 1968, it acquired a book publishing com
pany and later in the year attempted to acquire a motion picture com
pany. In an effort to develop institutional interest in its stock, NGC 
employed It public relations consultant who generated press announce
ments and also began meeting with institutional managers and broker
dealers. 

Sm'cml brokers became interested in the stock and recommended it 
to institutional und other clients. NGC made projections of greatly 
increased eumings in private meetings with institutionulmanagel's. A 
number of fund managers indicated that the company was attributing 
prospective acquisitions-an "acquisition factor"-to its earnings 
projections. 

])lIl"ing the second quarter of 1968, NGC met with at least eight 
ilH'cstmcnt advisers for investment companies, one of which was an 
off-shore fund. In contmst to relatively small institutionalJmrchases 
of NGC stock in the first quarter of 1968, these funds rna e market 
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purchases of a total of 693,800 shares during the second quarter, con
stituting 18.2 percent of all outstanding shares. During this period, 
the price of NGC stock rose from $25 to $60. The institutional pur
chasers were aware of NGC's desire to acquire other companies and 
of its projections that such acquisitions would greatly enhance per 
share earnings. 

Selection of l'arget.-Since August 1967, a broker-dealer specializ
ing in institutional business had been urging some of its cl ients to 
purchase the securities of property and liability insurance companies 
on the basis of a research study prepared by one of its financial analysts. 
The report espoused the thesis that these companies were not making 
optimal use of liquid assets in excess of the legally required surplus. 
It was suggested that these companies form parent holding compa,nies 
which would be able to use this "redundant capital" to expand into 
related financial services without state insurance law restrictions. It 
was also indicated that these companies were acquisition targets for 
non-financial companies which could utilize their liquid assets. 

The report pointed out that insurance company shares often sold 
below book value and that the management of such comnanies seldom 
held a substantial percentage of outstanding shares. GAH was listed 
as one snch company. 

On May 13, 1968, the president of NGC met with the broker-dealer 
and discussed the possibility of acquiring control of GAfI. On May 28, 
1968. when the market price of G-AH was about $38 per share, the 
NGC executive committee authorized the purchase of up to 500,000 
shares of GAH at up to $55 per share. The target had been seleeted. 

Financing Initial P1(;rchase.-In order to obta,in sufficient funds to 
purchase the GAH shares, NGC sold 440,000 NGC common stock 
purchase warrants to various individuals and institutions in an as
sertedly non-public offering. Two registered mutual funds and one 
off-shore fund purchased a total of 300,000 warrants; these same funds 
after the first quarter of 1968 became substantial holdel's of NGC 
common stock. 

The exercise price of the warrants was a substantial <lisconnt fl'om 
the market price of NGC stock and the warrants carried immediate 
registration rights. NGC also agreed to obtain listing of the warrants 
on the American Stock Exchange, where warrants of the same class 
were already trading. The sale of the warrants raised $9.5 million. The 
purchasers denied they were informed of the specific purpose of the 
placement; they ,yere told that the proceeds would be used for gen
eral corporate purposes or for acquisitions. A number of the purchasers 
stated that they were aware that the proceeds would be used for an 
acquisition, although they claimed ignorance of the target's identity. 

In .Tune 1968, NGC stepped up its eff'orts to interest institutions in 
its stock; it referred to an imminent acquisition that would add signifi
cantly to NGC's earnings. 

Llfad.'ct Pll1'cha8cs/ Defensive 'l'((ctic8.--0n .r une a. 19()8. t he broker 
~vhich had originally interested NGC in acquiring GAH began mak
II1g purchases of GAR on behalf of NGC through a nominee account. 
By .Tunc 1~, 403,700 shares had been accumulated, representing 7% 
of outstandmg shares. The total cost of these purchases "'as $20 million. 
. q-AH real ized at this time that it was a target and had instrncted 
Its Jl1vestment banker to find a more acceptable acquireI'. Its investment 
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banker did suggest a company, and on June 7, ,1968, tha~ company 
purchased It 296,000 share block of GAR from,a bank havll1g a com
mon director 011 the GAR board. However, the ll1vestment banker was 
not able to put together another large block for pur~hase by the "ac
ceptable" acqui.rer. (offered )Jy. two insurance compames and a mutual 
fund) at a pl'lce It was Willing to pay, and the company dropped 
out of contention on June 10. 

On the same da,y, NGC's broker-dealer proposed a block purchase 
by NGC. In view of NGC's temporary lack of cash, the block was to 
be purchased on a "21-day delivery buyer'S option." NGC expected to 
receive adequate cash from the sale of one of its subsidiaries on July 1. 
The broker-dealer arranged to purchase 145,000 shares of GAH from 
an insurance company and the 296,000 shares held by the "acceptable" 
acC!.uiring company which was dropping out of contention. The trans
actIOn was consunlmated on June 11. Of this 441,000 share block, NGC 
purchased 266,000 shares and the remainder were sold to other clients 
of the broker-dealer, including an institutional holder of NGC ,,,hich 
had participated in the NGC private placement to finance initial pur
chases of GAR. 

At the request of the New York Stock Exchange, NGC announced 
its acquisition of the block on June 12, 1968. The exchange later found 
that the 21-day delivery option constituted a violation of Regulation l' 
of the Federal Reserve Board; on October 15, 1968, the Exchange 
fined and censured the broker-dealer which lutd effected the transac
tion. 

Exohange Otfe1'.-Between .Tune 12 and .Tune 25,1968, NGC unsuc
cessfully attempted to negotiate a friendl'y combination with GAH. On 
.June 25, the NGC executive committee authorized an exchange offer 
for GAR shares. The exchange offer package, consisting of convertible 
debentures and COl1lmon st,ock warrants, was valued at $400.2 million. 
!he oft'er was announced on .Tllne 26; the registration statement cover
mg ~he oft'er was filed with t.he Commission on Aug'ust 8 and became ef
fective on September 19, 19()8, NGC shareholders having authorized 
the securities to be issued on September] 0, 19()8. 

During June, several mutual funds, including earlier purchasers, 
l~urchascd additional NGC shares, while also purchasing large posi
tIOns in GAH. Three l1lutual fund complexes and one off-shore fund 
complex were particularly acti\'e. 

Oonte8t With Ai1l[{.-After prelimiwll'Y negotiations between AMI\: 
and GAR beginning' .June (), 1968, AMI\: issued a press release on June 
2?, the ?lty aft~r NGC's annoUlw~d exchange offer, stat.ing that ~riendly 
chscusslOns WIth GAH were bell1O" held and that. consIderatIOn was 
being given to a formallwoposal b}r AMK. On .July 10, at the sugges
~ion of Gl\R, AMK submitted a proposal fol' merger. On July 16, NGC 
Il11prOv~dlts proposed exchange offer package, but AMI( stock reached 
a new Illgh, purportedly on the markct'sexpectation that it would com
bine with GAR. 

On .Jul'y 24, 19()8, having I'ecei\'cd NGe's reviscd .offer, GAH an
nounced an agreement ill principle to mel'<re with AMIC. Some of 
NGC's allies began circulating rumors that ~ key executive of AMI\: 
\\'as.seriousl~ ill.nllc~ that certain funds were "dumping" AMK stock. 
",VIlIle most lIlStItutIOIlS stated that they were not influenced by these 
r1l1110rS, by August 8, the filing date of NGC's exchange offer regis-

53-IHO-71-pt. 5-30 
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liration statement, AMK stock had dropped substantially. A total of 
471,200 AMK shares were sold by six mutual funds durmg the third 
qmtrter of 1968, including one which had participated in the NGC 
private placement. On the da,te NGC's registration statement was de
cla,red effective, two funds sold 154,000 AMK shares after a visit by 
NGC's chief executive. 

In the registration statement, a bank holding 5 percent of GAR 
sha,res for managed accounts was named exchange offer agent, although 
NGC had no previous connections with the bank. The bank subse
quently tendered half of these sha,res to NGC and sold the balance in 
the ma,rket near the termination of the NGC exchange offer when it 
was reasonably certain that such shares would be tendered to NGC 
because of the activity of arbitrageurs. Several mutual funds and one 
off-shore fund began acquiring substantial amounts of GAR. The price 
of NGC stock dropped after AMK entered the contest. 

On September 3, ] 968, NGC revised its offer by lowering the conver
sion price of the debentures and exercise price of the warrants. The 
next da,y GAR restated its intention to merge with AMK. ~ G-C's share
holders a,pproved the a,uthorization of Eecurities for the exchange offe,r 
on September 10, while GAR mailed notice of a special shareholders 
meeting to be held on October 8 to approve the AMI<: merger. 

On September 18, the broker-dealer assisting NGC agreed to accept 
a finders fee of $250,000 regardless of the success of the exchange oirel' 
instead of the previously agreed $1 million oontingency fee if the offer 
WItS successful. 

NGO Induce1rwnts-GAIl Portfolio.-After AMI<: annOlUlced it~ 
interest in GAR, NGC advised several institutional managers that 
it was not satisfied with the ITIltllner in which GAR's investment pOli
folio was being managed and stated thctt if NGC was successful in 
acquiring GAR, bvorable considemtion would be given to parceling 
out the portfolio for ma,nagement by other institutional managers 
based on t.heir cooperation WIth NGC with respect to the tender offer. 
One investment partnership manager stated that NGC had repeatedly 
attempted to induce him to purchase GAR stock and tender it to NGC 
by promising management of a portion of the insurance company's 
portfolio. 

When NGC's exchange offer did prove successful, NGC initially 
ma,de good on its assurances, selecting five investment advisers that 
had been helpful to NGC during the offer to manage a, total of $65 
million of the GAR portfolio. In general, the institutions ma,naged 
by such advisers had been large purchasers of NGC and GAR stock, 
tendering the latter to NGC, and at least one had also been a large 
seller of AMK. NGC later assumed management of these portions of 
the GAR portfolio itself through a subsidiary. Only two of the five 
advisers actually managed portlOns of the portfolio for It short time. 

Sol'icitation of l'enders.-After NGC's registration statement be
came effective, on September 19, 1968, NGC and a, dealer-manager for 
the offer visited institutions to solicit tenders and to discuss the man
agement of the GAR portfolio. AMK and GAR officials urged GAR 
holders to vote for the merger with AMK. 

On September 26, AMK and NGC improved their offers. NGC dis
cussed the merits of its package with several institutional managers 
before publicly a,nnouncing revisions. An off-shore fund helped to sta-
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bilize the value of the NGC exchange offer package by purchasing the 
securities offered in the "when issued" market. This made it more 
profitable for arbitrageurs and other investors to tender to NGC. 

GAH brought suit again~t NGC, its investment bankers and a num
ber of other brokers ltlld investment companies, alleging fraudulent 
stlttements in NGC's exclutnge offer prospectus and press releases, 
violations of Regulation '1', manipUlation of NGC and AMK stock 
through institutiona,l purchases and "downside stabilization" of GAH 
stock through critically-timed sales. 

On October 4, 1968, the NGC exchange offer expired. The previous 
day, a mutual fund holding over 5 percent of GAH, which was unable 
to tender to NGC because of an Investment Company Act affiliation 
problem, sold on the open ma,rket. A substantial poriion of this stock 
was purchased by institutions "allied" with NGC, including one mu
tual fund which increased its position to 447,800 (about 7 percent of 
outsta,nding) GAH slutres. These shares were tendered to NGC. An 
aggregate of over 4.2 million shares were tendered to NGC, or about 
6D percent of GAH's outstanding shares. 

One off-shore fund complex tendered 9.69 percent of all shares tend
ered; another registered fund complex (selected to manage $25 million 
of GAH's portfolio) tendered 11.25 percent and the bank serving as 
exchange offer agent tendered 3.89 percent. Many of the institutIOns 
tendering had been "a,llies" of NGC since their initial purchase of wa.r
rants to enable NGC to buy its first block of GAH. Six investment 
companies IlJld complexes, excluding the off-shore complex, and the 
bank aiding NGC tendered about 28 percent of an shares tendered a.nd 
about 20 percent of the total GAH shares outstanding. 

Post j!"wo/z1':1'1I1.ge Offe1'.-On October 22, 1968, GAH publicly an
nounced that their slutreholders (including NGC) had defeated the 
AMK-GAH merger proposal; on November 14, GAH dismissed its 
lawsuit aga,inst NGC. During this period, competition for manage
ment of the GAH investment portfolio increased. 

On November 14, NGC announced its intention to renew its ex
change offer using the same package to acquire the remaining shares 
of GAH. The new offer became effecti ve on January 10,1969. The offer 
expired on February 5, at which time NGC owned about 94 pereent of 
GAH sha.res. Two days later, on February 7, at the initiative of NGC, 
Great American Insurance Co., the operating subsidiary of GAH, 
paid an upstream dividend to GAH comprised of $173 million in 
securities fWIll its portfolio. 

On FebrlHtry 25, 1969, GAH was merged into NGC. NGC sold 
some of the securities GAH had received from its subsidiary and used 
$25 million of the proceeds to reacquire common stock and some of its 
debentures issued in the exchange offer. Some of the debentures ,,'ere 
purchased from allied funds in market or private transact.ions. By this 
time, the debentures were selling at It discount. Thus, NGC ,,'as able to 
dmw upon the resources of the acquired target to reduce the origina.l 
cost of acquiring it. 

Tendering by Institutio'll8.-Table XV-50 indicates the extent. of 
institutional activity in tendering GAH stock. Of all shares tendered, 
39.84 percent were tendered by the institutions surveyed, including 
about. 30 percent by 32 registered investment companies. Six invest
lllent companies or complexes and one bank tendered about 28 percent 
of all slUt res tendered. 
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'I'ABLE IV-SO 

'1'IRDI!RS OP ORBA'I' AmRICAN HOLDllfO 

Total Outstanding Shares: 6,157,141 

Total Common Shares Held by Responding 
Institutions ai of 5/12/68: 

30 Banks: 
11 Investment Companies: 

1 Insurance Company: 
5 Other:lI • • 

Total: 

Total Shares Tendered: ~I 

Total Share~ Tendered by 
Responding Institutions: 

18 Banks: 

1 Insurance Company~ 

3 Other: ., 

758,028 
780,392 
130,200 
43,118 

1,711,538 (27.79%) 

4·,244,269 

1,690,960 
(39.84% of. all shares tendered) 

-

282,620 
(6.65 of shares tendered) 

1,295,700 
(30.52% of shares tendered)~/ 

25,000 
(0.58% of shares tendered)~1 

87,640 
(2.06% of shares . t~ndered) 2/ 

Two investment advl.sers., two college endowment funds and one self
adminis tered pensiPn fund. . . 

~I 

'J/ 

~I 

. . :-
TIle above total reflects the number of shares tendered pursuant to the 
first tender offer (9/19/68-10/4/68). A total of 213,578 shares was 
tendered during the second tender .oHer (1110/69-215L(;9) by responding 
institutions as follo~ls: 

Banks: 
lnv. Co's.: 
Ins. Co's.: 
Other: 

41,478 
148,300 

o 
23,8QO 

Six registered investment companies and one bank tendered atfoiit··~~rof. 
all shares tendered. 

A separate account of an insurance· company tendered the subject shares •. 
For purposes of the above_calculations, the separate acco~nt was tre ated 
as an insurance company. 

One college endowment fund, one private hedge fund and one investment 
adviser. 
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e. Reliance Insurance 00. 
Selection of Target.-As noted in the Great American Holding 

Corp. case study, a broker-dealer having a large institutional clientele 
prepared a report on the insurance industry in 1967. The report posited 
the thesis that property and liability insurance companies were desir
able targets for acquisition by non-financial corporations because such 
insurance companies were not fully utilizing surplus capital in excess 
of required legal reserves. If such capital could be freed for employ
ment in non-insurance enterprises outside the control of insurance 
regulatory agencies, the value of such insurance stocks would increase 
substantially. 

This theSIS had the corollary conclusion that insurance stocks pre
sented an excellent opportunity for short-term investment by institu
tions-provided that non-financial corJ?orations could be induced to 
attempt takeovers of property and liabilIty insurers. 

The broker-dealer circulated its report among various potential 
acquiring companies as well as among the insurance companies named 
in the report. Discussions were held with Reliance Insurance Co. 
("Reliance"), one of the named insurers, but Reliance's management 
was opposed to any voluntary merger with another company. Un
deterred, the broker continued to seek a partner for Reliance. 

Leasco Data Processing Equipment Corp. ("Leasco"), a computer 
leasing company whose securities were valued at a high price-earn
ings multiple then enjoyed by this "glamour" industry, was a much 
smaller company than Reliance. After receiving a coPy of the bro
ker's report l1l November 1967, Leasco held discussions WIth the broker 
to learn about the property and liability insurance industry and to 
consider possible targets. The broker suggested several such targets, 
including Great American Holding Corp. and Reliance. 

In January 1968, the broker advised Leasco that its clients held 
600,000 shares of Reliance and that it could obtain an additional 2 
million shares of Reliance's 4.7 million outstanding shares "for the 
right price." The broker also listed its com})ensation demands in the 
evcnt that Leasco determined to seek acqUIsition of Reliance: (1) a 
finder's fee of $750,000; (2) assurances of an "immediate substantial 
commitment of cash" by Leasco for Reliance stock; (3) execntion of 
all purchases of Reliance stock through the broker; (4) participation 
as dealer-manager in any tender or exchange offer; (5) a future rela
tionship as Leasco's lead investment banker and (6) representation 
on the board of either Reliance or Leasco. Leasco was astonished at 
the extent of these demands. 

During the first quarter of 1968, the broker strongly recommended 
purchase of Reliance stock by its ll1stitlltional clients. The stock was 
then selling at a substantial discount from book value, a situation which 
the broker anticipated would radically change if Leasco could be in
duced to make an acquisition attempt. 

Leasco remained nncertain about committing itself to such an at
tempt. However, the company had been considermg acquisition of some 
type of financial institution. The broker sensed indecision and at
tempted to persuade Leasco through several discussions; an "expert 
consultant" (a mutual fund manager who later became president of 
the broker's investment advisory subsidiary and whose fund owned 
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3.2 percent of the outstanding Reliance stock and subsequently pur
chased additional shares at the broker's request) was retained by the 
broker to convince Leasco that the acquisition of Reliance would not 
tarnish Leasco's attractiveness to mutual fund managers. Leasco 
realized the importance of continued acceptability of its stock to fund 
managers as a means of maintaining its high price-earnings multiple, 
without which any acquisition program would have been more diffi
cult. Its own investment banker advised against the acquisition of 
Reliance. 

Initial Purchase8.-Leasco acceded Ito the urging of the broker on 
March 13, 1968, at which time the decision was made to take a rela
tively small position in Reliance. An account was opened with the 
broker under a code number; Leasco assigned a code name to Reliance 
for internal purposes. From March 13 through April 2, 1968, r~asco 
purchased 132.610 shares of Reliance, or about 3 percent of outstanding 
shares, throug-h the broker (which received commissions of $47,000). 
Leasco termed these purchases "investments." 

The broker was disappointed with the size of the purchases. It was 
also concerned that Leasco agree to its compensation demands. mti
mately, the only form of compensation agreed upon was the $750,000 
finder's fee. Leasco's hesitancv in proceeding with a takeover effort and 
its refusal to meet the broker's compensation demands resulted in 
strained relationships. 

On April 3, 1968, Leasco advised the broker that it had terminated 
purchases of Reliance stock and would make no decision regarding 
future acquisition plans until after it had completed a contemplated 
public offering of common stock and warrants through another under
writer. The registration statement covering- this offering was filed 
with the Commission on May 10 and became effective on June 4, 1968. 

Anticipatory In..~titutional Purchase8.-As it became apparent to 
the broker that Leasco was moving in the direction of a takeover 
attempt-even though the movement had been slowed by a pending 
registration statement-the broker stepped up its efforts to persuade 
institutional investors to buy Reliance stock in anticipation of such a 
takeover. The institutions would benefit by such purchases since a 
takeover effort would almost certainly boost the price of Reliance 
shares; Leasco would benefit since large blocks of Reliance would be 
posited in friendly hands more or less under the control of the broker. 
The broker would benefit by enhancing its imag-e with institutions 
and other prospective acquiring companies, and it would reap more 
direct financial rewards through commissions. tender solicitation fees 
and finder's fees. These sources of revenue ultimately produced $1.3 
million for the broker in this case. 

Thus, on April 9, 1968, the manager of a large mutual fund whose 
investment policy contemplated long-term growth began a buying 
program in Reliance stock based upon information furnished by the 
broker to the effect that Reliance would be the subject of a Leasco 
takeover attempt. Ordinary public investors had no access to this 
information. From April 10 to May 28, 1968, the fund purchased 
200,000 shares of Reliance through the broker. The information was 
conveyed to other funds in the same complex and they too purchased 
Reliance shares. Leasco did not publicly announce its acquisition of 
an "investment" in 3 percent of Reliance's shares until May 24, 1968. 
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The same type of anticipatory purchases were made by other insti
tutions, primarily mutual funds. Most of the shares acquired in these 
purchases were later tendered to Leasco pursuant to Its subsequent 
exchange offer. During the first six months of 1968, the broker's 
customers purchased a total of 1.2 million shares of Reliance, repre
senting about 26 percent of outstanding shares. Reliance stock rose 
from 35% on January 2,1968 to 59% on June 21,1968, the day before 
Leasco publicly announced an exchange offer seeking control of 
Reliance. 

Although no individual institution purchased more than 10% of 
Reliance's outstanding shares (which might have subjected the institu
tion to the then existmg reporting requirements of the Securities Ex
change Act), all of the institutions acted on the same information of 
an impending takeover attempt and with the same expectation of a 
tender or exchange offer that would allow them to dispose of their 
holdings to an acguiring company at a substantial profit. 

Leasco's indeCIsion made It mandatory for the broker to keep any 
large blocks of Reliance from falling into unfriendly hands or from 
depressing the market until Leasco announced a takeover offer. Thus, 
when a mutual fund which invested heavily in insurance stocks found 
it necessary to dispose of 404,000 shares of Reliance on May 16', 1968, 
the broker first offered the block to Leasco. After Leasco declined to 
purchase the block, the broker placed it within three hours with insti
tutional and some individual clients. Two mutual funds took 300,000 
of the shares. 

Leasco's public announcement of its 3 percent holdings of Reliance 
on May 24, 1968 came in response to a comment by a Commission staff 
member who was reviewing Leasco's registration statement covering 
an unrelated public offering of securities. The registration statement 
had merely disclosed a holding of an "unrelated financial company." 
However, the identity of the company was being disseminated by the 
broker assisting Leasco in the Reliance takeover. 

On .J une 11, 1968, the broker expressed disappointment at Leasco's 
continuing indecision, threatening to "take the deal elsewhere" and 
complaining about its inability to keel> mutual funds "informed." 

Exchange Offe1'.-Leasco met WIth Reliance's management on 
June 17, 1968 to discuss a friendly combination of the two companies. 
After the meeting, at Reliance's suggestion, Leasco submitted a formal 
proposal for consideration of the Reliance board of directors. The pro
posal was promptly rejected, and on June 21, 1968, Leasco publicly 
announced a proposed exchange offer for Reliance stock. The exchange 
offer package was originally comprised of Leasco common stock war
rants and convertible debentures; the debentures were subsequently 
replaced in the package by convertible preferred stock in order to 
qualify for pooling of interest accounting treatment. loa 

By the time the exchange offer became effective in late August, in
stitutional clients of the broker which had originally suggested the 
ta,keover held substantial blocks of Reliance: six mutual funds or fund 
complexes held 1,184,000 shares or about 25 percent of outstanding 

103 Such treatment Is no longer permissible for convertible preferred stock under recently 
promulgllted accounting rules of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. 
See AICPA Accounting Principles Board Opinion No. 1~ (August 1970) ; Bee alBQ note 104, 
below. 
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Reliance stock. All of these funds tendered their shares to Leasco when 
the exchange offer became effective. 

Reliance at first vigorously resisted Leasco's offer. Its management 
approached several compames in an attempt to arrange a defensive 
merger. One company made an offer in late July for Reliance, which 
Reliance's management termed "acceptable." The deal was never COIl

sumated because of Leasco's success, which ultimately resulted in 
capitulation by Reliance's management. 

Reliance also sought to enjoin Leasco and its broker adviser from' 
proceeding with the exchange offer. The suit was later discontinued, 
and Reliance's ma,nagement has since stated that it "could not prove 
the conspiracy" alleged. 

On August 1, 1968, Leasco revised its offer and assured Reliance's 
senior management of five-year employment contracts if the exchange 
offer was successful. Management dropped its opposition t.o the offer 
on the understanding that Leasco would not exercise full managerial 
control over Reliance for five years. 

Since Leasco's exchange offer was not yet effective, the company 
was prohibited by the Securities Act from making written representa
tions about the offer except through the statutory prospectus. How
ever, oral offers were not precluded, and I.JCasco attempted to obtain 
direct support from mutual funds for its offer. Leasco's officers met in 
July and early August with mutual fund managers or groups of fund 
managers; at least ten funds or fund complexes participated in these 
meetings. Although none of the funds admitted that they had been 
specifically asked for support, substantially all bought either Leasco 
or Reliance stock or both after the meetings or tendered their previous 
holdings of Reliance after the exchange offer became effective. 

Special Shareholder Group.-During the latter pa!t of .Tuly, 
Leasco noted that about 14 percent of Reliance's outstandmg common 
stock, on a fully converted basis, was held by a small group of Class 
A common shareholders, consisting of three Reliance directors, their 
families, familv trusts and a family-controlled corporation. The shares 
were convertible into common stock on the basis of 10 shares of com
mon for each share of Class A, upon the approval of the Reliance board 
of directors. Leasco negotiated with these Class A shareholders to pur
chase their shares, recognizing that while the Reliance board would 
not approve any conversion of the shares, their purchase by Leasco 
would eliminate the possibility that the shares could be used de
fensively by Reliance. 

The Class A shareholders wanted cash for their shares. But I.JCasco 
did not want a cash transaction for two reasons: first, Leasco did not 
have the $57 million in cash necessary to make the purchase. Second, 
the payment of cash might prohibit the use of pooling of interest ac
counting treatment.1

" 

10< Undpr poolln~ of Interest accounting, the combination of two companies Is treated 
aR thou~h thr. companlcs hall always heen united: thus, aSRells of the two companies are 
comblnpd at their book value, retained earnings are combined and, with proper disclosures. 
the acoulrlng compAny may rpport earnings to Include the earnings of any company 
aCOlllred during the flscal YMr. Undpr purchase accounting, the aspets of the acoulred com
pany are accounted for by the acoulrlng company on the basis of fair market value at the 
date of acoulsltlon. In purchose transactions controlled by AICPA ACCOllnt1n~ Prlncloles 
Board Opinion Nos. 16 and 17 (August 1970). anv excess of tbe purchase price over the 
fair mnrket value of the tangible assets acquired Is chargp/l to an IntAngible. such as 
gOOdwill, and amortized against earnings over some speclfled period. Earnings of the 
acquired company are reflected only from the date of acquisition. 
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These problems were supposedly eased by an agreement reached on 
July 23, 1968 under which the Class A shareholders would tender 
theIr stock to Leasco, receiving Leasco securities, and Leas~o would 
find buyers to pay cash for the Leasco securities received by the ten
dering shareholders. Leasco put together a group of about 20 institu
tions, including banks, insurance companies, mutual funds and un
registered investment partnerships, to purchase the Leasco securities 
from the Class A shareholders. Bank trust departments accounted for 
about half of the purchases. It was decided to structure the deal in 
this manner rather than to have the 20 institutions buy the Reliance 
stock directly from the Class A shareholders and tender it to Leasco 
because of possible liabilities for short-swing profits under Section 
16 (b) of the Securities Exchange Act and also in order to avoid imme
diate taxable gains to the institutions. 

In order to induce the institutions to buy the Leaseo securities, 
Leasco undertook to provide them an annual return of approximately 
15 percent (i.e., a $2.20 dividend on Leasco preferred and 75 cents 
per month for each Leasco unit held for one year) and also gave them 
a put option under which they could sell the Leasco securities to the 
company after a year at a "guaranteed price" in excess of the purchase 
price. The institutions could, in the alternative, participate in a regis
tered secondary offering of the Leasco securities, for which Leasco 
would pay all expenses or find purchasers for the securities. Any 
profits realized upon resale in excess of the "guaranteed price" were 
to be divided between Leasco and the institutions under a specified 
formula. Leasco characterized these institutions in the exchange offer 
prospectus as "underwriters" since they were facilitating a dIstribu
tion of Leasco securities. 

These arrangements gave Leaseo what it wanted-removal of the 
last possible pocket of resistance to its takeover effort-while confer
ring substantial benefits on both the Reliance Class A shareholders, 
who received cash for their shares, and on the institutions participat
ing in the take-out agreement. !Os Similar advantages were not made 
available to other Reliance shareholders who tendered their stock in 
exchange for Leasco securities and had no assurance as to what the 
securities they received would be worth in the future. 

Tendering by Irt.S'tit1ttiort.S'.-Table XV-51 indicates that 28 invest
ment companies tendered 28.66 percent of all Reliance shares tendered, 
while all institutions surveyed accounted for 32.05 percent of all shares 
tendered. Six investment companies (or complexes) alone tendered 
almost 26 percent of all shares tendered. 

lOG The arrangements Imposed considerable burdens on Leasco. At the request of certain 
banks participating In the agreement, Leasco deferred a registered oocondary offering of 
the Institutions' shares. The price of Leasco shares later dropped, and Leasco was 
required to refinance Its take-out agreement by substituting other Institutions, Including 
pension funds, and by borrowings from seven banks. The borrowings were secured by 
62% of outstanding ReI1ance shares. Two of the banks had participated In the tnke-out 
agreement. 



Total Shares Outstanding: 
($5 par common) 
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Total $5 par «ommon Shares of Reliance 
Held by Responding Institutions as of 
12/31/67 

29 Banks:· • . 
17 Registered Investment 
2 Insurance Companies:-
4 Others: !I-

Total: 

Companies: 

_ 4,713,220 

511,660 
574,744 

39,700 
23,288 

i,149,332 (24.38%) 

Total Shares ($5 par common) Tendered-to Leasco: 4,571,823 
--- - - -

Total Shares ($5 PIH: 'co~on) Tenderea to Leasco 
by Re~ponding- llls·titutions 

22 Banks: 

28 Regis t~J."id· .Inves·.t;m~nt··_~£lmpanies: 'lr . 
• • • •• - # - •• '- .-;'- •• 

o Insuranc~ Comp'ante!!:--

2 Others ',1/':" 

1,465,365 
(32.05% of shares tendered) 

138,465 
(3,02% of shar~s tendered) 

1,310,500 
(28.66% of shares tendered) 

-0-
-(0% of· shares tendered) 

16,400 
(0.35% of shares tendered) 

11 One hedge fund and three investment advisers. 

?J Note: Six Investment Companies or Complexes tendered 1,184,300 shares 
(25,9 %) of ail shares tendered. 

',11 Two investment advisers. 
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f. United Fruit 00. 
Selection of Target.-In May 1967, a broker-dealer firm with a 

substantial institutional clientele began recommending the purchase 
of United Fruit stock to its customers and purchasing such stock for 
discretionary accounts. The recommendation, which was based on a 
general analysis of the company's business and management, resulted 
l1l substantial institutional purchases of United. 

In early 1968 the price of United stock increased, but later in the 
year it began to declme as higher ea.rnings failed to materialize. The 
broker had suggested several possible acquisition opportunities to 
United, but United had not responded favorably. In September 1968, 
the broker notified United that It intended to give its clients a negative 
report about United; at the same time, the broker offered United a 
large block of its own shares. 'When United declined to accept the 
offer, the broker determined that the most feasible way of takmg its 
institutional and other clients out of United stock was to interest an
other company in acquiring United. The broker sought to expand 
its acquisition consultation and assistance services. 

On September 19, 1968, the broker met with the management of 
AMK Corp. to submit a proposal for the acquisition by AMK of a 
block of United represent.ing about 9;.2 percent of outstanding shares. 
This was to be followed by 'an exchange offer fur United's remaining 
shares and, ultimately, the merger of United into AMK. AMK indi
cated interest in the plan and the broker pressed for an early decision, 
paI,ticularly because of rumors to the effect that Zapata Norness Co. 
was prepa.ring its own exchang'e offer for United. 

A few days later, AMK informed the broker that it would purchase 
9;.2 percent of United (thereby avoiding reporting of its holdings 
under the then existing requirements of the Securi.t,ies Exchange Ad), 
but that the block would have to be close to 10 percent; AMIC did not 
want only 2 or 3 percent of the company. 

Initial P~t1'clUl8e/lIf08t Favored Shareholder Olause.-The broker 
contacted institutional clients, statin~ that a "corporate buyer" was 
prepared to pay a premium over the then prevailing market price for 
UllIted stock. AMK also agreed to a most favored shareholder pro
viso-ii, in the future, AMK made-a cash tender offer ior United stock, 
the insrtitu60ns selling the initial block to AMK would be entitlen 
to receive the difference between the sale price of the initial block and 
any higher price offered for the other shares; if AMK made a secu
rities exchange offer, the institut.ions would be entit.led to repay the 
initial purchase price and instead take any higher valued package of 
securities. 

In spite of these favorable terms, several institutions balked at dis
posing of their United shares. The broker exerted persistent persua..
sion' on certain large institutional holders of United to sell at least 
part of their holdings. One mutual fund which held about 4 percent 
of outstanding United shares agreed to sell haH of its holdings to 
Al\fiC after considerable internal dispute. In other cases, the broker 
ndvised institutional! clients to retain part of their United holdings. 
The se.llers included seven mutual funds (474.000 shares), a life 
insllrnnce company (106,600 shares) and a foundation (15,600 shares). 
Other customers of the broker, including pension funds and profit 
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sharing trusts, sold about 1,35,000 shares. Two of the selling mutual 
funds were managed by the broker. Three mutual funds or fund com
plexes refused to sell. 

The transaction was ctossed on the New York Stock Exchange on 
September 24, 1968, at a price 10 percent above the previous closing 
prIce. 

Financing IniUal Purchase.-The purchase of the initial block was 
financed by a loan of $35 million from seven banks. The lending group 
was put together by AMK's prinoipal commercial banker, which later 
acted as warrant agent and trustee for the debentures included in 
AMK's exchange offer. The loan was made for the specific purpose 
of purchasing United stock; although the loan was unsecured, AMK's 
banker retained custody of the stock until the exchange offer became 
effecti ve in January 1969 and repayment was assured by exercise of the 
most favored shareholder option. . 

The loan carried the condition that AMK could proceed with an 
exchange offer only iflligreeable to United's management. The ex
change offer prospectus stated that AMK intended to repay the loan 
with the funds it expected to receive from the exercise of the most 
favored shareholder proviso; since the exchange offer package was 
valued at a higher price than the price which the institutions selling 
the initial block had received, it was anticipated that the institutions 
wOl1ld elect to repay the original price and take the securities instead. 

Oompeting Exchange Offers/Anticipatory PurclUUJes arul Sales.
On September 27,1968, Zapata announced its exchange offer for United 
stock. This offer was publicly opposed by United's mmagement. At 
management's urging, Dillingham Corp. announced an exchange offer 
for United on September 30, 1968. This offer was later withdrawn 
on October 22, 1968. United then sought to merge with Textron Corp., 
announcing a merger proposal on November 4, 1968. However, the 
investment community reacted adversely to the proposed merger; a 
number of institutions, believing that Textron was paying too much 
for United, sold their holdings of Textron. 

Weighing the competing offers of AMK and Zarnata and apparently 
realizing that some takeover was inevitable, United's management 
elected to support AMK's offer. The AMK exchange offer was pub
licly announced on December 4, 1968 and Textron withdrew its mer
ger proposal five days later without regret. 

During the period of offers and counter-offers, the price of United 
stock climbed steadilv upward. At the same time, the broker which 
had devised the AMK takeover plan was soliciting anticipatory pur
chases of United by institutions and anticipatory sales of Zapata. The 
sales would depress the value of the Zapata exchange offer nackage, 
thereby increasing the attractiveness of the competing AMK bid. 

Thus, for example, one mutual fund complex, which was a client 
of the broker, was induced to sell 100,000 shares of Zapata almost 
simultaneously with the announcement of the AMX exchange offer, 
despite purchase recommendations by the fund's analysts. One life 
insurance company, which had participated in the sale of the initial 
United. block to AMI(, sold 20.000 shares of Zapata common stock on 
November 1, 1968 throuO'h another broker serving fl,S dealer-manager 
for the exchange offer. The proceeds were invested in Zapata deben-
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tures) and the debentures were sold after AMK's exchange offer proved 
successful. 

Just prior to the effectiveness of Zapata's exchange offer on January 
9, 1969 and of AMK's exchange offer on January 10, another mutual 
fund sold 20,000 shares of Zapata. Two hedge funds effected short 
sales of Zapata stock at about the same time. 

Anticipatory purchases by institutions were made by institu
tions that had participated in the original block sale of United 
stock to AMK in September 1968.106 Since the exchange offer package 
was valued in excess of the price those institutions had received, they 
had an incentive both to exercise the most favored shareholder option
repaying the original price and taking the exchange package-and to 
purchase and tender additional Umted shares in order to ensure 
the success of the AMK offer. AMK's management characterized these 
institutions in early discussions with United's management designed 
to secure United's support, as "locked in" to AMK. It will be recalled 
that several of the institutions had retained part of their United 
holdings. 

As an officer of United explained to other members of manage
ment, the institutions were "so economically tied up that they.could 
not afford not to [support] the AMK deal ... [They are] gomg to 
be darned sure to do everything they can to make the AMK offer 
succeed. And which means not only tendering the additional shares 
that they have for the deal ... but some of them actually went out 
and started buying shares again in order to have them on hand to 
insure the success of the AMK deal." 

In oral and written solicitations by the initiating broker, it was 
pointed out that the "value" of the most favored shareholder option 
would be "enhanced" if additional United shares were tendered to 
AMK. The written solicitations were reviewed by the dealer-manager 
for AMK's exchange offer. 'Vhile AMK's exchange offer prospectus 
stated that all shares tendered would be accepted, the impression was 
conveyed that the AMK securities received might not be worth as much 
if the offer failed to achieve a transfer of control. Thus, several insti
tutions purchased additional United shares and tendered them, as 
well as shares they had previously held, to AMK. 

Zapata Efforts-Special Offering.-Zapata and its broker-dealer 
adviser attempted to purchase AMK's block of United on January 3, 
1969. 'Vhen AMK declined the offer, deciding to continue with its own 
efforts, Zapata's broker realized that it was imperative for Zapata to 
obtain an initial block on its own initiative. Arbitrage houses held sub
stantial 'amotmts of United stock, and both Zapata and AMK attempted 
to win the allegiance of these brokers.107 Zapata's broker received in
dications from the arbitrageurs that they would sell to the highest bid
der, but that absent any price difference, they would tender to AMK. 
This made it even more critical for Zapata to pick up a large block of 
United on its own. 

I". Such purchases were also facilitated by the bank acting as AMK's exchange offer 
agent. which also administered United's pension trust. Two days before the effective 
da te of AMK'~ exchan~e offer. the bank sold a large block of United shares held by the 
trust on thc mnrket. The shares were purchased by a mutual fund which later tendered 
them to AlIIK. 

107 On January 22, 1969. seven arbitrage houses held about 6.7% of the outstanding 
shares of United. and by March 4 (before Issuance of the AMK exchange offer securities) 
they held about 12% of such shares. 
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Zapata's broker proposed that an effort be made to solicit institu
tions to purchase United stock from arbitrageurs and tender in ex
change for Zapata common shares separate and apart from the Zapata 
public exchange offer. The exchange would place a premium on 
United stock and the institutions would also have the optlOn of .taking 
the exchange offer package of securities if they wished to do so. In 
addition, the institutions were to be given a put option, permitting 
them to sell their United stock to Zapata for cash (at a premium 
price) in the event that Zapata was unable to list the Zapata common 
stock on the New York Stock Exchange. Zapata would also agree to 
register under the Securities Act the shares given to the institutions 
in exchange for United stock. 

Even before the proposal was finalized, the broker 'attempted to 
obtain indicrutions of interest from institutions. However, the deal col
lapsed when legal counsel advised Zapata that the New York Stock 
ExC'hange would not list common stock given to institutions under a 
special arranp:ement of the type contemplated. 

AlIfl{'s Solicitatwn.-On ,January 17,1969, one week after AMK's 
exchange offer registration statement had become effective, AMK con
tacted several institutions to solicit tenders of United stock. One 
mutual fund and one off-shore fund were particularly sou~ht after as 
allies. AMK indicated that a block of United stock might be available 
for purchase by these inst.itutions. AMK consulted with its dealer
manager on strategy, emphasizing the importance of keeping large 
blocks out of the hands of Zapata. 

On January 20, 1969, a broker-dealer with a substantial arbitrage 
business called AMK to advise that a block of 370,000 United shares 
was available. AMK had been in frequent contact with arbitrageurs 
and believed that their cooperation was essential to success. After re
ceiving the call, an officer of AMK called the manager of the mutual 
fund referred to above to determine whether this fund would be in
terested in buying the block. The manager indicated willingness to 
take 350,000 shares. The AMK official then called the dealer-manager 
for its exchange offer; the dealer-manager confirmed and executed the 
sale the same morning on the N ew York Stock Exchange. 

A short time later in the day, the fund manager realized that the 
purchase had created a two-fold problem: first, the fund did not have 
sufficient cash to buy the block; second, the shares in the block, when 
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added to the fund's existing holdings of United, represented more than 
5 percent of United's outstanding shares, thereby constituting the 
fun~ 3;n "affiliate': o! United under the Illvestment Company Act and 
reqUl'rmg 90mmIsslOn approval under the Act for any tender to 
Al\1:K, whIch was also an "affiliate" of United because of its 91;2 
percent shareholdings. The fund manager promptly called the dealer
manager, who was upset but promised to solve the problem. The fund 
manager stated that he could still buy 250,000 shares. This left 120,000 
shares (out of the original 370,000 ) to be quickly placed. 

The dealer-manager called the AMK official, who in turn contacted 
the off-shore fund referred to above. The oft-shore fund agreed to buy 
80,000 shares, and the order was executed through the dealer-manager. 
At the request of the dealer-manager, another arbitrage house bought 
80,000 shares. The 10,000 shares of the original 370,OOO-share block not 
covered by these sales were purchased by a mutual fund client of the 
broker which had originally initiated AMK's interest in the acquisi
tion of United. All of these shares were tendered to AMK. 

At AMK's shareholders meeting on January 21, 1969, AMK an
nounced that it had already received assurances that 40 percent of 
United's stock would be tendered to it. On January 27, Zapata with
drew its exchange offer, giving those shareholders who had already 
tendered the right to withdraw their shares and selling the remainder 
of its United shares to AMK. AMK and United subsequently merged. 

Post-Exchange Offer Period.-Several of the institutions partici
pating in the original block sale to AMX and in later anticipatory 
purchases dis-posed of their AMK securities within a short period 
after the expIration of the exchange offer. Sales were made both 
t.hrough the broker which had initiated the takeover effort and through 
AMK's dealer-manager. 'While there were no formal take-out agree
ments, the dealer-manager stated that it felt a greater propensity to 
block position sales of AMK securit.ies where the firm had induced 
clients to tender. 

Tendc1'ing by InstiMttio1l.s.-Table XV-52 indicates that 36 invest
ment companies tendered to AMK 36.83 percent of all United shares 
tendered, while all institutions surveyed accounted for 46.39 percent 
of shares tendered. Six illvestment companies (or complexes) tendered 
almost 28 Dercent of all shares tendered. 



Total Common Sharcs Outstanding: 

Total Common Shares Held By Responding 
InstitutionR as of 9/24/68: 

26 Banks: 
23 Investment Companies: 
7 Insurance Companies: 
5 Other 11 

Total Common-Shares Tendered 'to AMK: ' 

Total Common, Shares Tendc~ed to AMK 
by RespondinF Institutions: 

15 Banks:, '--', - -0 , 

36 Regis tercd Invcs tment " , 
Companies '(c~cll1.gtng' ~ 
insurancc company - -.-' 

87,561 

sepa~ate ac~oun,s2- '2,373~OO 
5 Insurance Companies: 

(inc luding, .sepa-rat'; -
accounts':as part-of 
one life company),-

8 Other: 
- 2'03,700 

324;190 
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7,834,347 

233,448 
'1,690,600 

268,600 
~16,153 

-- 2,608,801 (33.29%) 

, 6;442,556 

2,988,751 
(46.39% of all shares tendered)l/ 

(1.35% of shares tendered) 

(36.83% of shares tendered)~/ 

(3.16% of sharcs tendcred) 
(5.03% of-shaces tendered)4/ -, -

1/ Four inves tment advisers and one university endowment fund~_", • 

~/ 

Twelve registcred invElstment companies and/or investment cempany com
plexes, one insurance company complex, one investment adviser and one 
private hedge £und tendered 2,566,900 shares, or 39.9% of all shares 
tendered. 

Six registered investment companies and/or complexes ,tendered 1,799,500 
shares, or 27.9% of al~ shares tendered. 

~/ Includes six investment advisers, one private-hedge fund"and one 
university endowment fund. 
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g. Armour and 00. 
Purchases by Gulf & Western.-In the fall of 1967, Gulf & Western 

Industries ("G& W") (a conglomerate), without any public announce
ment, began to purchase the common stock of Armour and Co. (a 
major food processor). The purchases were effected on the market 
through a broker-dealer with a large institutional clientele. By J anu
ary 1968, G& 'V had accumulated 750,000 shares, or about 9.9 percent of 
Armour's outstanding shares, purchased at a cost of over $26.7 mil
lion. 

G&'Y proposed in ,January 196'8 to mer~e the two companies. How
ever, the Justice Department challenged the proposed merger as anti
competitive. G&W decided to withdraw its proposal and to dispose 
of its Armour shares-hopefully at a substantial profit. It offered the 
shares to Armour, reasoning that Armour was in a vulnerable position 
for a takeover bid, at $60 per share. 

Armo'ltr Bid For OwnShares.-Instead of accepting the G&W offer 
of Armour shares, Armour announced, in June 1968, a proposal to 
acquire its own shares by a public cash tender offer. The offer for 1.5 
million shares at $50 per share was made on August 1. G& vv was not 
surprised that the offer was made, but was disappointed at the price. 
In addition, G&W" realized that the offer, by reducing the number of 
outstanding Armour shares, would have the effect of making G& W a 
statutory insider because its 750,000 shares would amount to over 10 
percent of outstanding shares after the offer. The offer thus forced 
G&W to find another buyer if it was to sell above $50 and avoid possi
ble short-swing profits liabilities under Section 16 (b) of the Securities 
Exchange Act. 

Initial Purchase by General Host.-General Host Corporation 
("Host"), a relatively small company in the food industry, learned of 
the availability of the Armour block from G&W and a broker-dea,}er 
and decided to attempt to purchase it. Under agreement of August 6, 
1968, Host purchased 150,000 shares of Armour from G&Wat $56 per 
share, the purchase price to be payable in two installments of $4.2 mil
lion each at the signing of the agreement and at the closing on August 
16. G&Walso granted Host a 90-day option to purchase the remaining 
600,000 shares of Armour at $60 per share plus a ten-year warrant to 
purchase 175,000 shares 'of Host common stock at $30 per share.los 

Financin.q of Initial Purchase.-In order to finance the initial pur
chase of 150,000 shares, Host needed to borrow $6.9 million (the re
mainder being available from internal sources). Bank loans by Host's 
commercial banker were quickly arranged. Since the total amount 
of the loans, when added to existing loans, would have exceeded the 
bank's legal lending limit to Host, the bank arranged to have another 
bank lend $5.9 million on an "unsecured" basis. A loan secured by the 
Armour stock would have been impermissible under Federal Reserve 
Board Regulation U becanse the value of the stock was less than that 
required for such collateralized loans. 

Althongh the loans were termed "unsecured," various contractual 
arrangements ~ave the banks effective control over the Armour stock 
for purposes of repayment. 

108 Host stock closed at $34 per share on August 6, 1968. 

53-94Q--71--pt.5----31 
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Financin,q of Supplementary Pttrchases.-Additional.financing was 
needed to enable exercise of the option to purchase the remaini~ 
600,000 Armour shares from G&·W and to repay the bank loans used 
to purchase the initial block. Host's two broker-dealer advisers ar
ranged for a private offering to institutions and others of $47.4 million 
in 20-year subordinated notes, convertible into Host common stock at 
$27 per share. Although the use of proceeds was not originally re
stricted to the purchase of Annour stock, this restriction ,,-as later 
added upon the insistence of several institutions which believed that 
the notes would not otherwise be a desirable investment. 

Among the purchasers of the notes were: 
8 investment companies ($15.8 million in notes) 
4 foreign banks ($7 million) 
5 hedge funds ($4.1 million) 
2 broker-dealers ($3 million) 
1 off-shore fund ($2.5 million) 
1 U.S. bank ($2 million) 109 

1 life insurance company ($1.5 million) 
Purchases of $1.5 million in Host notes were also made by two offi

cers of Host, financed by Host's commercial banker. 
Disclosure of Host Purchases.-Host disclosed its over 10 percent 

holdings of Armour pursuant to Section 13 (d) of the Securities Ex
change Act on September 11, 1968. Host first responded to Item 4 of 
Schedule 13D, requesting information about the purpose of the trans
action, with the words: "Not Applicable." After the Commission's 
staff advised Host that a definitive answer was required, Host amended 
the Schedule on October 16, as follows: 

Item 4. Purpose of Transaction 
General Host Corporation has purchased the 150,000 shares of Armour Common 

Stock and acquired the option to purchase an additional 600,000 of such ·shares 
because it considers such purchases to be'll good investment. General Host Corpo
ration may, depending on future analysis and developments, increase its invest
ment in Armour -and Company. General Host Corporation, however, has not 
entered into any arrangement to obtain the financial resources which would be 
required for General Host Corporation to gubstantiany increase its investment in 
Armour beyond the above-mentioned 750,000 shares. 

"Oonfidential Report on A1'11WU1' amil Oom'fX1/l1>y."-By the end of 
September 1968, the management of Host had completed most of its 
"Confidential Report on Armour and Company." The report included 
chapters on Armour's management, business. labor relations, financial 
history and other matters, and concluded with a chapter entitled "In
vestment Strategy." This chapter discussed six phases of a possible 
transfer bid for Armour. 

The first nhase was the acquisition of the initial 150,000 shares from 
G&';V and the arrangement for the note placement. The second phase 
of the strategy centered around the exercise of the 600,000 share option. 
The third phase of the strategy involved increasing Host's ownership 
interest to betwen 20 and 25 percent of the outstanding shares, through 
open market purchases or a tender offer. The fourth phase of the 
strategy contemplated an increase in Host's ownership to the point of 
"virtually rubsolute control-probably somewhere betw~n 40%-51 %." 

100 The bank purchased for three corporate pensIon and profit-sharing trusts and one 
commIngled fund for sImilar trusts. 
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According to the report, once Host gained control of Armour, 
several options were available: (1) a downstream merger of Host into 
Armour; (2) a merger of Armour into a newly created subsidiary of 
Host; (3) the acquisition of an 80 percent ownership interest in 
Armour; or (4) some other type of reorganization involving the 
sale of assets and the reduction of Host's debt. 

The fifth phase of the strategy was thus to consummate some busi
ness combination between Host and Armour, and the sixth phase was 
the "successful integration of Armour and Company into the Gooffi"al 
Host family." 

Host took precautions to prevent the report from falling into the 
hands of outsiders, but a copy was given to its bankers in connection 
with the financing of subsequent open market purchases of Armour 
stock (phase three of the strategy) . 

The strategy followed by Host did, in fact, closely parallel that 
set forth in the report through the first four phases. Host's failure to 
consummate the final stages of the strategy was due to circumstances 
which could not have been foreseen in the summer and fall of 1968 
when the report was written. 

The report did discuss the possibility of a disposition of Host's hold
ings of Armour stock in the event that it proved impossible to con
summate the next succes!'ive phase of its transfer bid. 

Rejeotion of Tramfer Bid by Arnuntr.-From the outset, Armour's 
management made it clear that it rejected any attempted transfer bid 
by Host. The chief executive of Armour refused to meet with Host offi
cials and publicly opposed the bid. 

Market Purohases-Fi1UlflUJinq.-On October 21, 1968, Host re
quested its commercial banker and the other bank that had participated 
in the earlier financing to arrange a $20 million loan to finance market 
purchases of Armour stock, the objective being to increase Host's hold
mgs to 20 percent of outstanding shares. The first bank again faced 
legal lending limitations; these were resolved by bringing in a third 
bank to participate in the financing. 

All three banks were givoo copies of the "Confidential Report" and 
were aware of Host's ultimate objectives. The loans were conditioned 
on the requirement of compensating balances by Host and on the under
standing that the banks would become commercial bankers for Armour 
if the transfer bid was successful. The banks required the loans to be 
repaid immediately if Host was not able to consummate a combination 
with ArmourYo 

The financing was arranged in the face of defensive efforts by Ar
mour's management to block loans by banks throughout the country 
with which it did business or which hoped for commercial banking re
lationships with Armour. Armour officials contacted bankers by tele
phone and letter, stressing the obstacles that lay in Host's path and 
Armour's continuing opposition to any takeover. 

Oonditioning Market for Host Seourities.-In the months pre
ceding Host's public transfer bid, the market in its own securities was 

110 The Armour stock acquired with the proceeds of the loans was deposited In a cus· 
tody account with one of the hanks. There was no lien agreement with respect to the stock, 
but the banks had a right of set-oft' as to all property In their possession. 
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bolstered by the distribution of two research reports on October 22 
and N~)Vember 25, 1968 by an investment adviser and a broker-dealer. 
These reports stimulated purchases of Host stock by institutions. Both 
reports were reviewed by Host officials, and one of the reports reflected 
Host's view that an existing antitrust decree prohibiting Armour from 
merging with another company in the food industry would not pre
cludethe transfer bid. 

An officer of Host also spoke at a luncheon for institutional investors, 
sponsored by the broker-dealer which had prepared one of the reports. 
After the luncheon, one mutual fund manager stated that "it seemed 
more than casually implied that they were going to go after Armour." 

The price of Host stock rose from $39 on December 5 to $44 on 
December 13, 1968, at which time Host announced that it was "con
sidering the possibility" of making an exchange offer. During this 
period, the clients of the broker-dea1er referred to above accounted for 
about one-third of the purchases of Host stock on the New York Stock 
Exchange. 

Anticipatory Pwrohmes of Armour and Host Seourities.-Large 
amounts of both Armour and Host securities were traded by institu
tions, particularly mutual funds, during the last quarter of 1968 and 
the period in January 1969 prior to the effectiveness of Host's exchange 
offer. The funds accounted fur purchases of 405,100 shares and sales of 
351,400 shares of Armour oommon stock; they accounted for purchases 
of 239,700 shares and sales of 102,400 shares of Host common stock. 

Most shares were purchased on the recommendation of Host's two 
broker-dealer advisers. Some of the institutional purchasers had pre
viously purchased Host's notes in the private placement used to finance 
its initial acquisition of Armour shares from G&W. 

A'rmour's Proposal for Defensive Merger.-Armour announced on 
December 12, 1968 that it planned to make an exchange offer for Wil
liams Brothers Co. The transaction was never consummated, and 
Armour's chief executive officer subsequently stated that the purpose 
of the announcement was to "get out in the open" Host's intent to take 
control of Armour. The terms of the proposed acquisition would have 
involved the issuance of enough Armour shares to make it difficult fur 
Host to acquire a controlling block, reducing Host's holdings to about 
10 percent of outstanding shares. 

Exohange Offer.-On December 5, 1968, Host filed an amendment to 
its Schedule 13D (previously filed under Section 13(d) of the Secu
rities Exchange Act) in order to reflect its purchases of a total of 
250,000 shares of Armour stock during November. Host characterized 
the purpose of the purchases as designed "to increase its investment" 
in Armour. However, after the announcement on December 12 of the 
Williams Brothers deal, Host changed its official posture. Another 
amendment to its Schedule 13D, filed on December 13, stated: 

Item 4. Purpose of Transaction 
~neral is conSidering the possibility of obtaining control of Armour and Com

pany through acquisition of additional stock by means of an offer made generally 
to Armour stockholders. 

The terms of the exchange offer were submitted to the Host board of 
directors on December 16 and approved. No announcement of this fact 
occurred until December 23. 
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The registration statement covering the offer was filed on Decem
ber 30, 1968. 

Valuation of the Exchange Offer.-Armour was approximately ten 
times the size of Host. Thus, attractive valuation of the offer was 
crucial to Host's success. Three bases for evaluating the offer existed. 
By far the most important was market value, particularly in view of 
the subsequent competing cash tender offer of the Greyhound Corpora
tion, which set a standard cash value for the Armour shares during 
the period January 27 through February 13,1969. 

The other two bases for evaluation were set forth in the registration 
statement: 

First, the income received by an Armour stockholder would be in
creased from $1.60 in the form of dividends on Armour stock, to $4.20 
in the form of interest on Host debentures. Second, instead of owning 
a share having a book value of approximately $41, the former Armour 
shareholder would have a debenture with a face value of $60 and 1% 
warrants, affording the former Armour shareholder "the opportunity 
to participate in any possible future increases in the market value of 
General Host's stock." 

Defensive Litigatio~AntitTlUjt Decree.-On January 27, 1969, 
Armour brought suit against Host in an effort to obtain an order tem
porarily restraining the making of the Host offer. The motion was 
denied, but the litigation continued. 

Throughout the entire takeover period, Armour publicized its be
lief that a takeover by Host would be illegal under the terms of the 
antitrust consent decree entered in 1920 against major meatpacking 
companies, including Armour. The decree prohibited certain mergers 
of such companies within the same industry. Armour's views were 
buttressed by, and Armour made widespread use of, opinions from 
four of the country's most prestigious law firms. Armour statements 
citing these opinions were released to the press and mailed to Host 
and to banks, other financial institutions and brokers throughout the 
countrl' Armour relied on the Department of Justice as its ultimate 
line 0 defense against the transfer bid. However, the Department 
was unsuccessful in convincing the courts that the bid should be 
blocked. . 

Armour also tried to convince the state securities authorities in 
Illinois, Wisconsin, Kentucky and California to :prohibit the Host 
offer in those states. It met with success in IllinOIS and Wisconsin, 
partial success in Kentucky, and failure in California. These efforts 
did not help Armour materially. 

Greyhm.t.IlUi Tender Offer'-lnitial Oonsideration and Fitnancing.-At 
the same time Gulf & Western was acquiring its holdings in Armour, 
the Greyhound Corporation (a large company with interests in trans
portation and food, among other things) was starting to consider 
Armour as a po:>sible acquisition. However, Greyhound did not have 
discussions with Armour's management or otherwise pursue its in
terest actively until after the Host offer was announced and there 
were indications from Armour that it would be receptive to another 
bidder. A member of Greyhound's executive committee who was also 
a close friend of Armour's chairman received indications from 
Armour's management that it would favor a competing bid. 
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The Greyhound board of directors met on January 27, 1969 to 
consider making a cash tender offer for Armour common stock. The 
minutes of the Board meeting reflect that a very thorough review 
was made of the whole situation. The proposal to seek 2.5 million 
shares (about 40 percent of outstanding) at $65 per share was ap
proved and publicly announced. 

The financing for the offer was obtained from bank sources. Pre
existing credit agreements supplied $75 million; $42.5 million was 
borrowed from one of Armour's commercial bankers (which had 
previously also been a Greyhound creditor) ; and the remaining $47.5 
million was loaned by a number of New York banks. 

Greyhound conditioned the making of the offer on the tender of 
about 500,000 Armour shares controlled by Armour's chairman. This 
was felt to be essential both to give Greyhound an initial block of 
Armour and to show that Armour's management supported the Grey
hound offer. Armour's chairman agreed to the proposal. 

Disolosure of Greyhound Purohases.-In its Schedule 13D filing 
with the Commission on January 27, 1969, Greyhound stated it was 
purchasing for "investment." The schedule was amended, after staff 
comment, to reflect an intent to obtain control of Armour: 

Greyhound Food Management, Inc. is purchasing the Armour and Company 
shares as an investment with a view to control. Depending upon the number of 
shares acquired pursuant to the Offer, it mayor may not obtain control of 
Armour and Oompany. 

Blook Purohase by Greyhownd/Higher Oompeting Offen-On 
January 30, 1969, a broker-dealer acting for Greyhound arranged 
with an arbitrage house and another broker-dealer to purchase two 
blocks totalling 500,000 shares of Armour at $70 per share. The trans
actions were executed on the Pacific Coast and Midwest Stock Ex
changes, and one of the selling brokers had to sell short to complete 
the trade. An hour after the trades, and two minutes before the close 
of the N ew York Stock .Exchange, news was carried on the broad 
ta1?e of the trades and of an increase in Greyhound's cash tender offer 
prIce from $65 to $70 per share. Before this public announcement, the 
broker was able to cover its short position by purchases on the New 
York Stock Exchange at less than $70 per share. 

During the first three days of its public tender at $65, virtually 
the only stock Greyhound received was the nearly 500,000 shares 
tendered by Armour management. In 1?art, this was due to the fact 
that many stockholders, particularly Institutions, do not act until 
the last few days of an offer period. Mainly, however, it was due to 
the fact that the market price of Armour rose from the pre-tender 
price of $59 per share to close at $671;2 on January 29. The 
price rise was caused by heavy buying, especially by customers of 
the broker-dealer-arbitrage house that participated in the January 30 
block sale to Greyhound. 

Many buyers of Armour stock anticipated that the terms of the 
offers would escalate with the conflict. Thus, Host announced on 
January 28 that it was considering increasing the value of its pack
age, and at the opening of the market on January 29, the new terms 
were revealed: the number of warrants to be offered was increased, 
while the warrant exercise price was lowered. 
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Greyhound realized the necessity for revising its offer, but WM 
willing to do so only if it could be assured of obtaining a significant 
number of shares. After purchasing 500,000 shares of Armour at what 
was then a $5 premium, Greyhound on January 30 raised its cash 
tender to the $70 per share price. Under Section 14( d) of the Exchange 
Act the new price became applicable to all previously tendered shares 
as well. 

Re8ult8 of G1'eyhouiltd Bid.-By the weekend of February 8, 1969, 
Greyhound counted tenders for 1.6 million shares of Armour. The 
tender offer was due to expire on February 10. Greyhound decided 
to increase the tender offer price to $72 per share and to accept any 
and all shares tendered, dropping the previous 2.5 million share liml
tation.l11 This action produced the tender of 240,000 shares from three 
mutual funds-the only shares tendered by mutual funds to Grey
hound during the course of its offer. The funds had been friendly to 
Armour's management, but had been unwilling to tender to Grey
hound at a price lo,,-er than the market price. 

The possibility of the increase was discussed with one of the fund 
complexes the day before the increase was publicly announced, and 
the funds agreed during the discussion to tender their Armour shares 
to Greyhound at the increased price. 

By the end of the tender offer r.eriod, extended to February 13, 
1969, Greyhound had acquired 2 'rmllion shares of Armour stock and 
$4.3 million in Armour convertible debentures, at a total cost of ap
proximately $152.4 mil1ion. Greyhound thus became a one-third owner 
of Armour, but fell short of the 40 percent goal it hoped would have 
blocked Host's efforts. 

Solicitation of Tender8 by General H08t.-Host's registration state
ment became effective on January 30, 1969. Solicitation of tenders was 
the primary responsibility of the two broker-dealer advisers which 
had assisted Host from the outset of its transfer bid and were now 
also dealer-managers of the offer. Host's management also contacted 
mutual funds to solicit tenders. 

Institutions were solicited to purchase Armour shares and tender 
to Host. This would not only keep shares out of Greyhound's hands, 
but would also tend to keep the price of Armour stock above the Grey
hound cash tender price. Thus, for example, at the urging of one of 
the broker-dealers, the manager of one mutual fund purchased 100,000 
shares of Armour on February 5 and 50,000 shares on February 11 
and 12, tendering all shares to Host. After learning from the broker
dealer that Host was "reasonably sure we are going to get control," 
and was close to its goal, the fund manager recommended buying an 
additional 50,000 shares of Armour to tender to Host. He thought that 
this "additional purchase was sort of insurance ... It would move to 
aSSure the in vestment, so to speak." 

In one case, a large mutua.! fund already holding Armour shares 
agreed to tender to Host only after being assured of a ready disposi
tion of the warrants comprising part of the exchange package. One 
of the dealer-managers of the offer arranged for a sale of the warrants 
through an arbitrage house. 

III Armour stock had closed at $72 per share on February 7, 1969. 
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The three mutual funds which ultimately tendered to Greyhound 
were a Hpecial target of solicitation efforts by Host. Host attempted to 
disslHldc Armour shareholders from tendering to Greyhound or to 
induce them to revoke such tenders. 

Among the most important instances of institutional facilitation of 
the Host exchange offer were the following: 

-011 January 31, 1969, a property and liability insurance company 
(which itself had become a subsidiary of a conglomerate as a result 
of a successful transfer bid) purchased 231,400 shares of Annour 
stoek t.hrough one of the dealer-managers. All but12,500 of these shares 
were pm'chased at prices above the Greyhound tender price. On Feb
ruary 7, the company purchased an additional 93,500 shares through 
the same broker and at prices in excess of Greyhound's offer. All of 
these shares, amounting to 5 percent of Annour's outstanding stock, 
were tendered to Host in exchange for $20 million in Host debentures 
and ,yn,rrants to purchase 25 percent of Host common stock. An in
vestment partnership comprised of officers of the insurance company's 
parent had previously purchased $1 million of Host notes in the 
pri vnt.e placement that initiated the transfer bid. These officers thus 
may have had a personal stake in the success of the bid. 

-One off-shore fund complex not only purchased Armour shares to 
teJHler to Host, but also agreed to purchase the Host warrants com
prisjng the exchange offer package that other institutions wanted to 
dispose of. This helped to maintain the value of the package, while 
faeilitating tenders by other institutions. One fund in the off-shore 
complex ultimately became the owner of warrants which, if exer
cisml, would have given it 25 percent of Host's outstanding shares. 

-A registered investment company complex, which had partici
pated in the init.ial Host note financing, was also instrumental in 
purchasing and tendering Armour shares. It ultimately held warrants 
whieh, if exercised, would have given it over 10 percent of Host's 
out.standing shares. 

P08t-Transfer Bid Oonduct.-Although Host obtained a majority 
of Armour's shares, it had neither enough shares (two-thirds) to effect 
a st.at.ntory merger nor enough (80 percent) to file consolidated tax 
ret.mlls. In addition, Armour's by-law provisions for staggered di
reetor terms precluded control of the board of directors until 1971. 
The debt ,yhich Host had incurred in the transfer bid could not be 
serviced by the dividend income it would receive from ArmonI' stock. 
The New York Stock Exchange denied listing of the Host debentures 
becanse it appeared that Host might not be able to meet debt service 
reflnirements. 

Host needed Greyhound's stock to effect a merger with Armour. 
However, Greyhound refused to sell or grant Host an option. An in
terim agreement was arrived at among Armour, Greyhound and Host, 
permitting Greyhound two directors and Host four directors on the 
17-man board. Even the combined attempts by Greyhound and Host 
to form an executive committee were defeated by Armour's other di
reetors. Under a subsequent agreement, the chairman of ArmonI' re
signed and a six-man executive committee was formed, consisting of 
repres('ntatives from all three companies. Each group of representa
tIves lmd a veto. 
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This situation proved intolerable for Host; it had no practical 
control over Armour, but all of the expense of servicing the debt used 
to acquire controL On October 27, 1969, Host capitulated, selling its 
Armour holdings to Greyhound for cash, promissory notes and Grey
hound preferred stock and warrants. This package had a value of 
about $211 million, or $50 million less than the amount at which Host 
valued its Armour holdings for accounting purposes. 

Many of the institutions receiving Host securities sold some or all 
of their holdings by June 30, 1969. Although some institutions and 
corporate investors purchased these securities, the bulk of them were 
purchased by individuals. The Host exchange package, valued at 
$74.65 on February 14, 1969, was worth about $50 on June 30, 1969 
and $30 on February 13, 1970, one year after the exchange offer ex
pired. 
h. Geneml Time Oorporation 

Selection of Ta:rget.-In 1967, Talley Industries, Inc. ("Talley") 
embarked on an acquisition program, invoking the assistance of a 
broker-dealer. One of the limIted partners of the brokerage firm was 
an officer and director of Talley. The broker conducted discussions 
with the management of General Time Corporation ("General"), as
sertedly to determine whether General's stock was a good investment 
opportunity for the broker's clients. The broker a,pparently concluded 
that General was a "worthwhile investment" and purchased relatively 
small amounts of shares for its discretionary and other customer 
accounts. 

On December 22, 1967, the broker suggested to Talleis president 
that he consider the possibility of acquiring General stock either as a 
personal investment or for Talley as a means of initiating a takeover 
effort for the company. The broker submitted to Talley a "Confiden
tial Memo for Talley Industries" in which General was described. 

Initial P1trchMes.-Beginning on December 26, 1967, Talley began 
to make market purchases of General stock. Prior to this time, Talley 
had not acquired securities of any company for investment purposes 
nor had it maintained any brokerage account for this purpose. Talley 
purchased 24,800 General shares on December 26 and 27, 1967, account
ing for over half of NYSE volume in the stock on those days. 

Solicitation of .{inticipatory P1trchMes.-On December 29, 1967, 
Talley's president called the president of a registered open-end in
vestment company (or "mutual fund") which held over 5 percent of 
Talley's outstanding shares. At this time, Talley had only about 1 
percent of General's outstanding shares. However, Talley advised the 
mutual fund that it contemplated an acquisition of a "listed company" 
and asked whether the fund would consider buying such stock-ap
parently to assist Talley in acquiring It decisive block of General 
shares. 

On .January 3, 1968, at the request of Talley, its assisting broker 
met with the fund's officials to discuss the merits of the proposal. 
The fund indicated that it would purchase General shares provided 
that the price could be maintained at reasonably low levels. Both Tal
ley and the fund agreed that purchases should be effected through the 
broker in order to prevent the possibility of their bidding separately 
for the same block of stock. Prior to this time, the fund had analyzed 
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General as It possible im'estment opportunity, but had concluded the 
stock was not "strongenough'~ to warrant purchase. The impending 
Talley bid convinced the fund manager that General "might be quite 
an attractive investment and had a very good chance of going up in 
price." 

On January 5, 1968, the fund placed an order with the broker for 
purchase at the broker's discretion. of up to 205,000 shares (Jater in
creased to 210,000 shares) of General stock. This represented the maxi
mum possible commitment by the fund under its investment policy 
which restrioted it from investing in more than 10 percent of the out
standing voting securities of anyone company. 

One other registered investment company and its broker also made 
anticipatory purchases based on information furnished by Talley's 
assisting broker that a transfer effort was contemplated or underway. 
During the first quarter of 1968, the investment company purchased 
30,500 shares of General, constituting about 15 percent of the fund's in
vestment assets at that time. The fund's broker purchased an additional 
100,000 shares for its other customers. Another investment adviser 
purchased 43,500 shares for a number of its accounts in January 1968 
after discussions with Talley'S broker. In each of the above cases, part 
of the purchases were executed by the broker. The broker also made 
substantial purchases for its own clients-51,100 shares on January 12 
alone. 

Stabilizing Price of Target Shares.-In order to reduce any price 
impact on General stock during the period of anticipatory purchases, 
Talley curtailed its purchases of General during the perIOd January 
I) through February 15, 1968, when the mutual fund rendering primary 
assistance was acquiring its 210,000-share block. Talley also sold Gen
eral shares during this period; overall, it purchased 35,000 shares and 
sold 50,000 shares. Most of Talley's purchases during the period oc
curred after the fund had acquired substantially all of its shares. At· 
the same time, General shares sold by Talley were placed in friendly 
hands by the broker. At one point, the fund's manager suggested to tho 
broker that if Talley and its allies "would quit buying altogether, the 
price would probably come down." Buying was suspended on two 
occasions, and the price of General shares declined, after which an
ticipatory purchases were resumed. 

Throughout the period, Talley maintained close contact with the 
fund, reporting the numbers of General shares being acquired by itself 
and its allies. 

Special Bid! Additional Market Ptl1'chases.-On February 19, 1968, 
Talley purchased 66,437 General shares through a special bid on the 
New York Stock Exchange. The special bid alerted General to the fact 
that it was the subject of a takeover effort. General's management met 
with Talley the same day, and news of Talley's identity as the bidder 
appeared on the broad tape, although this information was given to 
C'nmeral in confidence. 

Tal1ey proposed a merger with General, claiming that it and its 
associates held about a third of outstanding shares. General first agreed 
to consider the proposal, but quickly determined to oppose it. Talley, 
which rut that time held about 5% percent of General's s]utres, then 
made additional market purchases, bringing its holdings to about 12% 
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percent by February 23, 1968. Talley's initial purchases of General 
stock had been at a price of about $25 per share; by the time of subse
quent market purchases after public disclosure of the bid, Talley had 
to pay up to $43.50 per share. Talley also agreed to pay its broker a fee 
of $750,000, contingent upon consummation of a merger with General 
(in addition to the brokerage commissions on its purchases). 

Defen8ive Tactic8.-Talley's basic strategy was to oppose General 
management's director nominees at the forthcoming April share
holders meeting and to support its own nominees-through an "In
dependent Stockholders' Committee of General Time Corporation" 
whose proxy solicit,ation expenses were borne by Talley. One of the 
director nominees of the Committee was the president of a mutual 
fund (although not the primary fund) which made anticipatory pur
chases of General stock. 

General attempted to block this strategy by defensive litigation and 
it defensive merger. Both efforts were unsuccessful. General first 
brought suit in federal court, alleging violations of the Investment 
Company Act and seeking to enjoin the voting of its stock by Talley 
and its allies. The case was dismissed on the grounds that General did 
not have standing to sue.1l2 After the Talley group had filed proxy 
soliciting material, General again attempted to block its transfer ef
fort by bringing suit in federal court, alleging that the proxy material 
was false and misleading and violative of Section 14 of the Securities 
Exchange Act. This suit, too, was unsuccessful. 

On April 13, 1968, General announced an agreement in principle to 
merge with Seeburg Corporation, "contingent upon the continuation 
of General's present management." Both of the mutual funds that had 
made substantial anticipatory purchases of General stock announced 
shortly thereafter that they were opposed to the Seeburg merger pro
posal and would vote against it. 

Oommission Action/Outcome of l'ran.~fe?' Effort.-Since the mutual 
fund purchasing 210,000 shares of General also held over 5 percent of 
Talley's outstanding shares, Talley was an affiliated person of the fund 
under the Investment Company Act. To the extent that the purchases 
of General stock by Talley constituted "joint transactions" with the 
fund, such purchases required prior approval by the Commission under 
Section 17(d) ofthe Act and Rule 17d-1 thereunder. Approval is con
ditioned Oil a finding by the Commission under Rule 17d-1 that the 
participation by the investment comI;>any in the joint arrangement 
"is consistent WIth the provisions, poliCIes and purposes of the Act .... " 

The investment company in tIllS case had made no application for 
prior approval of its purchases of General stock. However, on March 
25, 1968] before Talley's proxy solicitation material was mailed, such 
an applIcation was filed with the Commission. On April 19, 1968, the 
Commission found that there was a joint arrangement subject to Sec
tion 17 ( d) of the Act, that the requisite prior approval had not been 
sought, and that there was "no warrant for granting retroactive ap
proval of the transactions effected in such violation of the Act." 113 

Undeterred, on April 21, 1968, the day before the scheduled meeting 
of General's shareholders, Talley issued a press release announcing 

112 General Time v. Talley Indu8trie8, 283 F. Supp. 400 (S.D.N.Y. 1968), affirmed, 403 
F. 2d 159 (2d Clr. 1968). cert. denied, 393 U.S. 1026 (1968). "8 SEC Investment Company Act Release No. 5355. 
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plans for a merger with General after the contemplated eledion of 
the Talley slate of directors. Talley indicated that it would offer con
vertible preferred stock in exchange for General shares. The General 
shareholders meeting was adjourned to May 3, 1968 in order to permit 
the votes to be counted and certified. Preliminary indications pointed 
to a Talley victory, which would not have been possible without the 
support of the assisting fund. 

On May 1, 1968, the Commission instituted an injunctive action in 
federal court seeking to enjoin the mutual fund and Talley from viola
tions of the Investment Company Act and to compel t.he defendants to 
withdraw their votes cast at the shareholders meeting. Upon appeal 
from a decision of the district court dismissing the complaint, the court 
of appeals found that there had been a violatIOn of Section 17 (d) and 
Rule 17d-l, but declined to order the defendants to withdraw their 
votes.1l4 

On December 2, 1968, it was determined that the Talley slate of 
directors had won by a vote of 979,2.'35 shares to 882,159 shares for Gen
eral's nominees. Talley and General were subsequently merged. 

i. Oollins Radio 00. 
On March 24, 1969, Electronic Data Systems Corp. ("EDS"), n 

computer company with annual sales of $8 million, alllounced that it 
intended to acquire Collins Radio Co. ("Collins"), a large radio and 
communications company with annual sales of $440 million. A com
bination with Collins was viewed by EDS ns a means of obtaining the 
benefits of Collins' technological, manufacturing nnd marketing capn
bilitie6. EDS planned to exchange its stock, selling at 250 times earn
ings, for 51IJercent of the shares of Collins, then selling at ten times 
earnings. 

CollIns responded to EDS' proposed exchange offer by cngnging in 
various defensive tactics. These included advising shareholders not to 
tender, writing letters to state securities authorities urging them not 
to nuthorize EDS' offer in their states and negotiating combina,tions 
with other companies. None of these efforts appeared to be having 
much success. 

Collins did receive several offers from companies seeking to ncquiro 
it, but none of them matured into agreements. One potential acquiring 
company was blocked by opposition from the .Justice Depltrtment, 
which suggested that a combilllttion with Collins might be anti
competitive. 

Both before and after announcement of the proposed exchange offer, 
EDS' investment banker and market-maker sought to keep large blocks 
of EDS off the market which might have depressed the market price 
of EDS stock and thereby jeopardized the exchange offer. These blocks 
were placed with institutIOnal investors, several of which indicated 
that the investment banker was soliciting or inducing their purchases 
of EDS. 

EDS and its investment banker also met with several major insti-
tutional holders of Collins' stock, including two bltllks, ltll in vestment 
adviser and a life insumnce compa.nv. The expressed purpose of these 
contacts was to familiarize Collins institutIOnal shareholders witl, 
EDS management. The two banks together held about 23 percent of 

!HSecuritie8 and Ei1Jchange Oommi88ion v. Talley Indu8trie8, 399 F. 2d 396 (2d elr.), 
cert. denied, 393 U.S. 1015 (1968). 
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Collins' outstanding shares. One of the banks exercised sole voting 
authority over 60 percent of its holdings of Collins and 1?artial voting 
nuthority over 16 percent; the other bank had sole votmg authority 
over 92 percent of its holdings and partial voting authorIty over the 
remaining 8 percent. Both banks were also major creditors of Collins. 

Even before EDS' announcement of the proposed exchange offer, 
negotiations had begun between Collins and the commercial depart~ 
ments of several banks, including the two banks referred to above, 
for the purpose of amending an existing revolving credit agreement 
to increase the amount of the credit lines. The credit agreement con
tained standard protective clauses, includin~ a provision which gave 
the ba.nks with a. specified percentage of the loan commitment the 
option of requiring repayment of the loans in the event Collins merged 
or consolidated with another company. 

In response to the announcement of the EDS exchange offer, several 
of the banks expressed concern that th is. provision did not encompass 
an exchange offer. The banks suggested and Collins agreed to a modi~ 
fication of the provision to provide that if 30 percent of the outstanding 
stock of Collins were owned or controJ1ed, directly or indirectly, by 
any single slutreholder, the loans would be repayable at the option of 
the holders of 25 percent of Collins' outstanding loans. This type of 
provision, directed to tender and exchange offers, was then unique 
within the banking industry. 

On May 1, 1969, EDS withdrew its proposal, explaining that Collins 
hnd just notified it of the amendment to the credIt ngreement. Collins 
has subsequently expressed the view that a restrictive provision in a 
credit agreement would not prove completely effective in deterring 
potential btkeovers: the acquiring company could refinance the target 
company's debt if necessary and, in any event, it is unlikely that the 
banks ,vould actually call the loans, paliicularly if the company was 
not able to repay them. 

The two banks holding 23 percent of Collins' outstanding shares 
were mainly instmmentu.l in blocking the exchange offer. The trust 
dcpaliments of those banks, which ha.d been approached by EDS for 
support, were opposed to the offer because of the disparity in the size 
and price-earnings multiples of the two companies. The commercial 
departments of the banks were also opposed to the offer for much the 
same retSOns. While the banks stated that the loan repayment pro
vision was primarily intended to protect the bank's creditor interests 
by providing for a review of Collins' debt service requirements after 
any major change in its corporate business or structure, they admitted 
thnt the provision would afford some measure of protection to manage
ments of target companies 

Both banks stated that the decisions of their trust and commercia.} 
depnrtments were arrived at independently, and that the departments 
did not consult with each other. 
j. Trading analyses 

In the Great America.n Holding Gorp., Reliance /nsll,rance and 
United Fruit case studies, the Study nnnlyzed institutional trading, 
tendering nnd resnles of securities received in :tIhese exchange offers. 
The initInl datn for such trading were derived from Form 1-1 re
sponses on monthly purchases and sales (discussed in Part Three) and, 
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in the case of investment companies also from Form N-1Q, a quarterly 
repOl't required to be filed by all registered investment companies un
der .the In vestment Company Act of 1940. Institutions indicating tmd
illO' activity in any of the securities involved in these case studies also 
re~eived special questionnaires requesting daJta on daily trading dur
inO' the relevant periods. The d!lita supplied were sUl?ported in some 
in~tances by examina·tion of underlying documentatIOn and records 
maintained by the institutions. 

Tables XV-53, XV-54 and XV-55 indicate for each of the three 
case studies the t.arget share holdings of pal,ticular ty,pes of institu
tionsat the initiation of the transfer effol,t (in some cases su'bdi vided 
according to the size of such holdings) ; purchases and sales of the 
target's shares during the pre-public exchange offer period beginning 
with the initiation of Ithe transfer efforts as defined in the tables; pur
chases .and sales of the target's shares during the period of the public 
exchange offer's effectiveness; the number of target shares tendered to 
the successful bidding company; and sales of the bidding company's 
securities received in exchange for target shares tendered. For pur
poses of comparison, ,the t!libles show sales of the new securities in 
units reflecting the exchange ratio. Resales 'are set forth for the peri
ods ending one month after the effective date of the tender offer 
(which would include trading in the "when issued" market), six 
months after expiration of the offer, and one year after ex:piration, 
with an indication of holdings by the institutions at the end of one 
year. The six-month period may be significant since it indicates the 
point ·at which securIties received through tendering could be dis
posed of at long-term capital gain tax rates. 

Several oonclusions emerge from these data, although it would be 
inappropriate to attempt to apply these conclusions to all tronsfer 
bids since the data are limited to the three cases analyzed and neces
sarily depend on the facts in each case. 

(1) Short-term trading.-lot ·appears th!lirt in each of the case studies, 
critical assistance to the bidding company occurred in the form of 
large purchases of target company shares by registered investment 
companies which held no such shares ':prior tlO the initiation of the 
transfer bid. These investment compal1les, as opposed to most other 
investment companies ·and most other institutIOns, were significant 
purchasers of target shares during the period before the tender offers 
became effective and either purchased additional shares during the 
effective period which, together with earlier acquisitions, they ten
dered to tne successful bidding company, or sold .the target's shares in 
the market !lit ·a profit during the effective period of the ·tender offer. 
Target shares sold by institutions during the exchange offer period 
are o:liten purc~ased by ·arbitrageurs which tender to the bidding com
pany for tradmg profi.ts represented by the spread between the mar
ket price of the target shares and the greater value of the exchange 
offer package. Such shares ·are also purchased by institutions allied 
with the bidder .which tender these shares. 

Thus, .although some institutions do not direotly tender their 
shares, they nonetheless facilitate transfer bids by their short-term 
~rading activi,ty, ,purchasing large amounts of the target's shares dur
ll1g the transfer effol,t and selling those shares in the market during 
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and usually shortly 'before ,the expiration of the exchange offer. Insti
tutions may -prefer market sales to direct tendering since they 'are as
sured of an immediate cash profit and do not have ,to bear :the risk of 
holding bidding company securities offered in exchange for the tar
get's shares. (The tax consequences here were the same SInce the ,tender 
offers analyzed were not tax-free exchanges.) 

""Vhile in the United Fruit case, investment companies tendering a 
large number of target shares included mutual funds which had sub
stantiai 1?ositions in such shares before the initiation of the transfer 
bid, it WIll be recalled that one of the factors in the initiation of the 
bid was to enable institutional clients of a broker-dealer which had 
rccommen<;led purchase of United Fruit. shares to dispose of those 
shares at a profit. Some of these pre-existing holders participated in 
the sale of the initial block of United to AMK and, because of t.he 
most fayored shareholder J;>roviso in that transaotion, they had a 
particular interest in tendermg the target's share and in "rescinding" 
the earlier cash sale transact.ion to accept the higher valued package 
of securities in the exchange offer. In addition, in a slight departure 
from the pattern exhibit.ed generally, several investment companies 
previously holding moderate amounts of t.arget shares purchased sub
stantially during the pre-effective and effective period and tendered 
moderately heavy amounts. 

In the Great American case, one large mutual fund holder of the 
target.'s shares, favorably inclined to the tender offer, disposed of its 
holdings through market. sales the day before expiration of the tender 
offer because it was an "affiliate" of the bidding company under t.he 
Investment Company Act (both the fund and the bidder held over 
5 I?ercent of the target's shares) and a direct tender would have re
qmred a Commission exemptive order. 

Registered investment companies were by far the most significant 
factor in short-term trading and tendering activit.y. By contrast, banks 
appear generally to have sold t.heir holdings of target shares in a ris
ing market for such shares rather than to have tendered them. The 
pnces of the target shares increased subst.antially from initiation of 
the transfer efforts to the effective dates, and rose even higher during 
the effective periods of the exchange offers. Thus, the reason for mar
ket sales may have been the desire to obtain tangible realized gains. An 
except.ion was t.he bank which served as exchange offer agent in the 
G1'eat Amel-ican case; a large holder of the target's shares through its 
trust department, this bank tendered significant amounts of target 
shares to the bidding company. 

Insurance companies followed a similar pattern as banks in the 
Great American and Reliance cases, possibly because the targets were 
other insurance companies. However, insurance companies tendered 
moderate amounts of the target's shares in the United Fruit case. 

Other institutions, including invest.ment advisers, hedge funds, uni
versity endowments and, in one instance, a self-administered pension 
fund, did not deviate significantly from the bank-insurance pattern 
IUld were net sellers. However, moderate amounts were tendered by in
vestment advisers in United Fruit, the largest block by the broker
dealer which initiated the effort. Two large blocks were also tendered 
lJy hedge funds, one in Great American and one in United Fruit. 
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(2) Disposition of 8ecw'ities received in exchange offers.-In all 
three case studies, there was a similar pattern of disposition of the 
securities received in the exchange offers. Institutions as a group sold 
between roughly one-third and one-half of all securities received in 
~he exchange offer within the first year. Substantial dispositions by 
lllstitutions which had held no target shares at the initiation of the 
transfer effort would be indicative of short-term -tradin(' in the same 
manner that market sales by those institutions of target ~lares shortly 
before or after the effective date of the exchange offers would tend to 
show short-term interest. 

lIn general, it appears that institutions have a somewhat greater 
tendency to dispose more quickly of the most volatile components of 
exchange offer packages, warrants. This vms the case for 111vestment 
companies with no holdings in the target prior to the transfer effort. 
Debt securities issued were apparently not considered more attractive 
than equity securities from the standpoint of long-term investment . 

. In United F'f'ltit, investment companies with no prior target holdings 
dIsposed of almost all of the warrants received within one year after 
the expiration of the exchange offer. During the same period, they dis
posed of about half of the common stock received and over three-quar
ters of the debentures. Investment companies with large initial target 
shareholdings disposed of about half of the warrants, three-quarters 
of the common stock and less than one-quarter of the debentures within 
one year. In Reliatnce, investment companies with no prior target shares 
sold over two-thirds of the warrants received and about one-third of 
the convertible preferred shares received within one year. In Great 
Ammican, investment companies with no prior target sh!tres sold over 
one-third of the warrants and about the same amount of debentures 
within one year. 

(3) Participation by unregtdated institutions.-It appears that un
registered hedge funds and unregistered offshore funds have been sig
nificant partiCIpants in short-term trading and tendering activity 111 
the contested transfer bids examined. As noted, two large blocks we.re 
tendered by hedge funds; the entire position in one instance und the 
bulk of the positIOn in the other were accumulated during the effective 
periods. One off-shore fund complex, whose trades and tender activity 
are omitted from t.he tables, made substantial purchases of target and 
bidder shares in Great A1rwrican and United Fruit. Purchases of the 
bidder's shares would tend to support the price of the bidder's stock. 
The complex tendered large amounts of shares and was also particu
larly active in the "when-issued" market in one c!tse, purchasing securi
ties in that market from institutions wishing to dispose of them and 
thus helping to maintain the price of the exchange offer package, to 
facilitate arbitrage transactions and to make tenders by others more 
attractive to them. 

These unregistered institutions are not subject to the strictures of the 
Investment Company Act, such as the requiI~ement of Commission 3:P
proval of transactions involving affiliated persons, or the other restl"lC
tions imposed by state and federal regulatory bodies. 
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4. Institutional Invol vement as Sha.reholders 

While contested transfers of control initiated by or on behalf of 
acquiring companies present institutions with multifaceted opportuni
ties for involvement, an attempted transfer within the existing corpor
ate framework generally limits the institution's role to that of share
holder (although its interest may be investment-oriented as well). 
'V'here the transfer requires the approval of shareholders, such as a 
merger, institntiona.l involvement may be limi1ted to V'Oting. As the case 
~tudies indicate, however, the institution may playa more active role 
1Il such matters. 
a. Opposition to contmnplated tram action 

The Brum1.oick-Union Tank study demonstrates that institutional 
shareholders as a group may have the power to block a contemplated 
merger or other acquisition by a portfolio company even before tho 
matter is submitted to all shareholders for their approval. Opposition 
in the Brunswick case apparently reflected the belief of many institu
tions tha.t the merger was not in their 'best interests as shareholders or 
investors. 

Brunswick was viewed by institutions as a fairly speculative invest
ment with a prospect of high returns in the near future. A merger with 
Union Tank would, in the opinion of the institutions, diminish the 
immedi'ltte value of their Brunswick holdings even if management's 
projections of long-term corporate benefit were accurate. 

It was not feltSible for some of these institutions to dispose of their 
holdings; one fund manager stated that such a disposition would 
produce a loss. Other institutions felt that Brunswick and its manage
ment were basically sound; t.hey simply opposed the merger and made 
their opposition known to management. 

While the institutions did not enter into any formal agreement or 
llnderstn.nding to vote against the merger or to voice jointly their dis
approval of it in advance of any shareholder vote, it appears that a 
concerted effort was made to convince management that the proposed 
t.ransaction should not be consummated. There is also evidence that 
institutions were aware of the efforts being made by other institutions, 
both directly and through two broker-dealers. 

Although management attempted to persuade institutional holders 
of its stock that the merger was desirable, it was largely unsuccessful. 
'With over 20% of Brunswick's outstanding shares apparently opposed 
t.o the proposal, management terminated dIscussions with Union l'!mk. 
Institutional participation had blocked the tmnsn,ction. 
b. Attempt to replace existing management 

The Bath hulu8tries case study is an example of an attempt by dis
sident shareholders, including institutions, to oust management by a 
display of power. In their efforts to demonstrate to management tha.t 
they had enough votes to win a proxy contest if necessary, the insur
gent.s both increased their own shareholdings by large market pur
chases (and attempted private purchases) and contacted other institu
tional shareholders to elicit support. Miscalculating the extent of their 
support, the insurgents were unable to force management's resignation. 

Instead, they found themselves subjected to a standard defensive 
tactic-a lawsuit brought by the company to enjoin them from at-
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tempting to effect a transfer of control. The suit was successful because 
the insurgents had failed to file the required statement of stock owner
ship by the "group" under Section 13 (d) of the Securities Exchange 
Act. 

5. Institutional Involvement in Transfer Bids 

The nature of institutional involvement in a contested transfer situa
tion will depend on the type of institution and its reasons for par
ticipating. Thus, a bank with creditor ties may furnish financing to a 
bidding company. A mutual fund with short-term performance orIenta
tion is more likely to partioipate in trading and tendering activities. In 
some cases, the institution itself will be the bidder or target of a transfer 
bid. 

It is not possible to describe a transfer pattern whose details prevaiJ 
in every case. But the mechanisms of corporate transfer bids are iden· 
tical in purpose, substantially similar in design and vary in execution 
only by reason of the inevitable uncertainty of success and the con
sequent need for adaptation. 
a. P7IIrpose of bid 

All transfer bids have a common purpose: to acquire a sufficient 
number of shares of the target company to assume control-after 
which the target may be operated as a subsidiary or merged with the 
acquiring company. It is ordinarily essential that over 50 percent of 
the target's shares be acquired; even though less than 50 percent owner
ship Illay constitute pmctical control, it may invite competing transfer 
bids. More important, it is not possible to consolidate the financial 
statements of the target with those of the acquiring company without 
over 50 percent ownership or to employ the equity method in account
ing for the bidder's investment absent approximately 50 percent own
ership. If the acquiring company is seekmg the target's earnings-in 
order to augment its own per share earnings-it must be able to con
soli(l:ttc for accounting purposes, or to account for its investment in 
the acquired company on the basis of its equity in the undistributed net 
income of such company. 

Furthermore, if the acquiring company is seeking the tax benefits 
that may flow from consolIdated tax retums. it must acquire at least 80 
percent of the target's shares. This may enable the acquiring company 
to utilize any operating losses experienced by the target-to set those 
losses off against the acquiring company's operating gains-and to 
utilize any tax loss carry-forwards (losses experienced in earlier yeaTS 
that may be set off against gn,ins in subsequent years).115 

If the acquiring company issues debt securities in exchange for the 
target's shares, it may be confronted with serious liquidity problems 
unless it is able to make use of the target's flow of funds to retire, 
re!inance or service the debt (see Arllww' case study). This ordinarily 
WIll require a statutory merger between the two entities; the acquiring 
company thus must be assured in most cases of the support of two
thirds of the target's shares entitled to vote on a merger. (In the Great 
Ame1ican case study, the same objectives were achieved by an upstream 
dividend from the acquired company to the acquiring company.) Even 

UG See Sections 381 nnd 382 of the Internnl Revenue Code of 1954. 
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if it has these shares, the Armmf,1' case study demonstrates that the 
skillful use of defensive tactics by the target's management may block 
the acquiring company from initiating the merger proposal or other
wise replacing management. 
b. Planning for bid 

Transfer bids do not simply happen; they are more or less carefully 
conceived and executed, at least after the initial decision has been 
made to acquire an initial block of the target's shares. In retrospect, 
it appears disingenuous for some bidders to characterize their initial 
forays into the arena of a corporate power contest, through purchases 
of the target's securities, as "investments" (see A rmow' case study). 
Where possible, bidders have refrained from characterizing their in
tentions at all until absolutely necessary. 

The advantages of secrecy are obvious: public announcement of any 
intention to acquire a substantial position in a target company would 
almost certainly increase the market price of the target's shares, mak
ing a bid more costly. Disclosure "'ould also enable the target's manage
ment to undertake defensive tactics, such as soliciting competing bids or 
adopting special by-laws or charter provisions designed to thwart 
transfers of control. 

The primary requisite of any plan is flexibility. The bidder must 
be prepared to react almost instantly to a hostile reaction from the 
target's management, to competing bids and to various market factors 
such as the availability of large blocks of the target's stock and the 
attitude of major arbitrageurs. 

While it does not appear typical, there are some cases where insti
tutions may participate in planning (8ee lIo1l1.e 11lsurmwe and Oeneml 
Tim,e case studies). Ordinarily, however, the institution is interesten 
only in alleviating its own problem (e.g., locked-in stock) or in capital
izing on the profit potential of a, takeover bid; it is nllied with the 
corporate bidder primarily for the purpose of advancing its own 
interests. Thus, some institutions-like other invest.ol·s-appear to 
analyze .transfer bids in terms of immediate self-interest considerations 
without regard to the desirability of the transfer from the standpoint 
of the corporate business nnd structure of the target company and 
the acquiring company. 
c. Oonditioning the 1narket f01' the bidder's securitie8 

Even before-and certainly after-it has been determined to seek 
control of a target company, the bidning company must generally 
ensure the market acceptability of its own securities. If cash pur
chases are to be made, the bidder may require financing. Commercial 
lenders such 'as banks would presumably be most interested in the 
actual ability of the bidding company to service the debt or would 
look to the shares acquired for repayment of the loan. But institu
tions purchasing .the bidder's secllrlties in a private offering, the pro
ceeds of which would be used for cash purchases, would be concel'l1ed 
about the ",alue of the securities they received (8CC G1'f'at American 
case study). 

The importance of a strong market in the bidder's securities is even 
more critICal where an exchange offer is to be made. In such case, 
shareholders of the target will be asked to surrender their interests 
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in exchange for the securities of the bidder. The market value of the 
package of securities offered is often the paramount consideration in 
mducing shareholders to tender (see United F1'Uit and Amour case 
studies). 

It is therefore not surprising that publicly announced transfer bids 
have been preceded by attempts on the {>art of potential bidders to 
develop an institutional following in theIr stock. Large institutional 
holdings may produce two results: First, the market price of the 
bidder's securitIes may be increased or held at high levels, pa.rticularly 
if the tra.ding market in the bidder's s~urities is relatively thin; 
second, the institutions may develop a "locked-in" interest in a con
tinued favorable valuation of the bidder's securities where the posi
tions are not, as a practical matter, readily marketable. Such an inter
est may impel the lllstitutional holders to support transfer bids, either 
to facilitrute the development of a broader trading market (which 
would ease marketability of their locked-in positions), or to obtain 
the benefits of a higher valuation of securities that might flow from 
a. successful acquisItion effort, or both. 

If the maintenance of a stable market in the bidder's securities is 
desirable in the pre-transfer period, it may be critical after the trans
fer effort has begun. During this period, efforls may be made by the 
bidder or its broker-dealer adviser to prev@t large blocks of the 
bidder's stock bein~ offered for sale from derressing the market value 
of ,the stock (see uollins case study). In some cases, the institutions 
participating in the financing of target share purchases may be givel) 
puts or registration rights (under the Securities Act) in the bidder"! 
eccurities (see Il ome I n8Urance case study). These benefits tend tl 
assure the institutions that they can dispose of the bidder's securitie'.5, 
while enabling the hidder to deter any precipitous decline in the price 
of those securities through uncontrolled market sales. 

The techniques for promoting institutional interest in the bidder's 
securities a.re varied-they may involve press releases, briefings, dis
cussions or other contacts and almost always require the allegiance of 
one or more broker-dea.lers which may have a prospective interest in 
any contemplated transfer bid (see Great American case study). 
Brokers not only benefit from the commissions generated by purchases 
of the bidder's stock, but they may also expect future compensation in 
the form of finder's fees, consuH!l!t.ion fees, tender solicitation fees and 
business relationships with the bidder or prospective target. 

Regardless of the particular form of persuasion utilized, its sub
stll;nce fol~ows a f~miIiar line of reasoning: a company with a high 
p.r~ce-earnmg~ ~'atIo can generate an even higher price for its secu-
1'1~I~s.by acqmrmg the earnings of a company with a low ratio or by 
~ltlhz1llg the Cas!1, technology, markets or other resources of the target 
1~1 a more effectlV~ manner. The cult of acquisition-mindedness, par
tl.cularl:y as pra.ctlCed ~y so-called conglomerates, may have achieved 
hIg~ prIce-earn~l:g.s ratI?s for the bidder's stock initially; the consum
mation of acqmsltJons, It was argued, would solidify or improve the 
mark~t's en~,husiastic evaluation of corporate performance. As long 
a.s tIllS thesl~ was g~ne:al1y accepted by investors, including institu
tlOns, the pnce of blddmg company stocks remained high and trans
fers could be more readily effected. 
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The federal se(mrities laws may apply in several ways to atte11.ll?ts 
by prospective bidders to condition .the market in their own securities 
as a prelude to a public bid for control: 

(1) . Rule .lOb-5 under the Sec:u~ities. Exchang~ Act. prohibits false 
and mlsleadll1" statpments or omiSSIOns 1ll connectIOn wIth the purclutse 

~ d' or s:tle of ltny security. The rule thus l~recludes aI:y l~er~on ~rom tra .mg 
in securities of a company on the basIs of materIal InsIde mformatIon. 
To the extent that certain institutional investors might have been given 
non-public information about the intention of a bidding company to 
embark upon a program of acquisitions, those investors might have 
violated Rule lOb-5 by purchasing the bidding company's stock in 
anticipation of ,the public annonncement of such a program. This 
might be so, for instance, if -the bidder was priwl.tely projecting earn
ings based on future acquisitions (see G1'eat AmMican case study). 

(2) Section 5 of the Secnrities Act prohibits any company from of
fering its securibies publicly unless a registration statemcnt has been 
filed with the Commission. Attempts to precondi,tion ,the ma,rket for 
securities to be publicly offered violate the Act-these attempts are 
commonly referred to as "gun-jumping." The reason for these restric
tions is clear: public offerings of securities are required to be accompa
nied by the full and fair disclosures afforded by the statutory prospec
tus (and registration statement, of which the prospectus is part). An 
offer in advance of filing of the registration statement may encourage 
potential investors to make investment decisions before they are aW!Lre 
of all material facts about the company. . 

Where a company contemplates that it will make a bid for control 
of another company by offering to e.,.'(change its own securities for the 
securities of the target, it may not attempt to precondition the market 
for such an offering if the offering is required to be registered under 
the Securities ActY6 Having considered or adopted a plan for a trans
fer bid, a company is not free to bolster the market for its own secur
ities in order to facilitate the bid when it is made. 

(3) Rule lOb-6 under the Securities Exchange Act generally pro
hibits a company (and any "underwriters" 117) from purchasing its 
own securitics when it is engaged in a distribution of its securities. The 
effect of such purchases would be to stabilize the market price of the 
securities being publicly offered. While certain types of stabilization 
are permitted under the Act and rules by issuers and underwriters, 
these tmnsnctions must be carried out within the strict limitations of 
npplicable Commission rules. 

A company bidding for control of another company through an 
exchange offer, as well as its broker-dealer advisers and assisting 
institutions, may violate Rule lOb-6 by purchasing or bidding for 
the ncquiring company's securities in order to keep large blocks off 
the market lwd to mnintain the price of such securities. 
d. Selection of target cO'll~7)any 

The decision to bid for control of a particular target company may 
fail to reflect a deliberative study by the acquiring company of the 
economic and commercial merits of a business combinatIOn. Several 

110See SEC Securities Act Release Nos. 3844 (1957), 4697 (1964), (;009 (1969). 
117 The term "underwriter" Includes any person fncllltating or participating In a dlR· 

trlbutlon of securities. 
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of the cases studied (e.g., 01'eat American) suggest that bids may be 
based on techniCltl market. factors rather than the con:;>atibility of 
the ta,rget with its prospective acquireI'. It is thus perhaps inevitable 
that the most vigorous proponents of transfer bids were broker
dea.1ers, which saw in such efforts abundant opportunities for quick 
t.mding profits oy their institutional clients and large fees and com
missions for themselves. 

It would be inappropriate to conclude that all or even most transfer 
bids a.re "'ithout economic justification. At the same time, it a]?pears 
that many transfer bids are made because they are practIcable, 
ltlthough their justification is questionable. A bid for a small company 
that might benefit from combination with a larger enterprise may not 
be feasible beca.use smaller companies are often closely held or man
agement controls a substantial percentage of the outstanding shares; 
It combination with such It company would thus require the concur
rence of its manaO'ement. A bid for It large company in the same 
industry as the bidder or in a complementary industry may be sus
ceptible of challenge by the .Justiee Department as violative of the 
antitrust laws (8ee Oollins and A1'1IWt~I' case studies). Thus, bids may 
be made for companies simply becanse it is feasible to obtain control 
of such companies and technical market factors make it seem rela
tively inexpensive to do so. 

Although the Study found one case where an institution was di
rectly instrumental in selecting a potential target because of the in
stitution's own need to dispose of a large block of the target's stock 
(H 0111e In8t~rance), targets are generally selected by a broker-dealer or 
by the acquiring company itself. In the United F1'1lit case study, a 
broker-dealer decided that the target should be acquired partially be· 
cause it appeared to be the only feasible way of fulfilling the broker's 
prediction to its institutional clients that the price of the target's stock 
would increase. 

In the Oollins Radio, Reliance Insurance and A1'mOU1' cases, the 
bidding company realized the possibility of acquiring control of a 
ver'y much larger target through the use of its own highly valued se
cllrities. In the Home Insw'ance case, the bi,dder saw an opportunity 
to diversify its conglomerate activities at relatively low cost. 
e. InitiallJU1'chase of target shares 

The case studies indicate that once the bidding company has selected 
a target, it will often attempt to acquire a large initial block of the 
target's shares. Some of the bidding companies maintain that this 
initial purchase does not necessarily constitute an irrevocable com
mitment on their part to seek control of the target. Even if that is so, 
it would be disingenuous to suggest that a purchase of up to 10 per
cent of another company's stock is merely a routine "investment"
particularly when the purchase is financed in such a way as to make 
:t further bid for control appear likely. 

In general, the acquiring company will purchase an initial block 
that is large enough to give it a solid base from which to bid for con
trol. At the same time, the bidder will take care to limit its purchase 
to an amount that will enable it to avoid the reporting requirements of 
Sections 1() (a) and IiI (d) of t.he Secnrities Exchange Act as well as 
the short-swing liability provisions of Section 16 (b) of the Act, should 
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the bidder ultimately decide to sel1 out to a competing bidder within 
six months of its original purchase ( Home Ins'w'ance and A1'l)W'll1' caso 
studies). Section 16 is triggered by 10 percent ownership; while Sec
tion 13(d) now requires reporting of f) percent ownership, the 
threshold figure was 10 percent until legislative amendments passed 
at the end of 1970. 

The initial purchase may be effected in three ways: a large block of 
t.he target's stock may be available hom an institutional or corporate 
holder desil'ing to dispose of the block (Homo 1'flS7tmnce; A1'lIwnr) ; 
a block may be assembled from among various institutions (United 
Fntit) ; or the bidder may make a series of market purchases, possibly 
t.hrough a nominee or code number account in order to maintain 
secrecy (Reliance lnsumnce; Gel1eml Time). The market purchases 
may be solicited by the bidder's broker-dealer ad viser. 

The case studies indicate that institutions which arc aware of the 
pnrpose of initial pnrchases of the target's stock and participate in 
such purchases, either by helping to finance them 01' by sellmg the 
target's stock they hold to the bidder, may demand and receive special 
conditions as part of the price for their assistance. Under a "most 
favored shareholder" proviso, some institutions have been able to 
extract an agreement from the bidder to pay them the difference be
tween the purchase price of the initial block and any higher price 
subsequently offered to all shareholders of the target through a cash 
tender offer; in the event of a subsequent securities exchange offer, the 
institutions would have the right to repay the initial pnrchase price 
and instead take any higher valued package of securities (see, e.g., 
II ome lnsw'ance case study). 

Other provisos might permit the institution to share in any profit 
realized by the bidder upon any subsequent resale of the initial block 
to a com.peting bidder or to "put" the bidder's shares at a specified 
price over a period of time. 

f. Ant'ir:ipat01'Y 7JU1'chasos of tm'get share8 
Although the bidding company would typically refrain from any 

public announcement of.its initial buying activity and of its inten
tions with respect to the target., institutional investors might be ad
vised, either generally or specifically, that the target company's shares 
were bein~ sought (soe Geneml Time case study). Broker-dealers 
participatmg in the transfer bid on behalf of the bidder might alert 
their institutional clients in order to enable them to make anticipatory 
purchases of the target's shares-purchases made on the basis of non
public informat.ion that a transfer bid was contemplated and might 
be expected to result in an increase in the price of the target's shares 
when announced. 

Inst.itutions which had participated in the purchase of the initial 
block might also haye knowledge that a transfer bid was being or might 
be made. In some cases, institutions might. be solicited by a broker as
sisting the bidder to make anticipatory purchases so as to help ensure 
the Success of any subsequent tender or exchange offer. ","ith the 
target's shares "locked up" in friendly hands, the bidding company 
could then make a public bid for control with some assurance of the 
outcome (see, e.g., United Fruit case study). 
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As previously noted, institutions holding the bidding company's 
shares might be more readily induced to assist in any transfer bid be
ClLuse of the adverse impact of an unsuccessful bid on the price of the 
bidder's shares. 'Where the institution participates in the financing 
of the initial purchase of the target's shares-for example, by purchas
ing the bidder's securities in a private offering for cash-the institu
tion has a strong incentive to assist the transfer bid. The incentive 
will be reinforced by any special conditions that may have. accom
panied the initial purchase-for example, where the institutIOn sold 
the target's shares to the bidder with the proviso that it rece~ve any 
higher cash price or higher valued securities package that mIght be 
subsequently offered. By making anticipatory purchases of the target's 
shares, the institution may encourage the bidding company to go for
ward with its plans, thereby ensuring the receipt of the special benefits. 

Anticipatory purchases may also occur even after a public tender 
or exchange offer has been announced. If the institution is being 
regularly advised by the broker-dealer coordinating the transfer bid 
or by the bidder of the status of the bid-its likelihood of success or 
the possibility that the bid price may be increased-the institution 
will be able to effect purchases at a price that does not yet reflect these 
bcts. 

As noted in the General Time case study, a.nticipatory purchases by 
registered investment companies may raise problems under the In
vestment Company Act if the investment company is also an "affiliate" 
(e.g.,5 percent m\'ner) of the bidding company. In such a case, any 
joint arrangements or transactions with the bidder to purchase the 
target's shares require advance approval of the Commission. Such ad
vance approval would have the effect of making the existence of the 
tmnsfer bid publicly known and would therefore tend to eliminate 
the advantages that flow from secrecy.1l8 
g. Solicitation of tenders 

As the case studies indicate, it is generally not possible for an acquir
ing company to obtain a sufficient percentage of the target's shares to 
achieve tt transfer of control without making an offer to all of the target 
company's shareholders.1t9 Such an offer may take the form of a cash 
tender offer, under which the shareholder tenders his shares -and re
ceives a specified cash payment, or a securities exchange offer, under 
which the shareholder tenders his shares and receives securities issued 
by the acquiring company . 
. Cash tender offers have the advantage of being readily comprehen

SIble to the average investor; they are also considerably easier to make 
from the standpoint of compliance 'with the federal seourities laws. Un
til t1~e ~968 amendments to the Exchange Act, there were virtually no 
restl'lctIOns on cash offers. The amendments (and more recent amend
ments in 1970) require companies making offers which, if accepted, 
wou~d nu~ke them owners of over 5 -percent of the target's stock, to file 
speCIfied mformation with the Commission. The information, including 

118 In General Time, disclosure of the joint transactions might also have revealed the 
attempts ~y the bidding company and the Investment company to stabilize the price of 
the target" shares In order to minimize the cost of the transfer bid 

110 The General Time case study Is unusunl In this respect; It 'represents It hybrid 
external trnnsfer bid and Internal Shareholder proxy contest. 



a statement of any intention or plan on the part of the bidder to acquire 
oontrol, is also furnished to the target company. 

Securities exchange offers require the filing of a registration state
ment under the Securities Act, unless the secUl·hies being offered are 
otherwise exempt from registration. (Under the 1970 amendments, 
these offers are also subject to the tender offer provisions of the Ex
change Act.) The burden of preparing, reviewing, filing and revising 
disclosure documents and their processing by the Commission may be 
time-consuming, but exchange offers permit the ac(]uil'ing company to 
bid for the target without any immediate expenditure of cash. The 
"packages" offered have ranged from common stock to warrants, vllri
otIS types of preferred stocks, convertible debentures and bonds-or, in 
many cases, combinations of these. The broker-dealer assisting the bid
der will ordinarily assign a "value~' to the package-although the vallie 
may be subject to debate by contesting bidders or the target's manage
ment. 

Where the tender or exchange offer is resisted by the target company 
management or where there are competing offers, the key -to slI('cess 
will generally lie in effective solicitation of tenders. Since institutions 
have the economic power to playa decisiye role in such offers-by ten
dering shares they hold or purchasing additional shares and tendering 
them-solicitation efforts lUl\'e been focused on institutional inves
tors.120 

Solioiblit.ion in the case of cash tender offers is facilitated to some ex
tent by the absence of any restrictions on the dissemination of written 
mlliterial regarding the offer-as long as the material does not ('ontain 
faIse and misleading statements or omissions. Securities ,exchange offers 
are, on the other hand, restricted by the Securities Act prohibitions on 
written solicitations outside the statutory prospectus during the period 
before the registration statement becomes effective. Oral solicitations
if accurate and complete-are permissible for both cash and securities 
offers after the appropriate disclosure documents-schedule and/or 
registration statement-have been filed with the Commission. 

(1) Alignm,e;nt of "friendly" -b1Mtit1dions.-The acquiring comp!tny 
and its broker-dealer adviser (which by this time ma.y be serving as 
dea.ler-manager for the tender or exchange offer) may attempt to form 
a group of institutional investors which will act as conduits in pur· 
(,hasing blocks of the targefs sha,res and tenderillg them to the bidding 
company (see, e.g., United Fruit and Arm01t1' case studies). Such a 
"group" is not bound by formal agreement; rather, its members par
ticipate in a common effort, coordinated by the broker-dealer, to fa
cilitate the objectives of the public offer-the acquisition of a con
trolling percentage of the target's shares. (B1d see Geneml Time case 
study where the bidding company and at least one mutual fund clearly 
acted together) , 

Some of the group's members may be drawn from among institu
tions that previously participated in the bidding company's initial 
purchase of the target's stock; others may have made anticipatory pur
chases of the target's shares on the basis of information about an im-

120 This Is vividly lIIuRtrnted by the Armour cnse study. where oue of the hlddprM 
hnd the support of only three Institutions, while the other had brond Institutional 
support. 
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pending transfer bid-they may feel some obligation to reciprocate by 
tendering through the broker who originally gave them this informa
tion. 

'While the membership of the group is usually unstructured and the 
members do not ordinarily meet with each other, information may be 
exchanged through the broker-dealer or in meetings or discussions with 
the bidding company's management (8ee, e.g., United Fruit and 
Relimnce In81b1'ance case studies). If there is a competing offer, there 
may be a concerted effort to keep the target's shares from falling into 
the hands of the rival. Thus, in the United Fruit case study, the man
agement of AMK and its broker-dealer adviser aggressively sought 
to secure the tender of a large block of United Fruit stock, even to the 
point of re-placing the block in the hands of allied institutions when 
the initial allied institutional purchaser found that it could not pur
chase the entire block. 

Sections 13 ( d) and 14 ( d) of the Securities Exchange Act require 
disclosures by any "person" acquiring or proposing to acquire by 
tender offer ownership of over 5 percent of a company's securities (the 
figure was 10 percent during the periods covered by the case studies). 
The term "person" is defined to include any "partnership, limited part
nership, syndicate, or other group" which acts as such "for the pur
pose of acquiring, holding, or disposing of securities of an issuer." It 
IS possible that institutions, conscious of the concerted effort to pur
chase and tender shares of a target company, could constitute members 
of a "grou]?" by participating in such an effort.12l 

(2) Sohciting 8ales of competing bidder'8 8hares.-The case studies 
revealed some instances suggesting a solicitation by the bidding com
pany's broker-dealer adviser of sales of a competmg bidder's shares 
(8ee United Frltit case study). In other cases, such sales may occur 
independently because institutions believe that the competing bidder 
will be unsuccessful in its transfer efforts. The effect of such sales can
not be determined with precision, but the impact might be to adversely 
nffect the price of the competing bidder's securities, thereby decreasing 
the value of its exchange offer package or imperiling its financing of a 
cash tender offer. 

(3) Special. ind'llceme'llts.-The bidding oompany and its broker
dealer may offer special terms to institutions or other large holders 
t.hat facilitate the transfer bid by t.endering (8ee, e.g., Reliance In8u1'
ance case study). The financial manager may receive assurances of 
special benefits to it for the institution's cooperation. For example, 
where the target company has its own investment portfolio, the bid
di.ng company may imply that allied institutional financial managers 
,,:111 be given th~ opportunity to manage part of the portfolio if the 
bId for control IS succcssful (8ee G1'cat AmM'ican case study). 

Special inducements during the tender or exchange offer period
such as a prcmium price, registration rights under the Securities Act, 

12t In the I//Itll IlIlllIBtriCB case (n. 31. abon). the Court of Appeals. rejecting the Dis· 
trlct Court'" Interpretation of Section 13 (d). held thnt disclosure would be requl-ed onJy 
If the memb<lr" of the group together beneflclnll~' owned the required percentnge (then 
10 llerccnt. now [; percent) of the target comllllny's outstanding "hnres and then agreed 
to pur"ue jOint effort" to ncqulre nddltionnl 8hnres. However, the statutory language 
rcferR to I\n~' "group" acting "for the purpose of acquiring. holding, Or disposing of 
"ccurlties of an issuer" (emllhasls added) and thus seems susceptible of a broader 
Interpretation. Sec R.R. Rep. No. 1711, 90th Cong., 2d Sess. (1968). 
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stock exchange listing, buy-back agreements (or puts)-are now gen
erally precluded under the Commission's Rule 10b-1~, which prohibits 
purchases outside the terms of the public tender or exchange offer. The 
rule underscores one of the primary objectives of the 1968 amendments 
to the Securities Exchange Act-equal treatment of all tendering share
holders. It provides, in effect, that special treatment cannot be given to 
[tny shareholder "from the time such tender offer or exchange offer 
is publicly announced or otherwise made known by such person [the 
bidder] to holders of the security to be acquired until the expi'l'ation of 
the period ... during which securities tendered pursuant to such 
tender offer or exchange offer may ... be accepted or rejected ... " 
h. Financing of tran8fer bid 

As the case studies demonstrate, virtually every transfer bid-even 
one primarily involving an exchange of the bidder's own securities
requires financing. Such financing may be provided on a conventional 
basis by bank lendings (e.g., United Fruit; A1'lIlou1') ; it may also take 
the form of special arrangements with institutional investors that 
facilitate the transfer bid. Thus, institutiolls may purchase the bidder's 
securities in a private offering, the purpose of which is to raise enough 
money for the bidder to purchase an initial block of the target's shares 
(e.g., OJ'eat American). 'Where the bidder lacks the available resources 
to consummate immediate purchases of t.he target's shares, it mlty 
arrange for institutions to serve as conduits or "warehouses" (in indus
try jargon)-pnrchasing the shares and holding them for some speci
fied period until the bidder is able to purchase the shares itself (e.g., 
Home 111,81trance). 

These types of arrangements may create problems under the Federal 
Reserve Board regulations governing the extension of credit as well 
as under the tender and exchange offer provisions of the Exchange Act. 

(1) Federal Re8erve Board Regulation8.-Regulations G, T and U 
are promulgated by the Federal Reserve Board in the exercise of its 
monetrury policy-making responsibilities. The purpose of these regu
lations is to specify the terms and conditions under which credit may 
be extended by regulated banks, broker-dealers and other lenders in 
connection with the purchase of securities. Particular restrictions 
attach to loans that are collaterali7.ed hy securities. 

The case studies and recent litigated cases sugg-est that institutional 
investors participating in a transfer bid-as well as the bidder and its 
broker-dealer-may attempt to circumvent the Boa.rd's regula.tions. 
Thus, banks may make loans to bidding companies that are denomi
nated "non-purpose" or "unsecured" when it seems apparent that the 
loltn is made for the purpose of enabling the bidder to purchase the 
shares of a target company and that the bank ·will retain custody of 
t.hose shares and look to them for repayment of the loan (8ee A1'111O'lW 
and United F1'ltit). 

The interpretation of the credit regulations is vested in the Boa.rd, 
which has generally interpreted its limitations on secured loans as not 
extending to situations where the bank merely retains custody of the 
securities and, in good faith, does not rely on the securities as collateral. 

In the 01'eat American case, the Nm,; York Stock Exchange fOHnd 
that a, member broker-dealer had violated the Board's regulations by 
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participating in an arrangement under which the target's securities 
were purchased on a "21-day delivery buyer's option." The option was 
fotmd to have been an improper extension of credit to the bidding com
plLny which enabled it to pnrchase a block of the target's securities 
although it lacked the funds to do so. 

A special problem arises in the case of loans made by foreign banks 
and broker-dealers. In one case involving a transfer bid, a district 
comt has held that the Board's regulations do not extend to such 
persons.122 It is doubtful that this decision can be relied upon as dis
positive authority on the question; a pending appeal from the decision 
was dismissed after the tender offer succeeded. Congress recently 
amended Section 7 of the Securities Exchange Act to provide explicitly 
that the margin requirements apply to borrowers which are either 
United States persons or foreign persons controlled by United States 
persons.12S 

(2) Tendet' Offet' requirement8.-In the case of Securitie8 and Ex
change Omnmi88ion v. Madison Square Garden/24 the Commission 
sought injunctive relief for alleged violations of the tender offer re
quirements of the Exchange Act as well as violations of Regulation T. 
The defendants consented to the entry of a permanent injunction 
a~a~nst them without admitting the vlOlations charged in the com
plamt. 

The case involved a contest between two companies for control of 
Roosevelt Raceway, Inc. The complaint alleged that after one of the 
bidding companies had announced a cash tender offer, the other bidder 
issued a press release stating that it had reached an agreement with 
a broker-dealer under which the broker and certain of its institutional 
clients would purchase a la.rge block of Roosevelt shares and hold them 
for a year, at which time they would have the right to require the 
bidder to purchase the shares at 120 percent of their cost. It was alleged 
that the purchases under this agreement caused the market price of 
Roosevelt stock to exceed the tender offer price, thereby defeating the 
offer. 

The Commission charged that this conduct constituted a solicitation 
to the shareholders of Roosevelt to reject the tender offer, made with
out the filing of the disclosures required by Section 14 ( d) of the Se
curities Exchange Act; that the defendants together held over 10 
percent of Roosevelt's shares and had acted as a "group" for the 
purposes of acquiring, holding and disposing of Roosevelt shares 
without the filing of the disclosures required by Section 13 (d) of the 
Act; and that. the broker, by entering into an agreement to hold Roose
velt shares for one year wlth a right to cause the bidder to purchase 
the shares, had extended and arranged for the extension of credit in 
violation of Regulation T. 

Under the consent injunction, the defendants were enjoined from 
further violations of the specified provisions, and the agreement be
tween the bidder, the broker and the institutions was declared null 
and void. 

This case illustrates the problems that may be generated by any 
arrangement or understanding among a bidding company, its broker-

"'. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer v. Transamerica Corp., 303 F. Supp. 1354 (S.D.N.Y. 1969). 
''''' Pub. L. No. 91-508. § 301 (October 26, 1970)_ 
W SEC LItigation Release No. 4598 (April 29, 1970). 
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dealer adviser and allied institutions to make anticipatory or other 
purchases of a target's shares under a proviso that, the shares will be 
ultimately tendered or sold by the institutions to the bidder. In effect, 
such an arrangement makes the institutional investors mere conduits, 
or "warehouses," in the financing of a purchase of securities by the 
bidding company. The arrangement may run afoul of the credit regu
lations a,ppJicable to any persons which participate in such a scheme; 
it may also trigger the dIsclosure requirements of the Securities Ex
change Act regarding joint accumulations of over 5 percent of the 
target's shares. 
i. Defensive tactics 

While bidding companies generally seek an amicable transfer of 
control from the target's management-usual1y after IHLving acquired 
a substantial block of the target's shares-the effect of such an initial 
approach may well be tantamount to a dechtration of war. Manage
ment has the most direct and immediate interests at stake in any trans
fer bid: shareholders may be asked to surrender their ownership in
terests in exchange for an apparently desirable cash price or package 
of securities; management faces the loss of its job. 

A transfer bid inevitably reflects on the competence and vigor of 
existing management. The bid may be particularly humiliating when 
it comes from a relatively small company whose young, aggressive 
corporate managers control a company valued in the market at an 
extraordinary price-earnings ratio. The target's management may also 
genuinely believe that a combination with the bidding compn,ny is 
not in the best interests of the target's shareholders. The companies' 
businesses and corporate structures may appear incompatible and the 
takeover effort may seem to represent nothing more than a bid for 
assimilntion of the target's earnings, cash and prestige. 'While the price 
being offered to the target's shareholders may seem attractive, the 
economic. and financial basis of the proposed combination may be 
unsound. 

The defensive tactics employed by the target's management wil1 
depend on (1) when it learns of the bid; (2) the nature of the bid; 
and (3) the likelihood of the bid's success. If the target's manag-ement 
foresees the possibility of a transfer bid, it may act defensively long 
before any actual bid materializes. If the pid is on its face inadequate, 
more advantageous arrangements might be made with another bidder; 
the very. existence of competing bidders will tend to diminish the 
success of anyone bidder and raise its costs. Even if the bid appears 
to be succeed'ing, the target's management may still be able to retain 
power, at least temporarily and possibly long enough t·o bargain for 
long-term benefits. 

It is not possible to predict which defensive tactics may be ut,il ized 
or the order in which they may be employed. The listing below reflects 
most of the methods founcl in the case studies. 

(1) Oharter and by-k.ll/.o,~ amendlllwnt8.-In the wake of the series 
of transfer bids occurring in the late 1960's, a number of companies 
whose managements were apprehensive of such bids adopted amend
ments to their charter lUld by-laws designed to make transfers of con
trol more difficult. These amendments were also adopted by companies 
directly confronted with transfer bids. 
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Charter amendments might include provisions to delegate additional 
authority to the company's board of directors, to increase -the size of 
the board, to abolish cumulative voting and to increase the percent
age of shareholder votes needed for quorum purposes or to approve a 
transaction, such as a merger. As indicated in section E of this chapter, 
institutional shareholders supp0rling the bidding company would 
tend to vote against these amendments. Some by-law changes can be 
made without any shareholder approval, and are therefore ideally 
suited for prompt defensive action. Changes might include staggered 
terms for directors, the creation of a special executive committee or 
special provisions for corporate decision-making. The A'f'mm(''f' case 
study provides striking evidence of effective use of such tactics. 

(2) 001tnter'-8'Olioitatimt.-Perhaps the most direct defensive action 
the target company's management may undertake is an appeal to the 
company's shareholders for loyalty. The shareholders may receive 
letters or other communications from the officers of the target, advising 
them not to tender their shares to a bidder whose domination of the 
oompany would, in management's views, impede its progress and sta
bility. Shareholders ma,y also be warned that any securities they re
ceive in exchange for their present holdings in the target might be of 
dubious value, or that the terms of the offer a,re unacceptably low. 

The problem with this type of defensive tactic is that most sha.re
holders do not feel any special allegiance to the companies whose 
shares they own. This is perhaps even more so in the case of infltitu
tional shareholders where they are given a clear and relatively risk
less opportunity to realize immediate profit. 

The centra.1ization of corporate power in management may thus have 
the ironic side-effect of making management more vulnerable to bids 
for control made by acquiring companies directly to the targ,:t's share
holders. Shareholders cannot be expected to accept uncrItIcally the 
counter-solicitory propaglUlda of management to the effect that "their" 
company is in danger of being taken over by ruthless entrepreneurial 
opportunists because the shareholders do not-and cannot--realisti
cally identify themselves as a vital part of the framework of corporate 
power under abtack. 

Where there is more than one bid for the target's shares, the tar
get's mana,gement may determine to support one of the bidders (8ee 
A1'1IW1(,'f' and United F1'ltit case studies). It may also ultimately decide 
to withdraw earlier objections and recommend acceptance of a bid to 
its sha.reholders. 

Section 14( d) (4) of the Securities Exchange Act requires any solici
tation or recommendation in connection with a tender offer 'to be ac
companied by a filing with the Commission containing the same in
forma.tion that the bidding company must file. Thus, attempts by the 
target's management to generate support from institutions or other 
shareholders must be disclosed. 

(3) PU1'cha8e 01' 8ale of target'8 sha1'es.-Since the bidding company 
is genera.lly seeking a, specified percentage of the target's outstanding 
shares-or all such shares-the target's management may be able to 
defeat the bid by reducing the number of shares available for public 
purchase. As we have seen in the A1'7n01l1' case study, the target may 
begin a program to purchase its own shares, either by market pur-
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chases or by a tender offer to all shareholders. Such J?urchases by the 
corporation may increase price levels, making acquiSItion by the bid
der more expensive, and may dry up the sources of shares for ready 
sale to the bidder. 

The Commission has promulgated for comment and has under 
consideration proposed Rule 13e-2, which would govern the terms 
and conditions under which a company may acquire its own shares. 
The rule is designed to prevent fraudulent, deceptive or manipulative 
practices in connection with such purchases.125 Rule lOb-5 presently 
prohibits the target company from making false and misleading 
Rtatements or omissions in connection with purchases of its shares. 

'While there a,ppears to be an inclination to characterize such pur
chases as intended to supply the company with securities to be used 
in future acquisitions or for general corporate purposes, the anti
fraud provisions would be violated if the purchases were intended to 
block a transfer bid and the company stated that another purpose was 
intended. 

The A1'l1W1.tr case study also illustrates that the target company's 
management may seek to impede a tra,nsfer bid by issuing additional 
shares to friendly holders. If the acquisition of another company by 
the target for stock can be quickly arnUlged, the tltrget may be able 
to issue enough shares to prevent the bidding company from obtain
ing a sufficiently large percentage of outstanding slUlres to achieve 
control. 

Purchases and sales of the target's shares as a defensive tactic 
raise questions as to whether the target's management is compromising 
its fiduciary obligation to the company's shareholders. Even if the 
details and purpose of these transactions are fully disclosed, the tar
get's management must still establish that the transactions were COll

summated for the benefit of the company and its shareholders. 
(4) Oompetinq bids-defen.si1)e m,e1'qen.-If the target's manage

ment believes that the transfer bid is succeeding or that some sort of 
business combination is inevitable, it may attempt to arrange an amic
able combination with, acquisition of or acquisition by another com
pany. This is a frequently observed phenomenon in the case studies 
(see, e.q., Oollins Radio). In some cases, the target's management ma,y 
encourage another bidder to enter the arena-not because it is hoped 
that the new bidder will be victorious, but because the presence of 
several bidders will diminish the chances of success of a,ll of them 
(see United F1'1tit case study). 

As in the case of transactions in the tttrget's shaI'es, the targe.t com
pany's management must not only disclose the circumstances and rea,
sons for arranging amicable mergers or acquisitions, but must also 
be able to justify the transaction as properly within the exercise of 
its fiduciary responsibilities. Although the Commission's focus is on 
the full and fair disclosure of the transactions, a,nd the Commission has 
no power to enforce the observance of corporate fiduciary responsibili
ties, it has been the Commission's experience that public disclosure may 
often serve to deter self-dealing or over-reaching by corporate insiders. 

(5) Solioitinq sales of b'idde1"S shares.-The target company's man-

'''' Rule 13e-l requires disclosure of such purchuses during the tender olfer period, 
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agement and allied institutions and broker-dealers may attempt to 
defeat a transfer bid by selling or soliciting sales of the bidding com
pany's shares. To the extent that such sales have the effect of depressing 
the price of the shares, they make the bid more difficult. Such sales 
may constitute manipulative conduct prohibited by the antifraud 
provisions of the federal securities laws.126 

(() Oontmct 1·est1ict'ions.-The Oollins Radio case study provides 
evidence of the effectiveness of certain types of contractual restrictions 
to which the target company may agree to bind itself in order to thwart 
a transfer bid. There, the banks advancing credit to the target com
pany (two of which were also major holders of the target's shares) 
amended the credit agreement, with the concurrence of the target's 
management, to provide that any loans made would be immediately 
repayable at the option of the lenders if the target experienced a trans
fer of control. Previously, such agreements had provided for repay
ment only in the event of a statutory merger, and thus did not cover 
changes of control resulting from tender or exchange offers. 

It is understandable that institutional lenders would want full pro
tection in the event of major corporate transactions that might ad
versely affect the ability of the target company to service its debt. 
However, where the purpose is primarily to preserve the company as 
It customer-borrower, and when the lending institution'!? position is 
buttressed substantially by holdings of the target's shares, there may' 
be a conflict between its interest as a creditor and its fiduciary duty to 
act in the interests of beneficiaries for which the institution is holding 
slutres. In the Oollins case, the two banks which found themselves in 
this position stated that the decisions of the commercial department
to expand the repayment proviso in the credit agreement-and of the 
trust department-to resist the bidding company's exchange offer
were made independently of each other. 

(7) Litigation against bidde1'.-As the case studies reveal, a fre
quently employed defensive tactic is the institution of a law suit 
against the bidder and its institutional and broker-dealer allies. 'rhe 
suit may charge violations of the federal securities laws, the antitrust 
htws or general corporate and fiduciary principles. 'While it would be 
inappropriate to infer that snch litigatIOn is necessarily without merit, 
it appears that one of the purposes 1Jl instituting suits is to prevent or 
at least deter transfer bids. 'Where the bids lutve succeeded in spite of 
such litigation, the lawsuits are usually voluntarily dismissed by the 
target company. , 

(8) Negotiation fol' 1'etention of JJ01.ve1'.-Even when the transfer 
bid appears to be succeeding, the targers management may be able to 
negotiate with the bidding company for some retention of corporate 
power. Thus, for example, in the Reliance Ins'lll'ance case study, the 
management of Reliance ultimately acceded to the transfer bid, but 
only Itfter the acquiring company had agreed to give management 
employment contracts and a guarahtee of non-interference in the 
target's ordinary business affairs for a period of five years. In the 
A1"nWUy/' case, the target's management was also able to retain power 
for some period of time by skillfully utilizing its continuing control 
over the corpomte decision-making machinery to preclude the bidder'S 

UO A slmliar type of defensive tactic Is an attempt by the target's management to block 
financing of It trllnsfer bid by using Its business relationships with commercial lender" 
to persllnde them not to lend the bidder necessary funds (see Armour case study). 
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from ousting it summarily. The bargaining power of the target's 
management may be augmented by competing bidders whose existence 
creates an incentive to negotiate. 

j. Post-transfe1' bid eond1wt 
. Even after the completion of a transfer bid, the denouement may be 
III doubt. Perhaps the most vi vid illustration of this point is the Al"JnOtlr 
c~se, where two bidders completed their eft'orts by together controlling 
yll'tually all of the target's outstanding shares, but individually fail
lllgto control the company. ·While an uneasy coalition may exist in such 
circUl~1stallces for some period of time, one of the bidders will generally 
prevaIl. 

This may be accomplished by the sale to the stronger bidder of the 
target's shares held by the more vulnerable bidder. As the A1."W1l1' 
case showed, the fact that one bidder may lmve acquired the larger 
number of target shares will not necessarily assure its ultimate success 
(see also United Frnit case study). 

1Vhere the public transfer bid has failed to garnet· all of the target's 
outstanding shares-as will usually be the case-the acquiring com
pany may conduct a renewed tender or exchange offer for the remltin
ing shares. This may be fol1owed by a merger of the two companies, 
permitting the acquiring company to make unrestricted use of the 
target's cash and other assets. 

At this point, the acquiring company may undertake to retire or re
finance some of the debt incurred in the course of the tl'llnsfer bid: 
debt securities issued in an exchange offer, bank loans to finance pur
chases, and institutional purchases of the company's securities carrying 
the requirement that the bidding company repurchase such securities 
(see, e .. q., G1'eat Am,e1'lean case stildy). 

The case studies suggest that a transfer bid may leave the acquiring 
company's capita,lization in a debilitated condition (see A1'l1W1lr case 
study) ; perhaps the greatest irony of such transfers is that the con
tinued financial stabilIty of the acquiring company may depend on its 
ability ultimately to draw on the target compttny's assets to ease the 
burden of the acquisition's cost. 

Institutional activity during the post-transfer bid period may in
volve participation in the "when issued" trading market 127 in the 
bidder's securities. There is some evidence that institutions may help 
to stabilize the price of t.he securities during this period to facilitate 
consummation of the transfer (.~ee Grord American case study). Insti
tutions may also begin to dispose of securities received in exchange for 
target shares tendered (see A rlnO'lM , case study), although the Study's 
trading data showed significant retention of securities received in ex
change offers during the first year after the offer's expiration. Brokel'
dealers that assisted the acquiring company in the transfer bid may feel 
some obligation to find a market for these secmities fo), allied institu
tions; they may, fol' example, block position these securities (soe, e.g., 
United F1'1.tit case study). If the instItutions were unable to dispose of 
the acquiring company's securities, the profits they eXJ(ectcd to realize 
ft'om participation in the transaction might become Illusory. 

This period is also characterized by the fulfillment of earlier induce
ments made to assisting institutions: registration statements may be 

127 "When Issued" refers to securities as to which the registration statement hns become 
effective. but which have not ~·et been Issued because of various formalities nnd conditions 
precedent, such as tender of any minimum number of shares specified in the offer. 
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filed on their behalf to allow them to dispose of restricted securities 
they received in connection ,,·ith the transfer effort; options to sell back 
securities may be exercised; the investment portfolio of the target com
pany may be a.llocated among institutional allies for management by 
them. 

6. Conclusion 

The role of institutional investors in transfers of corporate control 
has been substantial and often critical. ·Whether the attempted transfer 
takes the form of concerted shareholder action from within the com
pany or of an external bid for the target's shares, institutions with large 
holdings or the economic power to acquire such holdings can be and 
often are major forces in the facilitatIOn of change in the structure 
of corporate power. 

It may seem paradoxical that while institutions express reluctance to 
implicate themselves in corporate decision-making, many-particu
larly investment companies-have little hesitancy in participating in 
efforts designed to transfer control of portfolio companies. However, 
while such participation presents all of the potential conflicts and 
littbilities that might attach to institutional involvement in corporate 
decisions, institutional interest in transfer bids is attracted by the 
prospect of relatively clear and certain benefits. These benefits, which 
may inure to the advantage of institutional beneficiaries as well, appear 
to serve as justification for tl1e risk of participation; involvement in 
other aspects of t.he decisional process ordinarily does not produce the 
kind of immediate and substantial benefits that are thought to justify 
such involvement. 

O. SUl\Il\IARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

1. Introduction 

The rehttionships between institutions and portfolio companies 
involve sOl11e sensitive and significant questions. As pointed out in the 
introduction to this chapter, institutions, because of the size of their 
holdings, Cttn have greater influence over portfolio companies than can 
the average individnttl investor. Questions may arise as to the impact 
of this influence on the management of portfolio companies, on their 
other sharoholders twd as to whether this influence would be used 
solely for the benefit of the institutional financial manager rather thaJl 
for the benefit of investors or beneficiaries for which the institution 
is acting. 

·While a substantial number of questionnaires ,yere utilized in con
nection with this chapter, the subject. matter, involving as it does 
relationships among organizations and among people, does not (with 
some exceptions such as the section on concentration of stockholdings) 
lend itself to the same extent as prior chapters to conclusions based on 
intensive statistical tUlalysis of masses of data, mostly expressed in 
qmtntitative terms. 

2. The Legal Framework 

A comprehensive analysis of the complex legal framework, state and 
federal, governing the operations of publicly owned corporations and 
the relationships of various persons and groups having an interest 
in them, is beyond the scope of the Study. For the purpose of this 
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chapter, the primary concern in this area must 00 the legal relation
ships between shareholders of publicly owned corporations and their 
m!tnagement. At the outset it may be not.ed that this legal framework 
does not, generally speaking, differentiate between the institutional 
shareholder and the individual shareholder a.lthough there may be 
significant practic!tl and economic diffel'ences between them. State 
corporation law, still the basic source of law concerning the legal 
relationship between sha,reholders and management, has in geneml 
moved in the direction of recognizing the situation which has evolved 
since corporations became publicly owned: the 'power to direct cor
pOl'ate a,ft'airs is htrgely vested in management subject only to whatever 
controls are imposed by reason of the existence of fiduciary duties on 
the pa,rt of management to shareholders and the requirement that 
shareholders vote both in the election of directors and certain other 
major issues. With the diffusion of shareownership among tens of 
thousands of persons, most of whom are interested only as investors 
and not as owners, these requirements have not significantly diminished 
the powers of management. 

Federal regulation, as applied to publicly owned corporations, has 
eonce1'lled itself primarily with prOVIding adequate disclosure in order 
to permit informed investment and shn.reholdel· decisions including, 
more recently, decisions in connection with tmllsfers of corporate 
control. It also seeks to avoid or mitigate certain conflicts of interest. 
Institut.ional investors in their role as stockholders may be subject to 
certain other restriction .. ,> imposed by legislative bodies or reguhttory 
authorities but these, excepting to some extent the antitrust laws, are 
directed primarily to the investment policies of specific types of insti
tutions rather than to their relationships to portfolio companies. 

3. Concentration of Stockholdings 

This section (unlike most of the others in this chapter) is based on 
an analysis of a substantial amount of statistical data. As might be 
expected in view of the growth of institutions and the emergence of 
very large institutions, the data show that the Study's sample of la.rge 
institutions hold a substantial amount, approximately BO percent, 
of the 800 widely held stocks included in another Study sample. These 
institutions, not surprisingly, do not divide their holdings m?r~ or 
less equally among aJI available stocks. On the contrary, a lllmted 
number of large institutions have very substantial holdings in a nnm
bel' of large publicly held companies. 

The Study found that the institutions in the Study's sample held 
727 of the 800 representative stocks. The sample stocks include New 
York Stock Exchange stocks constituting about 58 percent of the 
va.lue of all such stocks, American Stock Exchange Stocks const.itut
ing about 2~ percent of the value of all such stocks, and over-t.he
counter stocks est.imated to constitute about 1~ percent of the value 
of all such stocks. Excluding the 71 smallest companies, t.here were 
~48 companies in the sample in which ten or fewer institutions surveyed 
together held at least 10 percent of each such company's outstanding 
shares. (The data do not -indicate that the same group of institntions 
held shares in every such company). There were ~03 companies in 
which five or fewer institutions held 10 percent of each company's out.-
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standing shares. Ten or fewer institutions held at least 15 percent of 
the outstanding shares of 247 companies, while five or fewer institu
tions held 15 percent of the outstanding shares of 182 companies. Ten 
or fewer institutions held at least 20 percent of the outstanding shares 
of 159 companies, while five or fewer institutions held 20 percent of the 
outstanding shares of 76 companies. 

Comparable data for institutional holdings coupled with sole or 
partin,} voting authority show that of the 656 largest sample companies, 
ten or fewer institutions held at least 10 percent of 316 companies, 15 
percent of 203 companies and 20 percent of 100 companies. Five or 
fewer institutions held at least 10 percent of 260 companies, 15 
percent of 131 companies and 20 percent of 49 companies. In general, 
a larger propol·tion of concentrated institutional holdings were repre
sented by investments in la,rge companies. 

The concentration a,nalysis thus establishes that large institutions, 
particularly banks, have the potentiaI economic power to exert sig
nificant influence over many companies whose securities comprise their 
portfolios, particularly large companies. Ordinarily, however, no in
dividual institution would be in a position to exert this type of influ
ence and it is necessary to aggregate the holdings of several institu
tions before these constitute a substantial percentage of a particular 
company's outstanding shares. 'While this statistical aggregation may 
dise10se potential economic power in the hands of a group of institu
tions, it does not follow that institutions will necessarily act together 
or that the influence of anyone institution will be augmented through 
concerted activit.ies. 

4. Personnel and Business Relationships 

Relationships between institutions and portfolio companies are not 
necessarily limited to the relationship of the institution as a sha,re
holder. Particularly in the case of banks, -other types of relationships 
frequent.ly exist.. On the basis of available data, the Study has limited 
its IIlquiry to personnel relationships (primarily common director
ship), creditor relationships, bank depoSItory relationships, and rela
tionships as a ma,nager of portfolio company employee benefit plans. 
n, should be recognized that the number of factors that may account 
for the coexistence of various relationships is virtually limitless and 
the Study made no attempt to analyze all such factors. An effort has, 
however, been made to determine whether or not the presence of one 
or more of the specifiedl'elationships is correlated with the presence 
or magnitude of other specified relationships. Restricted to those fac
tors for which data n,re available, the Study was able to test whether 
there is any systematic pattern of intercorrelation among sharehold
in!!. personnel and business ties. 

Regression analysis shows that in the case of banks each of the types 
of relationships :lllalyzed was more likely to occur or to occur in greater 
magnitude whenever another type of relationship was present. This is 
so even after the effects of regional proximity and institution size are 
controlled. The same pattern of correlation was not observed for other 
institutional types. 

It is not, however, possible to attribute any causal relationship to the 
results of the regression analysis. The inability to do so in part results 
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from the conclusion that numerous factors not susceptible to factual 
meaSUl'~ment may enter into the creation 'Of any Or all of such reL:tion
ships. The data collected by the Study does show, however, that the 
likelihood that these functional interrelationships between banks and 
portfolio companies occur entirely by chance is extremely remote. As 
IS not surprising, relationships that may exist between banks and port
folio companies are much greater than in the case of other institutions 
which do not offer to a company the variety of filUtncial services which 
are available to a company from banks. 

5. Institutional Involvement in Corporate Decision-Making 

The existence of potential power on the part of institutions to influ
ence corporate decisions by reason of their substa,ntial shareholdings 
does not demonstrate that such influence is in fact exercised. Informa
tion upon which to base a judgment as to "'hether or not the potential 
power of institutions to influence corpora.te decision-making is or is not 
exercised is hard to come by. The response to the Study's questionnaire 
shows some reluctance on the part of institutions Rnd corporations to 
discuss this matter. 

Such data as is available tends to show that institutions tend to vote 
with management on questions put to It shareholder vote and that if 
they lose confidence in management they tend to sell their holdings in 
a company rather than to attempt to control or influence management 
decisions . .This conclusion appears !~ttributa,ble to two factors. First, 
institutions are inclined to believe that their l'Csponsibility is to make 
investment decisions rather than to attempt to influence management 
decisions. Second, while there are no statutory restrictions upon the 
right of institutions to attempt to influence management decisions, 
institntions tend to believe that an effort to do so would be inltppro
priate and would suhject them to criticism. Over half of all institutional 
res120ndents to the Study's questionnaire did not respond to specific 
polIcy questions asking them to submit their own views about the 
appropriate role of institutions as shareholders. 

,\Vith respect to voting, the practices of institutions vary. Thns, in
stitutions, particularly banks, which act as trustees, believe that they 
are under a fiduciary duty to cast an informed vote and. consequently. 
formal procedures, more or less elaborate, are followed in analyzing 
proxy statements and arriving at It decision as to which way they will 
vote. In the case of other institutions, t.hese decisions tend to be made 
on a more informal basis. Banks also tend to n,bst:tin from voting or 
vote negatively more frequently than do other institutions. Abstent.ion 
from voting wonld ordinarily indicate lack of agreement with the par
ticular proposal presented without demonstmting n, lack of confidence 
in management which n negative vote might indicate. 

Institutions are more likely to take a definite position on those ques
tions which have a clear impact on their economic position and rights 
as shareholders. These include proposals to abolish preemptive rights, 
authorization of mergers, and authorization of corporate acquisitions, 
particularly where such acquisition involves issuance of additional se
curities. In general, it can be concluded that even where institutions 
have the potential power to influence management decisions they tend 
to be reluctant to exercise this power, particularly in an open and pub-
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lie way. While there are, no doubt, instances where institutions influ
ence corporate decisions informally through personal consultations 
with management, reliable statistical evidence of the extent to which 
this occurs is not available. 

6. Institutional Involvement in Transfers of Corporate Control 

During the lnte 1960's there was a remarkable upsurge in efforts to 
transfer corporate control. In some instances this involved an effort 
on the part of shareholders to displace corporate management, but 
more frequently it involved efforts on the part of one company to ac
quire another. In the latter case, where incumbent management had 
agreed to the proposed acquisition of their company, the issues pre
sented to shareholders, institutional or otherwise, were essentially a 
question of how they should vote, and were generally similar to the 
matters d.iscussed in the prior section of this chapter. Quite frequently, 
however, the company seeking to make the acquisition was attempting 
to do so over the opposition of incumbent management. 

Institutions with large holdings or the economic power to acquire 
snch holdings could be and often were major forces in the determina
tion of the outcome of such efforts. 'Vhile, as noted in prior sections of 
this chapter, institutions are disposed to be somewhat passive in ordi
nary management decisions, their participation in contested takeovers 
was often acti ye and crucial. This appears to result from the fact that 
unlike ordinary questions of corporate policy, participation in cor
pomte takeovers afforded to the institutions involved opportunities for 
un mediate profit from the effects upon the market of such efforts. 

Again, the extent, nature and impact of institutional participation 
in corporate takeovers is not a matter which to any significant extent 
is susceptible of statistical analysis. The Study, therefore, endeavored 
to explore this question by case stndies of particular contested take
overs. Nine such case studies were made, in each of which there was 
an examination of institutiona.l p!trt.icipation. Summ!lries of these case 
studies are included in section F of this chapter. These summaries 
necessarily do not include all the details contained in the basic case 
studies. The summaries, toget.her with such other st.atistical data as 
was obtainable, demonst.rate, however, the significant role of institu
tions in determining the outcome of contested takeovers. In such situ
ations, opportunities for obtaining substantial benefit.s are obtainable 
by institutions, including but not limited to benefits for their benefi
emries. There is also the possibility that by such participation institu
t.ions may obtain advantages not available to the indiVIdual investor. 
Such participation involves the possibility of conflicts of interest and 
of the usc of information not generally availu.ble to investors which 
are obtainable by institutions because of the recognition by all parties 
to such takeovers of the economie power of institutions to influenee 
the outeome of the contest. 

Participating institutions have been involved in transfer efforts in 
several ways: 

(1) Instit.utions purchase the bidding company's shares in antici
pation of It tmnsfer bid for the target company, thereby helping to 
maintain or increase the priee of the bidder's securities. This may be 
particularly important if an exchange offer is to be made. 
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(2) Institut.ions pllrchase the target company's shares in antieipa
tion of a transfer bid, with the expectation of sel ling or tendering those 
shares at a higher price after the public tender 01' I!xchange offer ha~ 
been announced. 

(3) Institntions provide financial as~istance to the bidding com
pany, either directly by loans, or indirectly by private purchases of the 
bidding company's securities (supplying the cash necessary for initial 
purchases of the target's shares) or by purchases of the target COIll
pany's securities under an arrangement contempla·ting subsequent re
sale to the bidding company. 

Among the special inducements or benefits that institutions have 
received are: 

(1) Advance information that a takeovcr eft'ort will be made (per
mitting the institution to make purchases of the bidding compan)' or 
target company securities before the market impact of a publicly 
announced tender offer has affected the price of the secul'ltics in
volved). 

(2) Most-favored shareholder provisions, under which institutions 
selling an initial block of the target's shares to the bidding company 
have the right to receive any higher price subsequently offered to all 
shareholders of the target company through a public tender or 
exchange offer. 

(3) Assurances of contingent benefits (sometimes available only if 
the transfer bid succeeds), such as management of the target company's 
investment portfolio or commercial banking arrangements with the 
bidding or target company. 

7. Conclusions 

(1) The prevailing legal framework does not distinguish materially 
between institutions and other holders of corporate shares in terms 
of shareholder prerogatives within the structure of corporate power, 
although there are significa.nt practical and economic differences be
tween them. 

(2) Institutions have the potential economic power to influence many 
companies, particularly large companies, because of their stock hold
ings. Plnt Two of the Study demonstrates that investment assets are 
concentrated in relatively few institutions. These institutions in turn 
tend to concentrate their portfolios in relatively few stocks. Hence, it 
follows that institutional holdings may constitute a large percentage 
of the outstanding shares of certain companies. Since institutions tend 
to invest primarily in the securities of larger companies, concentra.tion 
is most pronounced in the shares of such companies. 

(3) Some institutions, partiCUlarly banks, have personnel and busi
ness relationships with portfolio companies. These relationships may 
tend to reinforce any power conferred as a result of stock holdings. 
They a.lso create potential conflicts of interest and the possibility of 
misuse of inside information. Although the Study can draw no gen
eral conclusions as to whether these adverse consequences actually 
occur or to what extent they may occur, it appears that there is a 
strong statistical correlation between bank stock holdings and per
sonnel and business relationships. 
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(4) Institutions do not generally involve themselves directly in 
corporate decision-making, but instead have a policy of liquidating 
thClr holdings where corporate policies and proposals appear inap
propriate. They generally vote in favor of management proposals 
and only rarely report informal participation or consultation. A 
number of institutions luwe a policy of always voting with manage
ment or of refraining from participation, particularly where general 
corporate matters (:tS opposed to acquisitions) are involved. Partici
patIOn is more likely to occur when the institution cannot readily 
liquidate its holdings in the company's shares and when the benefits 
of such participation are clear. 

(5) Some institutions have been actively and significantly involved 
in facilitating contested transfers of corporate control. In such cases, 
unlike ordinary corporate decision-making, the benefits to participat
ing institutions may be morc certain: in addition to trading and 
tendering profits, institutions may receive special inducements and 
benefits not made available to other shareholders of target companies. 
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